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Abstract
We present several applications of non-perturbative methods to physics beyond the Stan-
dard Model. First, we investigate the Strongly-Coupled Standard Model (the Abbott-Farhi
model) and examine the model in the light of precision electroweak measurements. We con-
struct an effective Lagrangian describing the interaction of the lowest energy states and an
isotriplet of excited vector particles. The couplings of the exited vector bosons are restricted
to be unnaturally small. We then investigate signatures of pseudo-Goldstone bosons in tech-
nicolor theories with the Glashow-Iliopoulous-Maiani mechanism. We use chiral Lagrangian
techniques to describe the spectrum and the interactions of the pseudo-Goldstone particles
in these theories. Free parameters of such models can be constrained by experimental data.
We also outline the most promising signatures at the next generation of particle colliders.
Next, we address issues of confinement in supersymmetric theories. We give necessary cri-
teria for N = 1 supersymmetric theories to be in a smoothly confining phase without chiral
symmetry breaking and with a dynamically generated superpotential. Using our general
arguments we find all such confining theories with a single gauge group and no tree-level
superpotential. For models with vector-like fields we obtain descriptions for theories with
smaller matter content by integrating out fields. Finally, we show how to apply exact results
in supersymmetric theories to construct models of dynamical supersymmetry breaking. We
introduce a new class of theories which dynamically break supersymmetry based on the
gauge group SU(n) x SU(m) x U(1) with m = 3,4,5. We present a renormalizable super-
potential which lifts all flat directions and argue that these theories break supersymmetry
dynamically.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
One of the most difficult problems in quantum field theory is understanding strongly in-
teracting theories. The standard approach to solving the theory in terms of perturbation
expansion in powers of the gauge coupling fails when the value of the coupling is large.
There are several alternatives to perturbation theory which are useful in the strong cou-
pling regime. While it is usually hopeless to attempt solving the full theory, there are
certain regimes of the theory which are more easily accessible to analytical methods. In
particular, the low-energy limit is frequently easier to analyze than the full theory.
There are two important issues in analyzing strongly interacting theories: these are
identifying the symmetries of the problem and the relevant degrees of freedom. Then
one tries to construct an effective description of the interactions between these degrees of
freedom. Usually, in the low-energy limit there are sufficiently few degrees of freedom, such
that their interactions are constrained by the symmetries. Depending on the symmetry
of the problem, it may or may not be possible to solve the theory. The more symmetries
there are, the more constrained the effective interactions are. Even when symmetries are
not exact, they still can be useful for finding the effective description. One can solve the
problem in the limit of exact symmetry and then construct an expansion in powers of
symmetry breaking operators.
We will show several examples of theories beyond the Standard Model, in which strong
dynamics plays a crucial role. For phenomenological purposes, it is frequently sufficient
to describe the low-energy limit. Any unknown new interactions must be characterized by
high energy scales, and only the low-energy dynamics is relevant for processes accessible
experimentally. It is plausible that apart from QCD there are other strongly interacting
theories. One can speculate on various possibilities for such theories, and how they may
explain parameters of the Standard Model. We will discuss several examples of models
created with the use of strongly interacting theories and non-perturbative dynamics.
In the next chapter we review the Strongly-Coupled Standard Model (Abbott-Farhi
model). Our goal is then checking if this theory passes stringent experimental tests of
the precision electroweak measurements. The Strongly-Coupled Standard Model (SCSM)
is a model of compositeness, in which the electroweak gauge group, SU(2)L, is strongly
interacting. All fields carrying SU(2)L quantum numbers are confined at low energies. It
turns out that the SCSM mimics the perturbative Standard Model under some dynamical
assumptions. We will describe the SCSM including not only the lightest particles but also
some excited states, which are not present in the Standard Model. In particular, we will
include a triplet of vector gauge bosons W'. Such vector bosons affect the parameters of
the low-energy theory. Their effect on the low-energy theory can be effectively summarized
in terms of the parameters S, T and U. By using high-precision electroweak measurements
we constrain the couplings and the masses of the W' triplet. Their couplings are restricted
to be unnaturally small, which indicates that the SCSM is no longer a compelling theory
of weak interactions.
In Chapter 3, we investigate pseudo-Goldstone bosons in technicolor theories with the
GIM mechanism (TC-GIM). We briefly describe the basic idea of technicolor and then
examine the phenomenology of a specific model. TC-GIM theories contain exotic fermion
families that do not interact under the weak SU(2)L. These fermions form pseudo-Goldstone
bosons, which are the lightest exotic particles in such theories. We outline the spectrum of
the pseudo-Goldstone bosons and their interactions. The tool for describing these particles is
the non-linear sigma model, known to describe pions in the low-energy QCD. This happens
because the technicolor theories we analyze are based on a scaled-up version of QCD. The
non-perturbative dynamics in such theories spontaneously breaks chiral symmetries. The
pseudo-Goldstone bosons are associated with the breaking of chiral symmetries. In the TC-
GIM models, relevant symmetries are not exact, but explicitly violated by mass terms and
gauge interactions. Therefore, the pseudo-Goldstone particles are not massless. Pseudo-
Goldstone bosons are important for phenomenology since they are the particles most likely
to be observed in experiments. We explain what kind of signatures are expected in future
experiments and how the current data constrain the free parameters of these models.
We turn into investigations of supersymmetric theories in the following two chapters.
Supersymmetry imposes additional constraints on the form of the low-energy interactions.
In N = 1 supersymmetry, the superpotential must be a holomorphic function of the chiral
superfields. This restriction is so powerful that in many theories one can find exact low-
energy superpotentials. We review the basic facts about infrared limit of supersymmetric
gauge theories in Chapter 4. Also in Chapter 4 we present general arguments for identifying
"s-confining" theories. We also find all s-confining theories with a single gauge group. For
all confining theories we identify the massless degrees of freedom and explain consistency
checks supporting the picture of confinement in our examples.
In Chapter 5, we use the results on low-energy behavior of supersymmetric theories to
construct models which break supersymmetry dynamically. If supersymmetry is relevant
to nature it has to be broken. Dynamical supersymmetry breaking is an appealing possi-
bility for supersymmetry breaking at scales smaller than the Planck scale. We first outline
general observations about dynamical supersymmetry breaking. We then investigate su-
persymmetry breaking in product group theories. The product group theories we consider
are particularly interesting because depending on the sizes of non-abelian gauge groups,
the low-energy theories can exhibit various kinds of non-perturbative phenomena. We show
that models which are naively in the confining, conformal or even infrared-free phase can
break supersymmetry. In the analyzed theories, it is important that the dynamics of one
gauge group can affect the dynamics of the other group. We also explain the dynamical role
of the tree-level superpotential. The tree-level superpotential can be a relevant perturbation
and change the phase of the theory. We will see explicitly that the number of massless fields
can be changed when the tree-level Yukawa couplings become mass terms in the effective
theory. This chapter contains many models which dynamically break supersymmetry.
Chapter 2
Strongly-Coupled Standard
Modell
In this chapter we consider the Strongly-Coupled Standard Model (Abbott-Farhi model)
including an isotriplet of W' vector bosons [2]. First we calculate the corrections to the low-
energy theory, which can be effectively summarized in terms of the parameters S, T and U.
Then we use high-precision electroweak measurements to constrain the mass and couplings
of the W'. The W' couplings are restricted to be unnaturally small, and we conclude that
this model is no longer compelling as a theory of the electroweak interactions.
The Strongly-Coupled Standard Model (SCSM) is based on an underlying Lagrangian
identical in form to the Standard-Model Lagrangian. However, the parameters of the gauge-
Higgs sector are adjusted so that the Higgs field does not spontaneously break the SU(2)L
gauge symmetry. Instead the SU(2)L interactions become confining, and the observed
particle spectrum consists of SU(2)L singlets. Nevertheless, given dynamical assumptions
such as unbroken chiral symmetry, the low-energy theory of the SCSM looks very much
like the spontaneously-broken Standard Model. The striking similarity of the confining and
spontaneously broken phases of the theory exemplifies the concept of "complementarity."
The exciting possibility that nature might in fact be described by a confining version of the
Standard Model, which predicts the discovery of new particles and strong interactions at
future colliders, motivates the study of the SCSM.
Of course, if the SCSM really is the theory of the weak interactions, evidence for particle
compositeness must eventually emerge. The effective theory of the SCSM must deviate
from the renormalizable Standard-Model Lagrangian: resonances and higher-dimensional
interactions should appear. In this work we ask: Are the deviations expected in the SCSM
allowed by current experimental constraints? We will attempt to answer this question
by studying a test case in which we introduce an isotriplet of W' vector bosons into the
effective theory. We calculate the corrections to Standard-Model predictions which result
from including the W' bosons. Then we use high-precision electroweak data to constrain
these corrections, and thereby bound the allowed region of the W' mass and couplings.
In an earlier analysis of experimental constraints on the SCSM, Korpa and Ryzak [3]
added both an W' isotriplet and an isoscalar vector boson to the usual Standard-Model
particle content. They concluded that experiment could accommodate these new particles
without severely restricting their masses and couplings. Since then many new electroweak
1This chapter is based on the research done in collaboration with Eric Sather reported in Ref. [1].
observables have been measured, and the accuracy of earlier measurements has greatly
increased. Here we exploit this new data to find much stronger constraints on the model. In
particular, the precise measurement of the Z mass permits a new approach to parameterizing
the corrections to Standard-Model predictions in the SCSM.
In the original formulation of the model [2], the W and Z were not expected to have the
masses predicted by the Standard Model; however, it was known that the Standard-Model
values could be recovered by invoking vector dominance [4]. Specifically, they follow from
the assumption that the W-pole graph saturates the isovector electromagnetic form factor
of the composite fermions. When the W and Z were later discovered with masses near
the Standard-Model values, it became necessary to add to the SCSM the assumption that
vector dominance holds at least approximately [5]. In our analysis we find that the W must
saturate this form factor to within a few percent. We consider this unnatural and conclude
that, in its present form, the SCSM is no longer a candidate for a theory of the electroweak
interactions.
In the next section we review the effective theory for the SCSM in a limit where non-
Standard particle content and higher-dimensional interactions are absent, and show that it
reduces to the Standard Model in this limit. In Section 2.2, we introduce a W' isotriplet
and discuss the resulting modification of vector-dominance relations. In Section 2.3, we
calculate the W'-induced corrections to electroweak observables, which we summarize in
terms of contributions to S, T and U in Section 2.4. We then use high-precision electroweak
measurements in Section 2.5 to determine the allowed region of the W' mass and couplings,
and present our conclusions in the last section.
2.1 Review of the SCSM
The fundamental insight which underlies the SCSM is that the particle spectrum and inter-
actions in the strong-coupling version of the Standard Model could closely resemble those of
the familiar spontaneously-broken Standard Model. This is an example of complementarity:
there is no phase transition between confinement and spontaneous symmetry breaking in a
gauge-Higgs theory with a Higgs in the fundamental representation [6]. In this Section we
review how the effective theory of the SCSM approximates the ordinary Standard Model
(given certain dynamical assumptions). We closely follow the presentation and notation
of Claudson, Farhi and Jaffe [5]. In the next Section we will begin our discussion of the
deviations from Standard-Model predictions which appear when a W' isotriplet is added.
The SCSM is based on an underlying Lagrangian which has the same form as the
Standard-Model Lagrangian. However, the parameters of the theory are adjusted so that
the SU(2)L interactions are not spontaneously broken, and instead become confining at low
energies. All the observed particles are then SU(2)L singlets.
Consider the potential for the fundamental scalar field,
V(Q) = A (tr - 2v2)2 , (2.1)
where
S=(1 -) =* (2.2)
Note that ltn = 1|121. By expressing the potential in terms of n, we make explicit the
invariance of the potential under the custodial SU(2)w symmetry, defined by Q --+ 9h for
h E SU(2)w. This symmetry is an invariance of the full Lagrangian when the hypercharge
and Yukawa couplings of the fermions are turned off.
The scale dependence of the SU(2)L gauge coupling is characterized by a scale parameter
A2, analogous to AQCD. This scale parameter and the constant v2, which appears in the
scalar-field potential in Eq. (2.1), together control whether the SU(2)L interactions are
confining or spontaneously broken. The SU(2)L gauge symmetry will not be spontaneously
broken ifv 2 < 0 orif v2 <A, in which case the gauge interactions get strong at energies
well above v2 and prevent spontaneous symmetry breaking. The fundamental fields which
carry SU(2)L charge will then be confined into SU(2)L singlets. These can be classified
using the custodial symmetry, SU(2)w.
For example, the elementary left-handed fermions O (where a = 1,...,12 labels the
SU(2)L doublet) bind with the scalar particles 4 to form composite left-handed fermions,
= =taLtctC1 ( 1, (2.3)
which transform as SU(2)w doublets. Here a and 0 are SU(2)L indices, which are con-
tracted so that the FL, are SU(2)L singlets. The hypercharge of a composite fermion is
the sum of the elementary fermion and scalar hypercharges, ya + 73/2. This is simply the
electric charge Qa of the fermion, which implies that the hypercharge U(1) in the SCSM is
actually electromagnetism.
From the scalar fields alone we can form a composite Higgs field, H = tr (tft),
which is an SU(2)w singlet. We can also form an SU(2)w triplet of vector bosons, with
interpolating field W, =tr (QtD,1r). In these examples we can see the crucial role played
by the custodial symmetry in organizing the composite particles into multiplets analogous
to the familiar SU(2)L multiplets of the Standard Model. (We will later see how this
symmetry also ensures that the interactions of the composite particles have the standard
form.)
Of course, in addition to the particles that are contained in the Standard Model, ex-
perience with the Strong Interactions leads us to expect in the SCSM a rich spectrum of
bound states, including excited W' bosons, leptoquarks and so on. Since these particles
have yet to be observed, we must assume that these exotic states are considerably more
massive than the left-handed fermions and the W bosons.
Claudson, Farhi, and Jaffe enumerated three dynamical assumptions concerning the
confining SU(2)L sector of the theory, which must hold if the SCSM is to describe the
observed electroweak phenomena [5]:
(i) The approximate SU(12) chiral symmetry which relates the 12 SU(2)L fermion dou-
blets is not spontaneously broken by a condensation of left-handed fermions (i.e.,
(Oab) = 0). This chiral symmetry then protects the composite left-handed fermions
F, from acquiring large masses. (If this chiral symmetry were broken, there would
be light Goldstone bosons consisting of two left-handed fermions, and the composite
fermions would be heavy, as their analogs are in QCD.)
(ii) The W vector bosons are much lighter than the typical mass scale in the theory (e.g.,
A2), and in particular, the W and Z are much lighter than their recurrences, the W'
and Z'.
(iii) The effective coupling of the W bosons to left-handed fermions is small (gP 0.66)
even while the underlying theory is strongly-coupled.
With these assumptions we can write down the low-energy effective Lagrangian for
the SCSM. Interactions with dimension greater than four should be suppressed by the
characteristic mass scale, A2, which by assumption (ii) is much larger than Mw. As long
as we work at energies no higher than the Z mass, we should be able to omit these higher-
dimensional operators from the effective theory. Then the most general SU(2)w-symmetric
effective Lagrangian involving the composite fermion and vector-boson fields is
1 1 2M W +W (2.4)
eff = iFLafa " -Wv  iz 2 +..., (2.4)
where the W self-couplings have not been listed. Here j' = Lr- 'F,a and W, =
8,W, - 9,W, Electromagnetism, which breaks the custodial symmetry, can then be added
by minimal substitution of the vector potential, a,, and insertion of the field-strength,
77V = ,a, -OaA:
Leff = £Ce + ziRbo b + eajm - 1T' LV.T 2 AV-- + (2.5)
Again cubic and quartic vector-boson interactions have not been listed. Here Je'm is the
contribution of the fermions to the electromagnetic current. If we now assume vector dom-
inance, so that the isovector electromagnetic form factor of the Fa is saturated by the
W boson, then as will be discussed in the next Section, we find that the strength k of
the photon-W3 mixing2 is given in terms of the U(1) coupling and the WFLFL coupling
as k = e/g. Diagonalizing the quadratic terms in the Lagrangian (2.5) which involve the
neutral vector bosons, we find the propagating fields
A, = a + kW3 ,
Z, = (1- k 2 )1 / 2w 3 , (2.6)
which couple to the neutral currents as
£Nc = eA -jem + Z" - i - je) . (2.7)
Hence the value of sin2 0 that would be measured in low-energy neutrino scattering is
sin2 0 = ek/l = k2, where we have used the vector-dominance result k = e/g. This implies
that g = e/ sin 0, which leads to the standard prediction for the mass of the W: MW =
7ra/(v2/GF sin2 9). In the above diagonalization process one additionally finds a Z mass of
Mz = Mw/v/ -k2. Applying the vector-dominance result again, we recover the Standard-
Model relation
M = 2 1. (2.8)
Mz2 Cos2 0
We see therefore how the additional assumption of vector dominance leads to the Standard-
Model predictions for the masses of both the W and the Z. A vector-dominance analysis of
the electromagnetic form factors of the W shows that the cubic and quartic self-couplings
of the W are those of an SU(2) gauge theory with coupling g, and that the corresponding
couplings of the propagating fields, A and Z, are just those of the Standard Model [5].
2This mixing is analogous to the familiar case of photon-p mixing.
2.2 Including a W' Isotriplet
We have just seen that with certain dynamical assumptions, and invoking vector dominance,
the effective theory of the SCSM approximates the Standard Model. We now begin our
analysis of the corrections to the effective theory that result when we introduce an isotriplet
of W' vector bosons. A W' should arise in this model as a radial excitation of the W,
analogous to the p' in QCD. Because there is no evidence yet for deviations from the
Standard Model, the W' must be considerably more massive than the W and/or less strongly
coupled. We will therefore treat the inclusion of the W' as a perturbation of the Standard
Model.
Of course, we could include other non-Standard particles in the theory. Alternatively,
we could include in the Lagrangian all operators up to some dimension which are consistent
with the symmetries of the theory. However, as we will soon show, the W' is the degree of
freedom which corresponds to relaxing the assumption that the W saturates the isovector
electromagnetic form factor. Adding a W' thus allows us to consider corrections to the
effective theory due to new particle content, and also to study deviations from exact vector
dominance. At the same time, including a W' isotriplet adds only three new parameters
to the low-energy effective theory, and therefore it is possible to significantly constrain the
theory. The Lagrangian terms for the W' are similar in form to those for the W, Eqs. (2.4)
and (2.5):
w1 JWu . W1 + 1 MV2 WIA. W1 i.
' =ef W'fV W's, + fM 2 W'f -W', + L'W', -jL4 2
- k'W'3,, + -- (2.9)2
In constructing £•' we have proceeded much as before in arriving at Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5).
We have first constructed the most general SU(2)w-symmetric Lagrangian. Next we have
diagonalized the Lagrangian to eliminate terms which mix the W and W' bosons. Finally
we have included electromagnetism, which leads to mixing of the photon with W3 and W'3 .
For later purposes, we note that by substituting W' -+ -W' we can reverse the signs of
both ~' and k', showing that only the relative sign of these two couplings is meaningful.
2.2.1 Vector Dominance
We now show how the W' parameterizes the deviation from vector-meson dominance: Con-
sider the isovector electromagnetic form factor of the composite fermions, Fv(q 2), defined
through
3
e(FLa, F~IJJmIO) = eUL7MyaVL + e Fv(q2 ) UL • y"VL. (2.10)2
Here Je"m is the total electromagnetic current, which includes terms linear in W3 and W'3.
The sum of the contributions to the form factor (see Fig. 2-1) from direct coupling of the
current to the left-handed fermions and from the W 3 - and W'3-pole diagrams is
2 42
q2 - q2 - (2.11)
Because the FL are composite and the confining SU(2)L interactions are asymptotically
free, Fv(q2 ) -- 0 as (q2 1 --+ oc. Then, assuming that Fv(q2 ) is saturated by the W 3 and
W 3  a W' 3 a
+ k + k'k k'
Figure 2-1: Diagrammatic expansion of the isovector electromagnetic form factor including
the direct-coupling graph and the W- and W'-pole graphs.
W'3 poles (i.e., there are no other contributions to the form factor, such as from a W"), we
conclude that
e = kg + k'l' = kg(1 + rIq) , (2.12)
where we have introduced the ratios of W and W' couplings
K =k'/k, 7 = g'/g. (2.13)
Had we assumed strict vector dominance so that only the W-pole diagram contributed,
we would have found the result e = kg, which leads to the Standard-Model Lagrangian
as was shown in Section 2.1. By including the W', however, we depart from exact vector
dominance. The W' contributes a fraction k'g'le , sy to the saturation of Fv(q2 ), so that
ny measures the degree of the departure.
For the model to approximately reproduce the Standard Model, the W must nearly
saturate this form factor. Here we have further assumed that the W' contribution to the
saturation, though of necessity much smaller than that of the W, is nevertheless more
important than contributions from higher-lying resonances, which have been ignored. In
essence, we are claiming that the W' can be viewed as a stand-in for all the resonances
beyond the W which contribute to Fv(q2 ). The quantity K-y accordingly represents the
combined contribution of these resonances to the saturation of this form factor.
2.2.2 The Physical Neutral Vector Bosons
The mixing of the photon with the neutral W 3 and W'3 bosons introduces off-diagonal
terms into the free (quadratic) part of the Lagrangian. We need to diagonalize the free
Lagrangian to find the physical photon, Z and Z' fields. In the previous section we gave
expressions for the physical photon and Z fields that diagonalize the free part of Lagrangian
in the absence of the W' bosons. These expressions, and also the result for the Z mass, are
modified by the mixing of the photon with W'3 . For the masses of the Z and Z' we find
m24M S4ScC-2(C2 - p) (c2  ,
M1z Mw 1 2K 2( + . (2.14)1 - (C2
Here s _ sin 0 - k, c = cos 0, and y is the ratio of the W and W' squared masses:
A Mv /Mw,2. (2.15)
Terms containing extra factors of /jK2 have been omitted. Note that we must restrict r to
the interval InI < cot 0, since otherwise the Z' would have a negative squared mass and be a
tachyon. The neutral vector-boson fields a, W3 and W'3 are given in terms of the physical
fields A, Z and Z' as
a = A-s(W3+W'1 3 ),
W 3  1 (- 1- 2  )2 2 ZZ /
S2  Z Z'
W3 - I - - (2.16)
-1 - P2
Corrections to the coefficients of Z and Z' are suppressed by additional factors of pK2 . If
we substitute these expressions into the interaction terms that couple a, W, and W' to the
fermions, we find the couplings of the Z and Z' to left-handed and electromagnetic currents.
These results for the Z and Z' masses (2.14) and the expressions for W 3 and W'3 in
terms of Z and Z' (2.16) were calculated by expanding in powers 82 LK/(c 2 - p) < 1, which
is assumed to be small. This assumption reflects our intuition that the W' should be heavier
than the W (y < 1) and should also mix more weakly with the photon (K <K 1).
Note that all of the above corrections to Standard-Model relations - the vector domi-
nance result for the electromagnetic coupling (2.12) and the mass and couplings of the W
and Z, (2.14) and (2.16) - contain factors of at least two of the W' parameters K, 7 and
,p. The same is true of corrections to four-fermi interactions mediated by W' exchange,
which are of order /-y2. Hence if any two of the W' parameters vanish, the effective low-
energy theory reduces to that of the Standard Model, leaving the remaining W' parameter
completely unconstrained. This means that we will be unable to obtain constraints on
any individual parameter independent of the other parameters. We will either have to fix
one of the parameters and then constrain the other two, or else constrain products of the
parameters, e.g., the product K7.
As mentioned above, Korpa and Ryzak in their earlier analysis of SCSM constraints
considered the SCSM with not only an isotriplet of W' vector bosons but also with isoscalar
vector bosons which are bound states of a left-handed fermion and a left-handed antifermion:
(V*)Ca ~ CLa7,Y b . Assuming that those V bosons which are color octets, and thus mix with
gluons, saturate the (isoscalar) color form factor of the composite, left-handed quarks, they
were able to place a very stringent bound on the mass of the isoscalar bosons (my >
700 GeV), so that the V bosons would be just as massive as the rest of the non-Standard
resonances. This called into question the assumption of vector dominance of the isoscalar
form factors. Of course, vector dominance of the isoscalar channel is not a necessary
ingredient in the SCSM. By contrast, vector dominance of the isovector channel must at
least approximately hold in order to account for the W and Z masses. By including a W'
we can determine to what accuracy vector dominance must be maintained in the isovector
channel in order to retain agreement with electroweak data.
2.3 Corrections to Standard-Model Predictions
We have seen that the SCSM as formulated here reduces to the Standard Model if the W'
is absent or if it has infinite mass and vanishing couplings. And, of course, the Standard
Model is in impressive agreement with experiment. It is therefore logical to treat the SCSM
with a W' as a perturbation of the Standard Model and calculate the corrections to SM
predictions due to the W'.
2.3.1 Corrections to the Mass and Couplings of the W
The corrections induced by the W' are not simply given by the sum of the new graphs that
include W's. The three quantities a, GF and Mz are known to very high accuracy, and
their values cannot change when the W' bosons are added to the theory. In the Standard
Model, their values determine the masses and couplings of the vector bosons. However, as
the W' parameters are turned on, the W parameters must deviate from their Standard-
Model values if a, GF and Mz are to remain fixed. There are then two ways in which
the W' modifies the effective theory: (1) W' exchange induces new effective (four-fermi)
interactions, and (2) the W mass and couplings depart from their Standard-Model values
in order to preserve the values of a, GF, and Mz.
Let us first compute the deviations of the W mass and couplings from their Standard-
Model values by working at tree level. We define Mwo, go and k0o as the mass and couplings
of the W when the W' is absent, and we define Mw, g and k as the mass and couplings
when the W' is included. We compute e, GF and Mz (at tree level) in the Standard Model
when the W' is absent, and then in the SCSM, with a W' in the theory. Combining these
results we have
e = k0oo = kg(l + ),
- 2 2 1 2 2•2
4/GGF= g0  g - (1 + y2)Mwo 2  MW2 +Mw,2 - MW2
M = 212 MW2 2 Mo4 .L (2.17)
Here co = cos o = - k, and as before, s = k and c = V/1-ik2. The expressions for
e = V~ý/4i and Mz come from the previous section, Eqs. (2.12) and (2.14). The result for
GF is simply the sum of W and W' exchange. These formulas can be used to express the
deviations of the W mass and couplings from their Standard-Model values in terms of Mw,,
g' and k' (or, equivalently, in terms of p, K and 7). Let 6Mw = Mw - Mwo, 6S = g - go
and 6k = k - k0o. Then
6Mw 1 1 [22 2
MW 2 C- 2 2 - ILK2 [.2]• -
kg 1 1 s4
L 2  22 28 KY - c2fP72 + 2 24 2 ]
k - 1 [2c2 - C2 2 S 4 2 (2.18)
k m p 2c 2 - s 2  c• 2  b -pe • c •
Terms containing more powers of Ky, y72 or pr.2 have been omitted. The corrections to
Standard-Model predictions we will find, such as all those found above, will in general be
linear in these quantities, and so they will be forced to be small by our constraint analysis.
In Eq. (2.18) where s and c multiply small quantities like ny, we could just as well use
so and co, since the expressions would be unchanged within the accuracy to which we are
working. Here and in the following, wherever the choice of sin Ow is immaterial, we will
use sin 0 = k and write simply s (and c) for brevity. It should be understood however, that
another convention would do just as well.
These results have been obtained at tree level. Of course, in addition to the W'-induced
corrections to the effective theory, there are also radiative corrections. Radiative corrections
to the small W'-induced corrections are negligible, comparable to two-loop corrections in the
Standard Model. Hence the effective theory is well approximated by adding the W'-induced
corrections calculated here at tree level to the Standard-Model effective theory calculated
to one-loop accuracy. In particular, the mass and couplings of the W in the SCSM are
obtained from their renormalized Standard-Model values by simply adding the deviations
SMw, 6~ and bk calculated above.
2.3.2 Neutral-Current Interactions at the Z Pole
Having calculated the correction to Mw, we need to compute the corrections to the neutral-
current interactions in order to obtain the remaining constraints on the W' parameters.
(Charged-current interactions are precisely constrained only at low energy, and there they
are completely fixed by the value of GF.) Above we presented expressions for the fields a,
W and W' in terms of the physical neutral vector bosons A, Z and Z' (2.16). Using those
results we can write down the coupling of the physical bosons to the fermion currents j3
and jem (again, we only need to calculate the W'-induced corrections at tree-level):
£NC = ea jem +gW 3 j +3 W' 3 -3
M eA jem
1 4 2c2 - 2 82
2 c2 (c2 - ,,)2 c -_ý p
Z ek s2
c g c - em
Z/s 2  ek S2
+9/Z'- [( 7 + -2_ e3 (+2 ) jem] (2.19)
eA -jem
+90(1+ c)- [ j - S(1+ 6Z)jem]
+Z' [ •(j2 - 82jem) - S2(- 7)Jem] . (2.20)
From the coupling of the Z in (2.20), we see that corrections to observables measured at
the Z pole are summarized by the quantities 6z and (, which are given by
Ssin2  2  s2 2  1 - (1 + 2s2) 2
=6z = -+ 2  -72 , (2.21)S sin 2 0 c -2 _ 1 2 ly
sin 1 Z pole C I 1A C I
= -p 7 c2 ) (2.22)C2 -A)
bz is the fractional deviation of sin 2 0 that is measured by the Z-pole asymmetries, and (
(< 0) is the fractional deviation of the coupling of the Z to i2. In deriving Eqs. (2.20)-(2.22)
we have used the results for 6Mw, 6g and bk given in Eq. (2.18).
2.3.3 Neutral-Current Interactions at Low Energy
Experimental constraints on the effective value of sin 2 9 measured at low energy, via neutrino
scattering and atomic parity violation, no longer match the precision of measurements at
high energy which constrain bz, ( and Mw, and thus will not be part of our constraint
analysis, which will be the subject of the next section. Nevertheless, such a low-energy
measurement of sin 2 0 can in principle have different sensitivity to Z' bosons, and so we
conclude this section by presenting the correction to the low-energy value of sin2 0 that
would be measured in this model. We can use the results for LNC to calculate the the
neutral-current matrix element, MNC, at zero momentum transfer. To establish notation,
we first mention that in the Standard Model, MNC is given (at tree level) by
2
MN(q 2  O) = Q - Q' - 4V/GF(I3 - s0Q) . (IA - s0Q') , (2.23)
where (13, Q) and (13, Q') stand for the matrix elements of the neutral SU(2)w and electro-
magnetic currents in the external fermionic states. The matrix element including corrections
resulting from the W' isotriplet, MNC, is then given at zero momentum transfer by
MNc(92  0) e Q '
-4I2GF [(I3 - s2(1 + b0)Q)" (l - s2(1 + bo)Q')
+ (26 + P(K - 7) S2Q ,2Q1 . (2.24)
Here 6b is the q2 = 0 analog of bz:
6 sin2 S 260 = = z + /(r - y) ( + C . (2.25)0-sin2 0  (2 )_
The correction to the coefficient of Q - Q' is unobservable in practice. Note the absence
of a correction to the term proportional to 13 " I in MNC, i.e., p(q2 = 0) is exactly 1
(apart from the usual Standard-Model radiative corrections), which is due to the custodial
symmetry and the constraint on GF measured in low-energy charged-current interactions.
This removes some of the possible sensitivity to Z' bosons.
We see that corrections to the low-energy theory due to the W' enter through 4 indepen-
dent functions of the W' parameters: 6Mw/Mw, C, 6z, and bo. Again it should be noted
that all corrections to Standard-Model predictions vanish if any two of the W' parameters
r, y and y vanish. As mentioned, the first three of these functions, 6Mw/Mw, C and 6z,
are measured with much greater accuracy than the last, bo. We therefore ignore 6o in our
constraint analysis, which we now present.
2.4 Summary of Corrections in Terms of S, T and U
The above corrections to Standard-Model predictions which result from adding an isotriplet
of W' bosons can be conveniently summarized by the S, T and U parameters introduced
by Peskin and Takeuchi [7, 8]. At a fundamental level, S, T and U are defined to measure
oblique corrections to Standard-Model predictions, i.e., corrections due to non-Standard
particles appearing in vacuum polarization graphs for the photon, W and Z. However, at
a practical level, S, T and U simply parameterize corrections to the three Standard-Model
quantities that are measured with high precision (putting aside a, GF and Mz, which are
fixed): Mw, the coupling of the Z to j3, and sin2 0 measured at the Z pole. Therefore,
although corrections due to the W' are in general nonoblique, by comparing the corrections
to these three quantities due to the W' with their expressions in terms of S, T and U, we
can find the effective contributions of the W' to S, T and U.
Contributions to 6Mw/Mw, bz and C are given in terms of S, T and U as [7],
bMy 1 a 1 c2 _ S2MW = 2 2 - 2  S + c2T + 4s
Mw 2 2_ 22 2 4s2 ]
6z = 2- 1 - c2 T
( = aT. (2.26)
Equating these expressions with the corresponding expressions for these quantities in terms
of the W' parameters, Eqs. (2.18) and (2.22), we obtain the contributions of the W' to S,
T and U:
4c2C2S = -(1 - Y)R(ph + 7),
aT' = -P(h +7 ),
-U = g(t4k 2 + 2-y + 72). (2.27)4s2
Here we have introduced R - s2,/(C 2 -Ki), in terms of which the contributions of the W'
to S, T and U can be expressed very concisely. We denote the contribution of the W' to
T as T' because there is another important contribution to T, Ttop, due to the top quark.
Using these expressions, limits on S, T and U can be converted into limits on the mass
and couplings of the W'. However, the contribution to T from the top quark must first be
removed, as we now describe.
2.4.1 The Likelihood Function
The electroweak constraints on S, T and U are combined [7] by first constructing XO:
x(S, T, U) = a (2.28)
Observable Theoretical Value Measured Value Experiment
Mw 80.23 GeV 80.23 ± 0.18 GeV CDF and DO [9]; UA2 [10]
r(Z -+ leptons) 83.68 MeV 83.96 ± 0.18 MeV LEP [11]
sin 2 9(Mz) 0.2331 0.2317 ± 0.0004 LEP [12]; SLD [13]
Table 2.1: Theoretical and measured values of the electroweak observables used to constrain
the W' couplings. The theoretical values correspond to vanishing W' couplings, a top mass
of 174 GeV, and a Higgs of mass 1000 GeV (with Standard-Model couplings).
Here the xi are electroweak observables, namely Mw, the Z width,3 and sin2 9(Mz), as
shown in Table 2.1. The xi(S, T, U) are the theoretical predictions for these observables
obtained by adding the oblique corrections linear in S, T and U to Standard-Model predic-
tions; x• xp are the experimental values; and ai are the experimental errors. All these are
shown in Table 2.1. The theoretical values are given for a 1000 GeV Higgs with Standard-
Model couplings. Of course we do not know the mass of the Higgs in the SCSM, though
it should be of order the weak scale. Further, unlike the Standard-Model Higgs, the cou-
plings of the SCSM Higgs to the W bosons are unspecified. However, this represent a small
uncertainty in the predictions of the SCSM which does not alter our basic conclusions.
As mentioned above, there is a contribution from the top quark to T, which is quadratic
in mt and can be sizable if the top is heavy. (There are also small contributions from the
top which are only logarithmic in mt, which can safely be neglected.) In the absence of
information about the top mass, an arbitrarily negative value of T' could be canceled by an
opposite, positive value of Ttop due to a heavy top. In this case, bounds on T would tell us
nothing about T', and only the bounds on S and U would constrain the W' parameters.
Of course, we now have information about the top mass from CDF, and we use the
result of their fit: mt = 174 ± 16 GeV [14]. However, the error in this measurement is
not negligible, which can be seen by noting that an S-T-U analysis of the Standard Model
predicts the top mass with comparable uncertainty. To incorporate the CDF result for mt,
including the error, we convert it to a measurement of Ttop: Ttop =Ttop Ttop. We then
add a term to X0, ( Tt p -T T° 2
(S, T', U; Tt) = ( T' + Ttop, U) + to toop (2.29)
This leads to a likelihood function Lt(S, T', U; Ttop) - Nt exp[-X /2]. Since we are here
interested in the W' parameters, and not mt, we integrate over Ttop to find a likelihood
function of S, T' and U alone:
L(S, T', U) = dTtop Lt(S, T', U; Ttop) N exp[-x 2(S, T', U)/2]. (2.30)
In L(S, T', U) the only unknowns are it, n, and y, i.e., the W' mass and couplings. We will
now exploit this likelihood function to constrain these parameters.
3In particular, we use the measurement of the leptonic width of the Z, which is free of the theoretical
uncertainties from a, and rb(Z) that plague the hadronic component of the Z width.
2.5 Constraints on a W' in the SCSM
2.5.1 Bounds on iy
From the expressions in Eq. (2.27) for S, T' and U in terms of rK, 7 and p, we can derive
bounds on the product cy. We first express the product R7 as
1 aS - - . (2.31)
1- p 4c
Using a(T' + U/4s2) = -p(1 - p)k 2, we find
c2-pala S + T' + U (2.32)
1 - s2 4c2  482
Then because (c2 - p)/(1 - p) is at most c2, ry is bounded as
ac2 ( S U\ ac2
T' + < I <  2 Smin , (2.33)22 4c2  42 min S
where in deriving the upper bound we used a(T' + U/4s2) = -_(1 -_)it 2 < 0. Here Smin
refers to the smallest (nonpositive) allowed value of S. From the 95% Confidence Level
(CL) bounds on S and on (-S/4c2 + T' + U/4S2 ), obtained from the likelihood function in
Eq. (2.30), we find that
- 0.049 < K') < 0.0055 (95% CL). (2.34)
2.5.2 Allowed Region of W' Mass and Couplings
Our remaining results are obtained by exploring the volume of K-7-/P space allowed by the
likelihood function (2.30). Specifically, we consider points (K, 7, p) for which (S, T', U) falls
inside an S-T'-U ellipsoid defined by the value of X2 corresponding to 95% CL. This maxi-
mum allowed value, X 2ax, depends on the number of degrees of freedom being constrained:
for just one degree of freedom, X2max = 4, which corresponds to two standard deviations,
while for two degrees of freedom, X ax 2 6.18.
A numerical search of the boundary of the allowed region of (K, 7, p), defined by X2 < 4,
shows that cy is bounded as
- 0.028 < K7 < 0.0052 (95% CL). (2.35)
Hence we can state, with a confidence level of 95%, that the W boson must saturate the
isovector electromagnetic form factor to within 3%.
Figures 2-2 and 2-3 correspond to slices of the allowed region of (r., y, p) at fixed y and 7
respectively. In Fig. 2-2 we show the allowed regions (x2a < 6.18) of (K, 7) for Mw, = 150
and 400 GeV. These regions necessarily lie inside the hyperbolic bounds (solid lines) which
correspond to the extreme values of cy allowed for this value of X~x,. Note that most of
each allowed region corresponds to both K and 7 much smaller than one. However, when
either K or 7 is extremely small, the other can become large, particularly when the W' is
heavy. This is expected since, as was pointed out in Section 2.2.2, if any two of K, 7 and p
vanisHi, the remaining quantity is unconstrained.
In Figure 2-3 we show the allowed range of K (X2 < 4) as a function of Mw/Mw, for
0.1
So0.0
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Figure 2-2: Contours bounding the regions of the n-y plane allowed at 95% CL for Mw, =
150 GeV (dashes) and 400 GeV (dots). The solid lines are hyperbolas defined by the bound
on K7 at the same value of X2 .
- = 1, 1/2, 1/3 and 1/4. Here we exploit the symmetry noted after Eq. (2.9) - namely
invariance under simultaneous change of sign of 7 and K - in order to restrict attention
to positive y. From this Figure we conclude that for reasonable values of y, K must be
extremely small; in other words the W' must mix much more weakly with the photon than
the W. In particular, for g'/g > 1/4, K < 0.025.
In Figure 2-4 we show the maximum value of g' allowed by our constraints (X2 < 4)
as a function of Mw,, and we compare our constraints with those obtained in the direct
W' search at CDF [15]. Note that our bounds are more restrictive than the CDF bounds.
Further, the CDF analysis assumes that the W' decays entirely into left-handed fermions,
whereas in the SCSM a W' will primarily decay into WZ for Mw, above the decay threshold,
Mw + Mz. Hence the CDF bounds do not help us bound y in the SCSM. Our constraint
analysis indicates that at a moderate value of Mw, such as 300 GeV, the W' coupling to
fermions must be less than a quarter of the W coupling.
2.6 Comparison with an earlier work
Comparing our results with the earlier analysis by Korpa and Ryzak [3], we can see how the
continually improving electroweak measurements have drastically pared away the allowed
parameter space in this model. In their Figure 4 they found K7 allowed to be as large as
0.2, compared to our upper bound of 0.0052. Similarly, for 7 = 1 they found that the W'
could be as light as 170 GeV and K could be as large as 0.13, while for 7 = 1 we now find
that the W' must be heavier than 1075 GeV and n can be at most 0.006. Moreover, our
much more restrictive bounds hold at 95% CL, while the earlier bounds held only at 68%
CL.
Korpa and Ryzak concluded from their analysis that there was plenty of room for the
non-Standard particle content predicted by the SCSM. From our analysis of the SCSM
exploiting recent electroweak data, we conclude that the currently allowed parameter space
is so small as to strongly argue against the model. There is no reason to expect vector
dominance to hold at a level of 3%. Nor can we understand how the W' could mix with the
photon only 1/40 as much as the W mixes; yet we have found that this would have to be
the case even if the coupling of the W' to the left-handed fermions is allowed to be as small
as 1/4 the W coupling (itself already small for a strongly-coupled theory).
It is possible that by including more resonances in our analysis we could find regions in
the enlarged parameter space where the various corrections to Standard-Model predictions
cancel, without forcing the masses and couplings of the resonances to be unnaturally small.
But from our analysis it is clear that these cancellations would have to be rather delicate,
and the agreement of the SCSM with experiment would be just as inexplicable.
Of course, we can never completely exclude the SCSM solely on the basis of experimental
constraints. The strongly-coupled dynamics underlying the effective theory do not allow us
to find predictions for masses and couplings which could be contradicted by experiment.
However, the model offers no natural understanding of how it could continue to evaded
detection, disguised as the spontaneously-broken Standard Model. For this reason, we
conclude that unless there emerges from a study of the strong dynamics an explanation of
how it could be so nearly indistinguishable from the Standard Model, the Strongly-Coupled
Standard Model can no longer be viewed as a possible theory of the electroweak interactions.
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Figure 2-3: Contours bounding the allowed region of the n-Mw/Mw, plane for - = 1
(solid), -y = 1/2 (dashes), -y = 1/3 (dotdash) and -y = 1/4 (dots).
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Chapter 3
Signatures of Technicolor Models
with the GIM Mechanisml
In this chapter we investigate the production and the decays of pseudo-Goldstone bosons
(PGBs) predicted by technicolor theories with the GIM mechanism (TC-GIM). The TC-
GIM models contain exotic fermion families that do not interact under weak SU(2), but
they do have color and hypercharge interactions. These fermions form PGBs, which are
the lightest exotic particles in the TC-GIM models. The spectrum of PGBs consists of
color octets, leptoquarks, and neutral particles. The masses of leptoquarks and color octets
depend on a free parameter-the scale of confining interactions. Characteristic for TC-
GIM models is a very light (~1 GeV) neutral particle with anomalous couplings to gauge
boson pairs. We show how current experiments constrain the free parameters of the models.
The best tests are provided by the pp -, TT and e+e- -+ P 07 reactions. Experiments at
LHC and NLC can find PGBs of TC-GIM models in a wide range of parameter space.
However, TC-GIM models can be distinguished from other TC models only if several PGBs
are discovered.
Before we explore particular technicolor theories we first summarize the basics of techni-
color models [17]. The idea of technicolor is based on spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking
similar to the one in QCD. Suppose we consider a two-flavor massless QCD. The Lagrangian
for this theory is
f=1,2
where D, = 1, -igTaA'. Classically, this Lagrangian has a U(2)L x U(2)R chiral symmetry
of independent rotations of the left- and right-handed fields. Quantum mechanically, only
SU(2)L x SU(2)R x U(1)B symmetry is preserved, since one of the U(1) symmetries is
broken due to anomalies. The QCD interactions break this global symmetry at low energies
by forming quark condensates:
Therefore, the ground state of the two-flavor QCD preserves only an SU(2)v x U(1)B
symmetry instead of the full symmetry of the Lagrangian, where SU(2)v is the diagonal
sum of SU(2)L and SU(2)R. Consequently, there are three Goldstone bosons associated
with the breaking of SU(2)L x SU(2)R -- SU(2)v.
1This chapter is based on research reported in Ref. [16].
Suppose that SU(2)L symmetry is weakly gauged. Below the scale of chiral symmetry
breaking the SU(2)L gauge symmetry is broken. The three Goldstone bosons have non-zero
couplings to the currents which couple to the vector bosons of SU(2)L:
(0IJ,, IIP(q)) = f,7r6q,
As a result of this coupling the gauge bosons mix with the Goldstone bosons. This mixing
modifies the propagators of the gauge bosons to be of the form:
A_ g, - q,q,/q2
A q2(1 9-)
This implies that the pole in the propagator is shifted from q2 = 0 to q2 = .~ In this4.
example, all three SU(2)L vector bosons acquire same masses My = , as a consequence
of the remaining global SU(2)v symmetry.
Let us now gauge an SU(2)L x U(1)y symmetry, exactly like in the Standard Model.
We have two left-handed quark fields forming a doublet of SU(2)L and two right-handed
singlets of SU(2)L, with the following hypercharge assignment: Y(4L) = 0, Y(01) = 1 and
Y(,) = _-. The condensate breaks SU(2)L x U(1)y gauge symmetry U(1)EM, and we
get Q = Y + T3 like in the Standard Model with a Higgs doublet. Also, as in the Standard
Model the gauge bosons obtain masses: Mw = 1gf,, M 1 = g 2 + 2f and M = 0.
It is easy to check that, at the lowest order, MW/(M~ cos 2 0) = 1, where cos = --
This relation is the result of the SU(2)v symmetry, which is an analog of the custodial
symmetry of the Higgs sector. If instead of QCD, which has f, P 93 MeV, we take a theory
with f, ~P 250 GeV we achieved appropriate pattern of gauge symmetry breaking without
introducing the Higgs scalar. This idea is simple and compelling but it does not solve all
the problems the Higgs sector does. The fermions in such theory are still massless.
One needs to introduce additional interactions that communicate symmetry breaking to
the quarks and leptons. The most popular scenario for generating fermion masses in tech-
nicolor theories is the so-called extended technicolor sector. Extended technicolor (ETC) is
based on interactions under which both ordinary fermions and technifermions transform [18].
Suppose that those interactions are broken at some high scale AETC. At low energies, one
would observe effective four-fermion interactions of the form A2 -T L"TTL TR'fIR, where
ETC
O's denote Standard Model fermions, while T's technifermions. This effective interaction
creates mass terms for the Standard Model fields:
(TRTL)
A2ETC
Unfortunately, the same interactions also create four-fermion interactions among quarks,
-•---LAL ' ORy,AbR, which are of the same magnitude as the mass-generating ones. Since
ETC
the top quark is heavy, AETC cannot be much larger than 1 TeV in this simple scenario.
This leads to unacceptably large flavor-changing neutral currents [19].
While introducing fermion masses via extended technicolor interactions we ran into trou-
ble with flavor-changing neutral currents. We also did not explain what breaks the extended
technicolor interactions. Realistic models must overcome both difficulties. Yet, there are
more limitations on viable technicolor theories, which are imposed by measurements of the
electroweak parameters[7, 8].
In the next section we outline the characteristic features of TC-GIM model. In Sec-
tion 3.2, we begin with a short introduction to the TC-GIM models and explain various
possible realizations of the light fermion sectors. In Section 3.3, we present the spectrum of
the PGBs and their couplings to ordinary particles. Section 3.4 contains the discussion of
the PGB phenomenology. We leave some remarks about the scales of the interactions that
confine the light fermions until Section 3.5.
3.1 Motivation for TC-GIM
An interesting solution to the problems of TC models we mentioned are models which incor-
porate the Glashow-Iliopoulous-Maiani (GIM) mechanism [20]. The first technicolor models
that used GIM mechanism to avoid unacceptably large flavor-changing neutral currents were
the composite technicolor standard models [21]. These models realize the GIM mechanism
by separating the ETC interactions into several ETC groups. There are separate ETC
groups for the left-handed fermion fields, the right-handed up quarks, and the right-handed
down quarks. Such construction introduces a large global symmetry associated with quark
flavor. This flavor symmetry is the essence of the GIM mechanism. Breaking of the global
symmetry is responsible for the fermion masses and the quark mixing-the existence of
the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix. However, the composite technicolor models presented in
Ref. [21] were toy models of weak interactions, since the models did not incorporate leptons.
Realistic technicolor models with the GIM mechanism were described in Refs. [22] and
[23]. We will refer to these models as technicolor-GIM models (TC-GIM). Not only do
the TC-GIM models avoid trouble with the flavor-changing neutral currents, but they also
limit the number of technifermion doublets to one, thereby avoiding conflict with precise
electroweak measurements [7, 8]. Having only one SU(2) doublet of technifermions is im-
portant for maintaining small contributions to the S parameter. TC-GIM models also can
accommodate approximate custodial symmetry [24], which guarantees that the p parameter
is sufficiently close to one [22]. A noticeable feature of these models is the presence of exotic
light fermions. From the point of view of a model builder, the most difficult task is to create
a model with an appropriate pattern of breaking flavor and gauge symmetries. The symme-
try breaking is achieved by introducing numerous heavy fermion fields and gauge bosons.
The light fermions that were mentioned before exist in the TC-GIM models only to cancel
certain anomalies. In QCD-like models the light fermions seem to be a necessary ingredient.
Since the light fermions are a necessary feature of TC-GIM models, their signatures are the
best place to test and study this kind of models.
In the following sections we explore the phenomenological consequences of the light
fermion sector. The light fermions transform under the ETC groups and also some addi-
tional confining interactions. The scale of confining interactions, depending on a particular
model, can be from tens to hundreds of GeV. Below the confinement scale, there are
pseudo-Goldstone bosons (PGBs) in the particle spectrum whose constituents are the light
fermions. The PGBs are the lightest exotic particles in the spectrum of the TC-GIM mod-
els. While present experiments put a lower bound on the scale of the confining interactions,
future experiments may find signatures of the PGBs. The light fermions, constituents of
the PGBs, do not transform under the ordinary SU(2)L gauge group. Their interactions
with the quarks and leptons are mediated by the ETC gauge bosons.
PGBs in TC-GIM have a different origin than PGBs in other types of TC models.
Usually, PGBs are associated with chiral symmetry breaking by the technicolor group. In
TC-GIM models, PGBs arise from dynamical breaking of symmetry by some new gauge
interactions. Of course, the TC group also breaks chiral symmetries of technifermions.
However, in TC-GIM, there is only one doublet of technifermions and the Goldstone bosons
become longitudinal degrees of freedom of the W + and the Z. TC-GIM models, like any
other TC models, have techni-p mesons, but these are heavier than the technicolor scale
and more difficult to observe than PGBs. Therefore, the PGBs are the best test of TC-GIM
models. If PGBs are discovered and some of their properties are known, it will be possible
to distinguish between different TC scenarios.
We investigate the phenomenology of PGBs in the TC-GIM models described in Refs.
[22] and [23]. In those models, PGBs arise from breaking of SU(12) global symmetry groups.
Such symmetries are not essential for implementing the GIM mechanism [21]. These large
global symmetry groups were chosen in order to have only one doublet of technifermions,
and consequently small contributions to the S parameter [7, 8]. Current electroweak data
no longer favors negative values of S. Therefore, a larger number of technifermion doublets
may be allowed. It might be possible to construct TC-GIM models that posses a smaller set
of global symmetries. However, we are not aware of any successful attempt in constructing
such models.
3.2 TC-GIM models
The basic building blocks of the TC-GIM models are SU(N) gauge groups and chiral
fermions. Because many gauge groups are necessary, a special notation "moose notation" is
helpful in describing these models [25]. An SU(N) gauge group is represented by a circle.
Fermions in the (anti-)fundamental representation are depicted by an (in-)out-going line.
A fermion line connecting two circles represents fermions transforming under both gauge
groups depicted by the circles. A line whose one end is not connected to any circle indicates
that the fermions transform under a gauge group and a global symmetry group. A graphic
illustration of these ideas is presented in Fig. 3-1, where a simple moose diagram represents
three fermion fields transforming under two global groups and two gauge groups. When
referring to fermion fields, we will label the fermions [NM], where N and M stand for
SU(N) and SU(M) groups under which the fermions transform.
M N
Figure 3-1: An example of moose diagram. The circles represent SU(N) and SU(M) gauge
groups, the lines represent fermion fields. Line endings without circles represent global
symmetry groups - SU(M) and SU(N).
All gauge groups are guaranteed to be anomaly-free by having the same number of in-
going and outgoing fermion lines. This way, all fermions transforming under a given gauge
group form a vector representation, which is anomaly-free. The requirement of anomaly
cancellation is how the light fermions find their way into TC-GIM models. The ETC gauge
groups would not be anomaly-free without these additional fermions.
The structure of a TC-GIM model described in Ref. [22] is illustrated in Fig. 3-2. The
gauge groups are ordered by their scale, with the lowest scale groups at the bottom of the
Figure 3-2: The full TC-GIM model with a low-scale PGB sector.
moose. There are two SU(S- 1) groups labeled U and D. The fermions transforming under
these groups are the light fermions forming PGBs. The single SU(2) group is the familiar
group of weak interactions. The model contains three separate ETC groups: one for the
left-handed quarks and leptons, one for the right-handed down quarks and charged leptons,
and one for the right-handed up quarks and neutrinos. These are the three SU(N + 12)
groups. N is the number of techni-colors, while 12 is the number of left-handed doublets of
quarks and leptons. The fact that there are right-handed neutrinos in the model does not
present any problem. There exist several plausible mechanisms to ensure small masses of the
neutrinos [22]. The two SU(S)'s together with the SU(2S) and SU(N) groups at the top
of the moose are the highest scale groups. They break the ETC groups and merge several
SU(N) subgroups into one technicolor SU(N). As usual, the technifermion condensates
break the weak SU(2). The characteristic scales associated with different ETC groups do
not have to be related. Since the value of the p parameter is close to 1, only small violations
of custodial symmetry [24] are allowed. It is possible not to violate custodial symmetry
if the ETC scales of the up and down sectors are degenerate [22]. We will not elaborate
on the details of the TC-GIM model building, instead we refer the reader to Refs. [22]
and [23]. The [n + 12L, 2] fermions include all left-handed quarks and leptons, and also one
technifermion doublet. The right-handed quarks and leptons are contained in the [n+12u, 1]
and [n + 12D, 1] fermion lines.
3.2.1 Light fermions in TC-GIM
We will focus on the PGBs formed from fermions transforming under SU(S - 1) groups.
The SU(S - 1) groups have to become strongly interacting at some scale, otherwise there
would be massless or very light fermions (with masses comparable to those of leptons and
quarks) present in the particle spectrum. The scale of the SU(S - 1) interactions is not
related to the technicolor scale. In most technicolor models, the lightest exotic particles
Figure 3-3: High-scale model of the PGB sector.
are PGBs formed by technifermions. Such PGBs form when the TC group dynamically
breaks chiral symmetries of the technifermions. The same process gives masses to the
electroweak gauge bosons, thus the scale of these PGBs is related to the scale of electroweak
symmetry breaking. The situation is different in TC-GIM models. PGBs are created when
the SU(S - 1) interactions form fermion condensates. Therefore, the scale at which PGBs
form in TC-GIM models is a free parameter but there are both upper and lower bounds on
its value. It cannot be too low in order to avoid conflict with experiments. On the other
hand, too large a scale would give too large contributions to lepton and quark masses, or
be so high as to upset the hierarchy of symmetry breaking. We postpone the discussion of
these problems to Sec. 3.5, after we discuss the phenomenological constraints.
There are several possibilities for constructing the light-fermion sectors. The one illus-
trated in Fig. 3-2 is characterized by a relatively low scale of the SU(S - 1) interactions. We
will later show that this specific model cannot accommodate heavy PGBs. In particular, the
lightest leptoquarks have to be lighter than approximately 50 GeV, therefore the low-scale
model is ruled out. From now on, we will suppress the structure of the models irrelevant
to PGB study, showing only parts of the moose we are interested in: the ETC groups, the
ordinary fermions and the light-fermion sector. The up and down sectors of the moose are
identical so it is enough to describe any one of the two sectors.
A model similar to the one presented in Fig. 3-2 was also presented in Ref. [22]. We
illustrate the relevant part in Fig. 3-3. This model is characterized by a higher scale of
the SU(S - 1) interactions. The difference between this model and the one introduced
before is the addition of [12A, S - 1] and [S - 1, 12A] fermion fields. When the SU(S - 1)
interactions become strong, we assume that the [12A, S - 1] fermions form condensates with
the [S - 1, n + 12D] fermions. Likewise [n + 12L, S - 1] fermions form condensates with the
[S - 1, 12A]. This is clearly not the only possibility. If the [n + 12L, S - 1] fermions formed a
condensate with the [S - 1, n + 12D] fermions, this model would not be very different from
the model depicted in Fig. 3-2.
It is possible to construct models whose light fermion sectors have unambiguous vacuum
state. Such a model was introduced in Ref. [23], whose relevant part we reproduce in Fig. 3-
4a. A variation of such a model is illustrated in Fig. 3-4b. There are two separate SU(S -1)
groups in these models. For simplicity, we assume that both groups are characterized by the
same scale, but it would not present any difficulties to deal with different scales. In these
models, the [12A, S - 12] fermions form condensates with the [S - 12, n + 12D] fermions,
and similarly [n + 12L, S - 11] with [S - 11, 12A]. We will refer to the model illustrated in
Fig. 3-2 as the low-scale model, because the scale of SU(S - 1) interactions in this model
has a strong upper bound. All other models presented here avoid that upper limit, so we
will refer to them as the high-scale models.
a) b) 12 12
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Figure 3-4: High-scale models of PGB sectors without vacuum-alignment ambiguity.
In the limit where there is no lepton mixing and the K-M matrix is diagonal, there
are separate conserved lepton and quark numbers for each flavor of quarks and leptons.
The exotic fermions transform under the global U(1) symmetries associated with the flavor
numbers. Therefore, we can attribute flavor to the exotic fermions and, consequently, refer
to them as 'exotic electron' or 'exotic top quark', etc. The exotic and usual fermions carry
the same quantum numbers of color and electric charge, however the exotic fermions are
always singlets of the weak SU(2)L.
3.3 Spectrum and couplings of Pseudo-Goldstone bosons
We will now describe the PGBs formed below the scale of the SU(S - 1) interactions.
We first enumerate the PGBs and estimate their masses. We then derive the couplings of
the PGBs to ordinary quarks, leptons and gauge bosons. In what follows, we use chiral
Lagrangian techniques. Such a description is valid for the momenta of the PGBs smaller
than the chiral symmetry breaking scale of the SU(S - 1) interactions.
3.3.1 Symmetry breaking patterns
In the low-scale model, the PGBs are associated with the breaking of the SU(12) x SU(12)
flavor symmetry, where the SU(12) groups are subgroups of SU(n + 12) ETC groups. The
SU(12)2 global symmetry breaks down to SU(12), so there will be 122 -1 = 143 PGBs. The
symmetry group of the high-scale models is SU(12)4 . This group is dynamically broken
to SU(12)2 , doubling the number of the PGBs. Not all bosons remain in the particle
spectrum, some may be eaten by the Higgs mechanism. The SU(12)2 or SU(12)4 are not
exact symmetries. Once we take into account symmetry breaking interactions, the PGBs
will acquire masses.
We describe here the PGBs formed in the sector associated with the down quarks.
Precisely the same analysis applies to the up sector. The SU(12) symmetries contain the
ordinary color SU(3) gauge group. The exotic quarks and leptons have the same charge
assignment as the quarks and leptons. Therefore, there exist two flavor SU(3) symmetries
embedded in the SU(12). These symmetries are associated with independent rotations in
the (d,s, b) and (e, ~, r) spaces, where we use the same letters to describe the ordinary or
exotic fermions.
Let Qc and L denote flavor SU(3) triplets:
dc e
Qc= s , L= (bc 7
and A• denote the Gell-Mann matrices, normalized such that Tr(A•j ) = 6iij. The upper
index refers to flavor space; the lower one to color space.
We classify the PGBs according to the embedding of the SU(3)c,,,o x SU(3)Q x SU(3)L
symmetry in the SU(12) group. The spectrum of PGBs is a straightforward generalization
of the spectrum in the old one-family technicolor model [26]. The 143 PGBs can be written
as the following combinations of fields
0' 'V(2QY5AaA'Q,
,ý N QI 5 A aQ,
T cvi\/"Qcy 5A'L, Tc -v'2L-y 5A'Qc,
Tc Q C-7 5L, Tc 7 LY5Qc, (3.1)
I Q (Ys5 A'Q + Lys5AiL),
Pi , (& 7s5AiQ - 3L7Y5AiL),
Po0  (075Q - 3Ly5L),
where i, a = 1, . . .,8 and c = 1, 2, 3. Whenever a flavor or color matrix is omitted, it should
be understood that the identity matrix is present in the relevant space.
The 64 0' bosons and 8 0a are color octets. The 48 T/, T/ and the 6 T0, To are color
triplets. The T's carry both quark and lepton numbers. We will refer to them as lepto-
quarks. There are also 17 color singlet states, which are the IP, P' and PO. Color singlet
and octet states do not carry electric charges, the leptoquarks have charge - e (+ e for the
leptoquarks in the up sector). The spectrum of the high-scale models is a simple replication
of the spectrum just described.
3.3.2 Masses
In order to estimate masses of the PGBs, we need to itemize terms that break the SU(12)
global symmetries. In the low-scale model there is an explicit mass term for the exotic
fermions. The mass term originates from multi-fermion operators [22]. Let
E = exp (2iTara/fs_1 ) (3.2)
be the nonlinear representation of the PGBs where Ta are the SU(12) matrices. Let L and
D be the SU(12) subgroups of the ETC groups SU(N + 12)L and SU(N + 12)D under
which ordinary fermions transform linearly
IbL -+ LbL and dR -- DdR. (3.3)
Then E transforms in the following manner
F -- LtED. (3.4)
The mass matrix for the exotic fermions is related to the mass matrix for the quarks and
leptons: M = m ({TEC_) 2, where fETC is the scale of the ETC interactions, VTC is the
value of the technicolor condensate, which is approximately 250 GeV while m is the mass
matrix for the down quarks and charged leptons. The lowest-order contribution to the
PGBs masses comes from the term
v_ltr(EtM) + h.c., (3.5)
which gives the following mass-squared matrix:
(Amab) 2 = 8 S-1 tr(TaTbM). (3.6)
S•-1
Color and electromagnetic interactions also break the SU(12) x SU(12) symmetry. The
standard approach in computing the color and electromagnetic contributions is to rescale
the electromagnetic mass splitting in the 7r± - ro system [27]. For the charged pions the
leading effect comes from a one-photon exchange. An exchange of one gluon is similar in
structure, except for different coupling constant and some SU(3) group factors. Therefore,
the contribution to the color octet (triplet) masses can be related to the pion mass difference
(m 2 (2 = QCD(fS-1) 3 (4), (3.7)
mrf - mtro f, I 3
where the factor of 3 applies to the octet pseudos and 4 to the triplets. The numerical value
of this contribution to the masses of the color octet PGBs is
Am (s-1 ) 45GeV. (3.8)
Electromagnetic contributions to the leptoquark masses can be computed in the same man-
ner. Of course, instead of group theory factors there is a factor of :, which is the charge
squared.
The scale fs-1 cannot exceed 15 GeV in case of the low-scale model. We will later
explain how this bound is obtained. Consequently, the lightest PGB in this model is the
color singlet boson associated with symmetry breaking by the electron mass and its mass is
about 1 GeV. The lightest leptoquarks in this model have masses approximately 50 GeV.
Such a low-scale model is therefore ruled out, as we will show in the next chapter when we
discuss leptoquark searches. However, in the high-scale models, the scale of the SU(S - 1)
interactions can be much larger. Of course, the same formula holds for the contributions
to the masses from color and electromagnetic interactions. Therefore, the leptoquarks and
the octet particles can be quite heavy with masses of the order of several hundred GeV's.
We now estimate the masses of the PGBs in the high-scale models presented in Figs. 3-3
and 3-4a. We describe contributions arising from breaking of the SU(12)L and SU(12)D
symmetries by fermion mass terms. These contributions are different from the ones in the
low-scale model. The high-scale models do not contain multi-fermion operators that could
give explicit mass terms for the light fermions. Instead, the flavor dynamics is generated at
a high scale, and its low-energy manifestation is the mixing among the ETC gauge bosons in
different ETC groups. Such a mixing generates the same masses for the ordinary fermions
and the light ones.
As mentioned before, we assume that in the model of Fig. 3-3 certain fermion condensates
form. The [12A, S - 1] fermions form condensates with the [S - 1, n + 12D], and [n +
12L, S - 1] with [S - 1, 12A]. In the model presented in Fig. 3-4a this assumption is fulfilled
automatically. As before, we describe the PGBs in terms of their nonlinear representations
E1 and E2. E1 refers to the condensate of [12A, S - 1] and [S - 1, n + 12D] fermions, E2 to
the condensate of [n + 1 2 L, S - 1] and [S - 1, 12A].
The Ei matrices have the following transformation properties
El -+ AtElD and E2 -+ LtE 2 A 2. (3.9)
The gauge group A is weakly gauged, so the two sets of fermion fields [12A, S - 1] and [S -
1, 12A] can transform independently. The SU(12) x SU(12) group of A, x A 2 transformations
is broken by small terms proportional to the gauge coupling of A. The mass term for the
quarks, leptons and the exotic fermions transforms as
m -+ LtmD, (3.10)
and the generators of the SU(S - 1)A group transform both under the A, and A 2 matrices:
Tj -- ATTAA: and Ta -- AtTIA2  (3.11)
Having written all the symmetry properties, we are ready to estimate the masses of the
PGBs. The lowest-order term contributing to the masses has the form
Sf_1 tr (E 2T~2Em T 1m•:T Mt) . (3.12)
Such a contribution arises from the diagram illustrated in Fig. 3-5a. This term gives masses
to the linear combination of PGBs: r. = (ra + 7ra), where the mass matrix squared is
Amb 2 S-: [tr(m) tr(TaTbm) - tr(Tam) tr(Tbm)]. (3.13)
The above equation reveals an interesting feature of the PGBs spectrum in this model. The
contribution to masses of the PGBs from the term in Eq. 3.12 does not depend on the scale
of SU(S- 1) interactions. Thus, the masses of the neutral PGBs do not depend on the scale
fs-1 in the lowest order. The estimate for the masses depends on the value of as-1 and
an unknown coefficient of order one. For instance, let us evaluate Eq. 3.13 using the flavor
matrix corresponding to the P 0 boson from Eq. 3.1, and the masses of the down quarks
and charged leptons. This gives the following estimate for the mass of the down-type P0 :
2 1
mpo ~, as-1 - mb mr, where mb and m, are the masses of the b quark and the r lepton.
Numerically, the mass squared of the P 0 boson is about 1 GeV 2 times as-1 . Of course,
there are also higher-order contributions to the PGBs masses. These can arise from the
exchange of the ETC gauge bosons. Such terms will be proportional to additional powers
mt
Figure 3-5: a) Diagram contributing to the masses of PGBs in the high-scale models.
b) Diagram contributing to the PGB-fermion couplings in the high-scale models.
of which are significant only for a very large fs-1.fETC
The masses of color octet and triplet states will be much larger due to the gluon exchange
contributions described in Eq. 3.7. The orthogonal combination ra =1 - r7) remains
massless. The 7r' bosons are the would-be Goldstone bosons which are eaten when the
group A gets broken. A is completely broken below the scale of the SU(S - 1) interactions.
The only unbroken gauge symmetry at low energies are color SU(3) and hypercharge U(1),
color group is a linear combination of SU(3) subgroups of the A group and the ETC groups.
Thus, the spectrum consists of 143 PGBs, which is the same number as in the low-scale
model.
A qualitatively different mass spectrum might be the feature of the high-scale model
described in Fig. 3-4b. In this model, the masses of the fermions transforming under SU(S-
1) are unrelated to the masses of quarks and leptons. The masses of the neutral PGBs can
arise only from explicit mass terms for the [121, S - 11] and [S - 11, n + 12D] fermions, and
mass terms for the [n + 12L, S - 12] and [S - 12, 122]. Such mass terms can result from
four-fermion operators created at some very high scale.
Multi-fermion operators are inevitable in the TC-GIM models. Without their presence it
is impossible to generate a nontrivial Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing matrix. A non-diagonal
form of the mixing matrix implies that independent flavor symmetries for right-handed
and left-handed fermions are completely broken. One cannot achieve such breaking by
mass terms only, as such terms always leave several U(1) symmetries [21]. The multi-
fermion operators are assumed to be generated at some high scale, perhaps as a result of
fermion compositeness or some other mechanism. Specific operators needed for generating
the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix are listed in Refs. [22] and [23]. It is plausible that those
are not the only multi-fermion operators present in this model. Additional operators may
generate masses for the light fermions. For instance, the mass term for the [121, S - 11] and
a)
b)
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[S - 11, n + 12D] fermions can be generated by the operator
1
2 [121, S - 11][S - 11, n + 12D][n + 1 2D, SD][SD, 122],
where we have used the notation introduced in Fig. 3-2 and fF is the scale at which such
operators arise. When SU(SD) interactions become strong, this operator gives a mass term
with magnitude proportional to 47rfS/f2.
Although we do not know the particular form of the mass matrix, we can estimate an
upper bound on the magnitude of its elements. The scale of SU(S) and SU(2S) interactions
is the same as the scale at which the ETC groups get broken, since the mechanism that
triggers breaking of the ETC groups is the dynamical breaking of SU(S) and SU(2S)
symmetries. Therefore, the exotic fermions have masses not larger than
ETC 1000TeV(0.04 GeV( ) ( )2. (3.14)1.5TeV fF
The form of the term contributing to the masses of the PGBs is identical to the one in
Eq. 3.5; the mass matrix should be replaced with the mass matrix for the relevant ex-
otic fermions. As a result, the contributions to the masses cannot exceed approximately
8 GeV Vfs-i For the neutral PGBs this is the only contribution, and it can be treated
as an upper bound on their masses. Of course, in order to obtain masses of colored PGBs,
one should add independent contributions to the square of PGBs masses. In this case, the
above contribution from explicit breaking terms has to be added to the gluon exchange
contribution described in Eq. 3.7.
3.3.3 Couplings
We now describe the couplings of the PGBs to the quarks and leptons. The symmetry prop-
erties of the quarks, leptons and the low-scale PGBs allow very simple invariant couplings:
f 1 4c (LEddR + h.c.), (3.15)
fETC
2
where the coefficient -,- reflects the fact that such operator is created by ETC interactions.
fETC
The lowest-dimension term in the above equation is the contribution of the S- 1 condensate
to the masses of the ordinary fermions. Such a contribution cannot be larger than the
electron mass, which limits the scale fs-1 to be less than 15 GeV. Given this constraint,
the masses of PGBs are small, such that the Tevatron experiments should see signals of
leptoquarks. We want to make leptoquarks as heavy as possible, saturating the bound, and
4-7r f 3 2then see if such PGBs can evade detection. Therefore, we assume that the factor S IrcfETC
is numerically equal to the electron mass.
The PGBs in the high-scale models exhibit dramatically different couplings to the quarks
and leptons. Such couplings are generated by diagrams of the type presented in Fig. 3-5b.
The relevant terms are:
( Is-1 2 L (,2)E20L and S fE-1 2 dR1(d9pC E)EtdR (3.16)
IETCI \sETC/
Thus, the PGBs couple derivatively to the quarks and leptons. We should mention here that
these couplings are quite different from couplings predicted for PGBs in other technicolor
models [28, 29]. In generic TC models, the couplings are non-derivative and proportional
to the fermion masses. Typically, they are of the form
- II 05q.fn
Such terms have a large magnitude for the coupling to the top quark. In TC-GIM models
the magnitudes of couplings are much smaller and are also suppressed by the momentum of
PGBs. This difference in couplings invalidates bounds on PGBs and leptoquarks obtained
by the studies of flavor-changing neutral currents mediated by those particles [30, 31].
The PGBs also couple to gauge bosons. We describe both the minimal couplings of
charged or colored particles and couplings arising from the anomalies. The constituents
of the PGBs are singlets of the weak SU(2) interactions, thus the PGBs do not couple
to the W1 bosons. Couplings to the photon and the Zo originate from the hypercharge
interactions. The lowest-order couplings are contained in the kinetic energy term for the
PGBs
Lkin = tr [(D E)t(D,E)] (3.1)
DoE = OpE + ieA,[Q, E] + ie tan(Ow)Z,[Q, E] + ig3GaG[A, 2],
where Ow is the Weinberg angle and Q is the fermion charge matrix. Only the leptoquarks
couple to the photon and the Z0 , while other PGBs are neutral.
The anomalous couplings are restricted to particles that are singlets with respect to
flavor symmetries. Thus, the P 0 is the only particle that couples to a photon pair. Color
octet bosons Oa couple both to a pair of gluons and to a photon and a gluon. A general
coupling of a PGB to a pair of gauge bosons can be written [32] as
(S - 1)A92 ig porkk E (3.18)
72fs_ 1  2 S- 2
where ki and ci are the momenta and polarizations of the gauge bosons, gi are the coupling
constants. Below, we list all the coefficients of non-vanishing anomalous couplings:
Ap = -232 APOggab = i 6 /b (3.19)
A 0 gbg9c = 8dbc AOgb- = bab
The coefficient dabc is the SU(3) symmetric structure constant. The constants Apo,, and
A0a 6by are different for the up and down sectors because the charge matrices in those sectors
are not identical. The first number in parenthesis refers to the down sectors and the second
one to the up sector. Obviously, the Zo coupling has the same structure as the photon
coupling. Therefore, every photon field in the above equations can be replaced by ZO, while
the electric charge is replaced by e tan Ow.
3.4 Decays, production rates and signatures
In this section we describe decays of the PGBs and discuss various production mechanisms
at both electron and hadron colliders. We present predictions for the operating machines
- LEP, HERA and Tevatron, and also for the planned colliders: upgraded Tevatron, LHC
and NLC. The section ends with a comparison of PGBs' features in TC-GIM models with
other technicolor scenarios.
The PGBs decay dominantly into fermion-antifermion pairs, but the decay widths are
model dependent. In the low-scale model, decays are governed by the couplings described
in Eq. 3.15 and the corresponding decay widths are
2me IT I J 2 + M 2ro ( fi) = m2m2 + m + k 201-AM 7 MafS 
-_l
1 M -- 4m2 for mi mj = m21r f V J P
,-2r s12 S (3.20)
m _i2r (1 - 2)2 for mi < mj = m
where k2 - (M-mi-mi)(M-mi+mj)(M+mi-m,)(M+mi+m,) and Tna are SU(12) matrices de-
scribed in Eq. 3.1. These decay widths do not depend, except for the kinematical factors,
on fermion masses. For decays into two fermions much lighter than a Hia, the decay width
equals approximately 0.18 eV ITl" 12 ('GeV2 M'. The scale of the SU(S- 1) interactions
is restricted in low-scale model to be less than 15 GeV, so all PGBs are very short-lived and
decay inside a detector.
The high-scale PGBs couple derivatively to the quarks and leptons, as described in
Eq. 3.16. The resulting decay widths are
rhsh(igh fij) 2= f ITI) (M - n2  - m) + 4m m)
4TC 2WMra S )4 m
•Tc •M p1 for mi < mj = m
f S2_1 I TiTI a 112 2M( r-2)2 formi<mjm=m
These decay widths are proportional to the masses squared of the fermions in the final
state. This is a result of chiral suppression, similar to the familiar 7r+ -+ +v, decay. PGBs
decays into fermions are caused by the ETC interactions, which preserve lepton and quark
flavor. Therefore, the PGBs decay into quarks and leptons of the same flavor as PGBs
constituents. The partial width of the PO decay into a i+p- pair equals approximately
1.5. 10- -eV M( 1g• ) 2(•5 )4. We frequently use PO as an illustration because this
particle couples to pairs of photons and gluons, and therefore its properties will be very
important later on. It is very interesting that PGBs in the high-scale models are also very
narrow resonances, even the heaviest scalars have widths smaller than 1 GeV.
Few PGBs have anomalous couplings to gluons and photons. The couplings are described
in Eqs. 3.18 and 3.19. The resulting widths of PGBs decays into a pair of massless vector
bosons are
22 M 3
r(II -+ ViV1 ) = IAnviv, 2 9 (S - 1)2 -1 v (3.22)
For example, the width of the decay P0  - yy equals 0.16 eV (S - 1)2 3 ~)2
We present a summary of the particle spectrum of the high-scale models in Table 1. We
list the dimension of SU(3)c representation the PGBs belong to, their masses and major
decay modes. Which decay modes dominate depends on the scale of SU(S - 1) interactions
and particle masses. The heavier the particle the more important the decays into vector
particle SU(3) mass [GeV] decay modes
Oa 8 45 (f/15) qq
Oa 8 45 (f/15) gg, 7g, qq
Tc,TC 3 31 (f/15) ql
IP, P' 1 0.1-5 qq, ll
PO 1 1 gg, qq, 11
Table 3.1: The particle spectrum in the high-scale models.
bosons are, since their widths grow with the mass cubed, while the widths of fermionic
decays are linearly proportional to PGBs masses. The scale fs-1 suppresses decays into
vector bosons, while it enhances fermionic decay modes, compare Eqs. 3.21 and 3.22.
3.4.1 Electron Colliders
Charged PGBs can be pair-produced in e+e- collisions. Charged bosons, which are only
leptoquarks, couple both to the photon and to the Zo with coupling described in Eq. 3.17.
Thus, the leptoquarks can be produced at the Zo peak and also at energies above the Zo
mass, where both photon and Zo exchanges contribute to the production rate. The decay
width of a Zo into a pair of leptoquarks is
F(Zo - TT) = a t M (3.23)
Signatures of such events are quite distinct, each leptoquark decays into a hadronic jet and
an isolated lepton. The events would have two opposite-sign leptons, two hadronic jets
and no missing energy. The main background comes from the Zo -* bb decays, followed
by semileptonic decays of both b quarks. However, the event shape is different and the
background can be efficiently rejected. Searches performed at LEP exclude pair-produced
leptoquarks up to 45.5 GeV [33], which is almost the kinematic limit. The limit reported in
Ref. [33] does apply to leptoquarks in our model, even though both the coupling to the Zo
and decay modes differ. The couplings of the Zo to a pair of leptoquarks in our model and
leptoquarks in superstring-inspired models [33] result in cross sections that are numerically
very close. Leptoquarks in our model have larger charge, but they do not interact weakly,
and the two effects roughly compensate. The decay mode T -- de+ is experimentally
indistinguishable from the mode T -- iie+ , which was searched for at LEP.
There are two production mechanisms of single PGBs at the Zo pole. A Zo can decay
into a fermion pair, and subsequently a PGB is radiated off a fermion line. Such a mechanism
is model dependent, since the magnitudes of couplings of PGBs to fermions are not dictated
by the gauge invariance. Corresponding decay widths in the low-scale model are
rlow(Zo -- fyjj a) =
(cos ws-1 2 Ta 2 (g+ Mz (-17 + 9r + 9r2 - r 6log r - 18rlog r),
where r = (,• )2 . Meanwhile, gv = ½T3- Q sin2 Ow and gA = T3 are vector and
axial couplings of the Zo to an fif; pair. We assumed that fermion masses are negligible
compared to the Zo mass. The decay rate diverges as the mass of the scalar particle
approaches zero, which is a result of divergent fermion propagator when a light scalar is
being emitted collinearly with the fermion. However, for reasonable values of PGB masses,
even as light as 1 GeV, this decay width is orders of magnitude too small for such a process
to be observed.
PGBs couplings to fermions are different in the high-scale models, so the decay width
has a different form
Fhigh(Z9 -+ fifjIa)( fsM 2 a 2 (9 A)2 M (1 + 9r 92 - 3 + 6T log r + 6r 2 log r) (3.25)
Cos OW ETC ) 3 1152r 3
where gv - gA applies to the PGBs that couple to right-handed fermions, and gy + gA
to left handed ones. PGBs in the model described in Figs. 3-3 and 3-4a are linear com-
binations of both types of PGBs, they couple to the left and right-handed fermions. This
decay width is not divergent for small masses of the scalar, the coupling of the scalar
is proportional to its momentum, which annihilates divergence of the fermion propaga-
tor. For light PGBs the decay width can be approximated as r(Zo --+ f, I a ) a 0.13 -
10- 7GeV ( fs• V)2 (1.5 T)4 ITipia 12 which is too small to be observed at LEP. In prin-
ciple, this process could provide an upper bound on the scale fs-1. If the scale fs-1 is
very large, of the order of 1 TeV, and at the same time the scale of the ETC interactions
is also around 1 TeV, some events could be observed at LEP. However, such a case is not
too interesting, because the hierarchy of symmetry breaking in the model would not work
as expected. Such a small decay width of the Zo into a PGB and a fermion pair makes this
process impossible to observe at LEP. Mass limits on singly-produced leptoquarks presented
in Ref. [33] assume a different form of PGBs' couplings to fermions. Therefore, those limits
are not valid in the TC-GIM models.
Other sources of PGBs production are anomalous couplings to a Zo and a photon. The
width of the Zo decay into a PGB and a photon has been calculated in Ref. [34]. We use
their results together with anomaly factors from Eq. 3.19 and obtain the decay width
(Ap(0 -1) a2tan( m 2
r(Z -, P- 1) 2tan2w M (3.26)
fs- 1  6r 3  MZ(15GeV 2(02
1.9 10-GeV (S - 1)2 ( 5GeV P x (4,1),fs-1 M/
where 4 refers to the down-type Po and 1 to the up-type. This decay rate is large enough to
constrain the scale of the SU(S - 1) interactions. For numerical estimates we will assume
that S = 4. The signature of such events is quite unique - an isolated monoenergetic
photon and P 0 decay products. A one GeV P 0 boson in the high-scale models decays
most likely into a small number of pions or a pair of K mesons, therefore the events are
characterized by very low hadron multiplicity. Such a signature is similar to the signature
of the Zo -+ 77/- decays, where the 77' decay products contain a r+7r - pair. The ALEPH
Collaboration reported that the BR(Zo -+ rq'y) is less than 4.2.10-5[35]. Assuming that the
branching ratio of the decays Po0  r+r-X is at least 50%, same bound can be placed on
the branching ratio of the Zo -- P-y decays. Using Eq. 3.26 this branching ratio translates
to a lower limit of 38 GeV on fs-1. At the time of the analysis the ALEPH collaboration
collected only 8.5 pb - 1 of integrated luminosity. Currently, the LEP experiments have data
from over 100 pb - 1. If all the data were analyzed one could place a limit of 10- 5 on the
BR(Z o -- POy). Such a limit corresponds to exploring the scale fs-1 up to 80 GeV. For
the high-scale model depicted in Fig. 3-4b, we obtain a similar number. Even if PO is as
heavy as it could possibly be, given the estimate in Eq. 3.14, the lower limit on fs-1 is 75
GeV. The bound of 80 GeV would surpass the results from the Tevatron, where experiments
currently probe fs-1 up to 65 GeV.
We now turn our attention to future e+e - colliders - LEP2 operating above the W+W -
threshold and a collider with the CM energy of 500 GeV, which is one of the options for the
proposed Next Linear Collider. We assume that LEP2 will collect 500 pb - 1 of integrated
luminosity per year of running [36] and the NLC will achieve its design luminosity of 50 fb- 1
per year [37, 38].
The most obvious process to look for is pair production of leptoquarks. The cross section
for this process is
(e+e --+ TT) = ý (2)2 (i- 4 2) (3.27)
V •2 )A 2
where 3 is the leptoquark charge, y = gv and gA are the vector and axial couplings
of the Zo to an e+e - pair. The reaction is mediated by both photon and Zo exchanges,
which are both included in the derivation of Eq. 3.27 and manifest as the factor ý. Such
a simple result for the two diagrams and their interference is caused by the simplicity of
the Zo couplings to the exotic particles. The Zo couples exactly the way photon does with
the coupling multiplied by tan w. The signatures of such events are relatively easy to
disentangle from the backgrounds. Therefore, leptoquarks can be discovered if their masses
are only few GeV smaller than the kinematic limits. The potential for leptoquark discovery
can be translated into limits on the scale fs-1 using the leptoquark mass estimate from
Eq. 3.7. LEP2 can probe the scale fs-1 up to 45 GeV while NLC up to 120 GeV.
Single PGB production via anomaly coupling is a process whose importance grows with
energy. The anomaly coupling of a PGB and two vector bosons is proportional to vector
boson momentum, so the production cross section does not decrease with Vs. The cross
section for producing a PO and a photon equals
S2a3(S -1)2 (A,2 1 m0 3a(e+e- -- .PO) = ( p2o1 1 ..- (3.28)
3.7fb(S- 1)2 15GeV 2  1 s x (4,1),
where, again, 4 refers to the down-type PO and 1 to the up-type one. The study of this
process at LEP2 will not provide any new information beyond what we already know from
the Zo decays, the luminosity will be too small to produce any events. If fs-1 is smaller
than about 200 GeV dominant decay modes of PO are hadronic. For larger values of fs-1
the P0 -- +l- will dominate. This is a great help in the detection of PO as L+4p- pairs
are measured with large efficiency and good angular resolution. The signature is then a
monoenergetic photon and a p+!p- pair with the invariant mass about 1 GeV. Such events
have very little background, so we assume that as few as 10 produced PO bosons are enough
to be detected. Consequently, the NLC is likely to probe the scale of SU(S- 1) interactions
up to 390 GeV. As before, limits on the fs-1 scale in the model depicted in Fig. 3-4b are
at most few GeV lower than the limits in other high-scale models. One can also look for
P 0 produced together with a Zo. The corresponding cross section
2a3(S - 1)2  )2(1 (m + mpo) 2  (m - mpo) 2
o(e+e -- ZOPO) = tan2 3 2f S 1 (A _)2
(3.29)
is about 28% of that for e+e - -+ 7 Po. This process can be useful only for relatively small
scales fs-1, not larger than 100 GeV. A large number of events is needed because the Zo
can be measured precisely only in leptonic channels, whose branching ratios are small.
3.4.2 Hadron Colliders
There are variety of processes in which the PGBs can be produced in hadron colliders.
Gluon-gluon and quark anti-quark annihilations are sources of PGB pair production. Quark-
gluon fusion produces single PGBs. The production of single PGBs via anomalous couplings
to two gluons is also a possibility. Unfortunately, neutral PGBs, with the exception of P 0,
do not have large enough production rates to be observed in hadron collisions. PGBs'
couplings to fermions are too small to give significant cross section. For this reason, HERA
does not provide any information about PGBs in the TC-GIM models.
The cross section for the pair production of PGBs has been calculated in Ref. [39] for
the general case of scalar particles in the D-dimensional representation of color SU(3). The
quark anti-quark fusion cross section is
do 2ra 2S(qq -- IIII) = 9 kD' 2(1 - z 2 ) (3.30)
dt
and for gluon-gluon annihilation
do 2D_3na2 k (1 ( +
dt(gg --+ ) k D 32(1 2)) 1 - 2V + 2V (331)
In the above formulas, kD is the Dynkin index of the D-dimensional representation (k 3 = 1
ks = 3), z is the cosine of parton scattering angle in the center of mass,
1 -12 4m 2V = 1 - and p2 = 1_
1 -/•z 2  4 '
while 9 and I are Mandelstam variables for the annihilating partons. Using these formulas
and parton distributions from Ref. [40] (set 1), we obtain production rates for leptoquarks
and octet particles. The cross sections are presented in Figs. 3-6 and 3-7, which agree with
the results of Refs. [39, 41].
Leptoquarks are a feature of many extensions of the Standard Model [42]. Several con-
clusions about leptoquark searches do apply to TC-GIM models. For instance, pair produc-
tion of leptoquarks is almost model independent. Since gluon-gluon annihilation dominates
over quark anti-quark annihilation, the production rates do not depend on leptoquarks'
couplings to quark pairs. There is a difference, however: in most models leptoquarks decay
into a quark and a lepton of the same generation. In the TC-GIM models, the leptoquarks
carry lepton and quark numbers of any generation. There are single-generation leptoquarks,
but there exist leptoquarks that mix different generations as well.
A leptoquark decaying into an electron and a d quark has the same signature as the
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Figure 3-6: The cross section for pair production of leptoquarks in pp collisions. The three
curves correspond to F = 1.8, 4 and 16 TeV.
so-called first generation leptoquark. The first generation leptoquarks decay into an elec-
tron and a first generation quark with branching ratio # or into a neutrino and a quark
with branching ratio 1 - P. The experimental limits depend on the unknown ratio 6. The
down-type leptoquarks in the TC-GIM models have P = 1, while the up-type ones have
/ = 0. The strongest limit on the leptoquark masses has been obtained by the DO Col-
laboration [43]. Their results exclude down-type leptoquarks up to 130 GeV. The second
generation leptoquarks are excluded up to 133 GeV [44]. These results limit the scale
fs-1 to be larger than approximately 65 GeV. That is why, as we previously claimed, the
low-scale model is excluded.
The signatures of pair-produced leptoquarks are quite unique. Hundred TT pairs should
suffice to discover leptoquarks at the V = 4 TeV upgraded Tevatron. Using the cross
sections from Fig. 3-6, we estimate that the upgraded Tevatron can push the leptoquark
mass limit up to 440 GeV, when 10 fb- 1 is collected in one year of running [45]. At the
LHC, one expects CM energy of 16 TeV and the integrated luminosity of 100 fb -l per one
year of running [46], so the LHC can discover leptoquarks up to approximately 1160 GeV.
Thus, the fs-1 scale can be probed up to 215 GeV at the upgraded Tevatron and up to 560
GeV at the LHC.
We now turn our attention to color-octet particles. The production cross sections for
octets are about an order of magnitude larger than those for leptoquarks due to color factors.
Unfortunately, the detection of octet particles is difficult. Octet PGBs decay into two
hadronic jets, so pair-produced octets yield four-jet signals. The QCD four-jet production
is the main source of background, the QCD resulting rate has been estimated [47], and it
is quite large. The authors of Ref. [48] have studied four-jet processes as a probe of new
physics signals. They propose certain kinematic variables designed to study such events.
First, out of the three possible groupings of four jets into pairs the one that gives most
equal invariant masses is chosen. The average of the two invariant masses, called balanced
doublet mass, is an important parameter in the study. Then, a strong cut on the transverse
jet momentum is imposed. The value of the transverse momentum cut depends on the
mass of the particle one looks for. The QCD background peaks at approximately 3p Ti n ,
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Figure 3-7: The cross section for pair production of color-octet PGBs in pp collisions.
Different curves correspond to the CM energy at the Tevatron, upgraded Tevatron and the
LHC.
so particles lighter than 3pmin can be observed by using such a cut. An excess of events
on the balanced-doublet mass plot would be a signal of pair-produced octet particles. The
authors conclude that a 375 GeV octet PGBs can be detected at the LHC.
This is a rather modest discovery potential given the fact that octet particles are about
1.5 times heavier than the leptoquarks. TC-GIM models have 18 different color-octet par-
ticles, nine in each sector. If these octet particles are nearly degenerate in mass they may
give a stronger signal. However, if the mass splittings are comparable to the invariant mass
resolution of four-jet signals, the situation might be more complicated since a wider peak
is more difficult to disentangle from the background. The search for the octet particles will
be interesting only if the upgraded Tevatron discovers leptoquarks lighter than 250 GeV.
Then, one can expect to see signals of color octet particles at the LHC.
There are several sources of single PGB production in hadron colliders. A process that
gives quite a large ratio is gluon-gluon annihilation into PO. We compute the production
cross section using the narrow width approximation:
da n r(Po0 -gg)(pp + PX)p f=g(Vf eY)fg(V"te-Y), (3.32)dy 8s mpo
where r = ~8E The cross sections of PO productions are depicted in Fig. 3-8. Since the
width of the PO -- gg decay is inversely proportional to fS_l, so is the production rate.
Despite the fact that the cross section is quite large, a light PO cannot be detected in hadron
colliders. A one GeV PO decays predominantly into pions. Such a process does not stand
out from QCD background. The branching ratio for the PO -+ yy decay is about 2%, which
still does not help much. A one GeV PO would decay into two almost collinear photons,
which cannot be distinguished. Such a light PO cannot be observed at high energy hadron
colliders.
PGBs can also be produced by the quark-gluon fusion. However, the relevant Feynman
diagrams always involve PGBs coupling to fermion pairs. Such couplings are too small to
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Figure 3-8: The cross section for PO production in pp collisions as a function of the fs-1
scale. The curves correspond to xv = 1.8, 4 and 16 TeV.
give significant cross sections.
3.4.3 PGBs in TC-GIM versus other technicolor models
In this subsection we summarize the properties of PGBs in the high-scale models presented
in Figs. 3-3 and 3-4a. We list their masses, dominant decay modes and recall the most
suitable reactions for the detection. We compare the results with generic one-family, QCD-
like model [26, 29, 49, 39] and walking technicolor [28]. This is by no means an exhaustive
survey of PGBs in TC scenarios. We take two examples to show the similarities and stress
the differences of TC-GIM models.
Color octet particles in TC-GIM models receive the dominant contribution to their
masses from the one-gluon exchange. The masses of color octet particles can range from
190 GeV to 2 TeV if the scale fs-1 is large, where the dependence of the mass on the
scale fs-1 is described by Eqs. 3.7 and 3.8. The lower bound comes from the fact that
leptoquarks lighter than 130 GeV are excluded, which implies that fs-1 is larger than
65 GeV. The octet particles decay into two jets. Their production cross sections in pp
collisions are depicted in Fig. 3-7, the cross sections are large. However, the signature of
pair-produced octets is a four-jet signal that has a large QCD background [47]. The LHC
will be able to observe color octet PGBs if they are lighter than 375 GeV [48], while lower
energy hadron colliders have no chance of discovering octet PGBs.
Color octet particles are also present in other TC models. Their signatures are identical
to the ones of TC-GIM. However, the expected mass range is not as large as in TC-GIM
models because the scale of TC interactions that create PGBs is related to the scale of the
electroweak symmetry breaking. In the one-family model, one expects the octet particles
to have masses between 200 GeV and 400 GeV [26, 49]. In walking TC models, all PGBs
receive large masses from ETC interactions. These interactions are characterized by a
large scale due to walking. The octet particles in walking TC models are expected to have
masses in the 200-500 GeV range [28]. The production cross section for octet particles
is dominated by the gluon-gluon fusion. Such process is governed entirely by couplings
that are restricted by the gauge invariance (Eq. 3.17). Consequently, the production rate
is almost model independent, so the observation of color-octet PGBs does not distinguish
the models. For some choices of parameters, in walking TC models color octet PGBs can
be produced more copiously than in the TC-GIM models due to techni-p meson decays
into color octets [28]. If color-octet particles are discovered one expects the observation of
leptoquarks, whose masses are 1.5 times smaller than that of octet PGBs.
Color triplet particles in TC-GIM models also receive dominant mass contribution from
the one-gluon and one-photon exchanges. Their masses are bounded by Tevatron experi-
ments to be larger than 130 GeV [43, 44], while the upper limit is as high as 2 TeV. The
masses of leptoquarks are described by Eq. 3.7. Leptoquarks can be pair-produced in e+e -
colliders and discovered up to the kinematic limit. However, since they are expected to be
heavy, the best place for their discovery is a hadron collider. The production cross section
in pp collisions is presented in Fig. 3-6. The upgraded Tevatron will be able to discover
leptoquarks up to 440 GeV and the LHC up to 1160 GeV.
As we have already described, the right-handed parts of the down quarks and the charged
leptons transform under different ETC group than the right-handed parts of up quarks and
neutrinos. Similarly, there are separate copies of the light fermions, one copy for the up
sector and one for the down sector. This separations of the sectors is visible from the moose
diagram in Fig. 3-2. Consequently, there are two types of PGBs. The up-type bosons decay
into charge 2/3 quarks and/or neutrinos, the down-type into charge 1/3 quarks and/or
charged leptons. This feature is important in case of leptoquarks. TC-GIM models have
two types of leptoquarks, one whose decay products always contain a charged lepton and the
other type with a neutrino among its decay products. All our remarks about leptoquarks
that we made so far apply to the down-type leptoquarks. The up-type leptoquarks are more
difficult to observe, since their signatures are a hadronic jet and missing energy. Leptoquarks
in other technicolor models can have various branching ratio for decays into neutrinos and
charged leptons [26, 49].
The one-family model predicts leptoquarks in the range of 150-350 GeV, while walking
TC models between 200 and 500 GeV. The discovery limit depends on the details of
the model-the branching ratio of the decays into a charged lepton and a jet-and that
limit is generally smaller than in TC-GIM models. Like in the octet case, the rates for
pair production in hadron collisions are almost model independent. If leptoquarks are
discovered, the measurements of the branching ratio into charged leptons and the masses
of leptoquarks can give some hints about viable models. Moreover, in most TC models,
the couplings of PGBs to the ordinary fermions have much larger magnitudes such that the
leptoquarks can be singly-produced with an associated fermion pair. The expected rates of
the production of single PGBs in TC-GIM models are negligibly small.
Color neutral particles are very light in TC-GIM models. Their masses range from 0.1 to
5 GeV as described in Eq. 3.12 and Table 1. In the lowest order chiral perturbation theory,
their masses do not depend on the scale fs-1. In QCD-like models one expects the masses of
color-singlet PGBs to be in the range of 4 to 40 GeV [49]. The ETC interactions in walking
TC models have large contributions to the masses of PGBs, which are between 100 and
350 GeV [28]. The majority of neutral PGBs in the TC-GIM models are unobservable in
any existing or planned experiment because of the very weak couplings to ordinary fermions.
The only neutral particle with anomalous couplings to gauge boson pairs is the P 0 . Its mass
is about 1 GeV and it decays most likely into a small number of pions or a p•p- pair if
fs-1 is larger than 200 GeV. The Po can be produced in hadron collisions, but it does
not stand out from the hadronic background. The best environment for the discovery of
Po are e+e - colliders using the e+e- --* Poy reaction. The production cross sections for
this process are given by Eqs. 3.26 and 3.28. Since the P0 mass is so small and lies in a
narrow range around 1 GeV, the discovery potential depends not on the mass but on the
strength of the anomalous coupling. The magnitude of the anomalous coupling is inversely
proportional to fs-1 (Eq. 3.18), thus the production rates are proportional to . The
higher the collider's energy and luminosity, the larger are the values of fs-1 that can be
probed. The LEP collaborations have collected enough data to probe fs-1 up to 80 GeV
(not all the data has been analyzed), while the NLC will be able to probe the scale of
SU(S - 1) interactions up to 390 GeV.
In QCD-like and walking TC models, there is usually a larger number of neutral PGBs
that exhibit anomalous couplings [29, 49, 28]. These PGBs can be searched for in the
same channels as the TC-GIM models: e+e- -, P 7 and e+e - -- PZo. QCD-like models
generally predict low production cross sections [34]. The production rates depend on the
number of technicolors, the technicolor scale and the anomaly coefficient. The rates are
very close to limits LEP can place. For some models, PGBs might escape detection at LEP
due to small rates. Only the NLC will provide sufficient energy and luminosity to observe
neutral PGBs in the whole range of expected masses. Compared to the one-family model,
the walking TC models are characterized by several low scales which greatly enhance the
production rates. LEP2 has a chance of observing walking-TC bosons if their masses are
about 100 GeV. The NLC with Vs = 500 GeV can discover neutral PGBs as heavy as
350 GeV [28]. Obviously, the decay modes of PGBs in QCD-like and walking TC models
depend on their masses. Bosons lighter than 100-150 GeV decay predominantly into bb
pairs, while heavier particles into 7y pairs.
Another feature that might help distinguish the different TC scenarios are PGBs that
are color neutral but carry the electric charge. Such PGBs do not exist in TC-GIM models,
although many other TC models predict them. Due to the coupling to the photon, they can
be pair-produced in e+e - colliders and discovered almost up to the kinematic limit. Future
experiments may easily exclude models which predict such particles with masses that are
too low.
A strong support for the TC-GIM models would be the observation of several types of
PGBs predicted by the model. One could then test the ratio of the octet PGBs masses
to the masses of the leptoquarks. This ratio should be very close to 1.5, which reflects
the fact that the dominant contribution to the masses comes from the one-gluon exchange
diagrams. The ratio of octet to triplet masses provides an indirect estimate of the size of
ETC contributions to the masses of PGBs. Smaller ratio indicates large ETC contributions.
For instance, the walking TC scenarios [28] predict this ratio to be around one. A ratio
smaller than 1.4 would rule out TC-GIM models in their present form. Once the masses of
the leptoquarks are measured, next goal would be the measurement of the P 0 production
rate in e+e - collisions. Both the masses and the production rates depend on fs-1, so it
would be possible to check if they yield consistent values of fs-1.
3.5 The fs-1 scale
In this section we discuss the scale of SU(S - 1) interactions. We describe theoretical
constraints on that scale, summarize current experimental limits and the discovery reach of
future colliders. We also comment on the possibility that the exotic fermions are heavier
than fs-1. In such a case fermions do not condense. Instead of forming PGBs they form
mesons resembling heavy-quark systems.
The scale of SU(S - 1) interactions is to a large extent a free parameter of the TC-GIM
models. As long as this scale is somewhat below the scale of ETC interactions, it does not
affect the pattern of symmetry breaking. Thus, all one can expect is that fs-1 is smaller
than about 1000 GeV [22, 23]. In some models, fs-1 can be limited to a much smaller value.
An example being the low-scale model, where condensates of fermions transforming under
SU(S - 1) group contribute to the masses of ordinary fermions. The ETC interactions
create four-fermion operators of the form
ETC
which involve ordinary fermions q and exotic fermions Q. When QL and QR form con-
densates, such operators contribute to the masses of quarks and leptons by 47rf _IVTc In
the low scale model, mass contribution from the SU(S - 1) condensates is identical for all
down-type and all up-type fermions, thus it should not exceed electron mass. This means
that fs-1 cannot be larger than 15 GeV [22].
The high-scale models avoid this limitation by arranging the fermion condensates such
that they do not contribute to ordinary fermion masses. The high-scale model depicted
in Fig. 3-3 leaves the vacuum alignment to be determined by the strong dynamics. It is
not impossible that the way condensates form depends on fermion flavor. Some flavors
may form condensates of the form [n + 12L, S - 1] with [S - 1, A] and [A, S - 1] with
[S - 1, n + 12D], these do not contribute to the masses of ordinary fermions. Other flavors
may form condensates [n + 12 L, S - 1] with [S - 1, n + 12D] and [A, S - 1] with [S - 1, A].
It is not a disaster if such condensates form for the top quark; such condensates do not
limit fs-1 because the top quark is so heavy. Large mass contributions originating from
SU(S -1) condensates could explain the fermion mass hierarchy and at the same time make
it possible to have a larger scale of ETC interactions. Such contributions are proportional
to the cube of fs-1 and are of the order of the top quark mass only if fs-1 - 1 TeV.
Numerically, the contribution equals 150 GeV( s-1 )3.
Lack of experimental evidence for new fermions or light PGBs imposes lower limits on
fs-1. We summarize the reach of various experiments in Fig. 3-9. Presented results apply
to the high-scale models of Figs. 3-3 and 3-4a. Currently, the best limits come from the
Tevatron experiments, where one places a lower bound of 130 GeV on leptoquark masses.
Thus, fs-1 must be larger than 65 GeV. The LEP experiments have not observed P 0,
which places a limit of 38 GeV on fs-1. However, this result has not been updated yet
with all the data collected up to know. If all the data were analyzed, LEP could probe fs,
up to 80 GeV, which would be the most competitive result available at present. The future
proton colliders can greatly enhance leptoquark mass limits. The Vf = 4 TeV Tevatron
will probe fs-1 up to 215 GeV, and the LHC up to 560 GeV. LEP2 is not likely to provide
any interesting information about SU(S - 1) interactions. One cannot fully take advantage
of having energy larger than the Zo mass due to the small cross sections outside the Zo
resonance peak. Limits comparable to the LHC discovery reach can be obtained by a high-
energy e+e- collider. The NLC will be able to probe fs-1 up to 390 GeV by searching for
the process e+e --+ yPO.
The current limits and discovery potential are not very different for the high-scale model
of Fig. 3-4b. Usually the limits are at most a few GeV lower than the limits presented in
NLC e'e -> y Po
LHC pp -> TT
LHC pp -> e
4 TeV
Tevatron pp -> TT
LEP2 ee -> TT
Tevatron pp -> TT
LEP e'e -> y PO
fs-1 [GeV] 100 500
Figure 3-9: The potential of probing the scale of SU(S - 1) interactions at present and
future colliders (the high-scale models). The most important reaction(s) for each collider
is(are) indicated inside the bars.
Fig. 3-9. However, there is an exception. The process pp - P OX can be a very sensitive
probe, depending on the value of PO mass. In this model, PO can be much heavier than
1 GeV, and consequently, easier to detect. Irrespectively of the mass, the PO should be
distinguishable from the SM Higgs boson. Po has large branching ratio of the decays
P0 -+ 77 of about 2%. Unlike the Higgs boson, it decays mostly into light mesons, due to
large PO -, gg decay width.
It is also possible that at least some of the fermions are heavier than the scale of SU(S-1)
interactions. This might happen in the model of Fig. 3-3 in case of misaligned exotic top
quark. Also, in the model of Fig. 3-4b, such a possibility exists if the operators provid-
ing masses to the exotic fermions are much larger than expected. In such a case, fermion
condensates do not form, and observable particles are no longer Goldstone bosons of spon-
taneously broken symmetry. Mass terms are large enough, so that the chiral symmetry is
explicitly broken at the scale where SU(S - 1) interactions become confining.
This situation essentially resembles heavy quark case in QCD. Heavy exotic fermions
decay via four-fermion interactions connecting ordinary and exotic fermions. The operators
responsible for their decays have the familiar form of current-current interaction
f2 (471Y"(1 ± 75 )q2) (027,(1 ± 'Y5)Q1),
where qi are ordinary fermions and Qi the exotic ones. A heavy exotic fermion Qx decays into
a lighter exotic fermion Q2 and a pair of ordinary fermions. The lightest exotic fermions
cannot decay this way. Depending on their masses they either form PGBs, as we have
described in detail, or heavy meson states that are singlets under SU(S - 1) interactions.
Heavy mesons decays are mediated by the same four-fermion operators; here two exotic
quarks annihilate into two ordinary fermions. Such heavy fermions can be searched for by
means similar to searches for the fourth generation quarks and leptons. The lack of weak
SU(2) interactions does not play any important role in hadronic experiments. Exotic quarks
are excluded up to masses comparable to the mass of the top quark. How do we know that
the recently discovered [50] top quark is not an exotic quark? The top quark decays into
a real W', which would not be the case of exotic quarks. LEP experiments exclude both
exotic quarks and leptons up to half of the Zo mass.
Chapter 4
Confinement in Supersymmetric
Theories1
In this chapter we develop a systematic approach to confinement in N = 1 supersymmet-
ric theories. We identify simple necessary conditions for theories to confine without chiral
symmetry breaking and to generate a superpotential non-perturbatively (s-confine). Ap-
plying these conditions we identify all N = 1 theories with a single gauge group and no
tree-level superpotential which s-confine. We give a complete list of the confined spectra
and superpotentials.
In the next section we give a short introduction to supersymmetry since investigations
of supersymmetric theories will occupy both the current and the next chapter. This intro-
duction emphasizes aspects of supersymmetric theories relevant for these two chapters. We
describe fascinating results by Seiberg [53] on the low-energy behavior of supersymmetric
gauge theories. These results will constitute our tools in the next chapter, where we analyze
theories that break supersymmetry dynamically. In this chapter, we find an exhaustive list
of supersymmetric theories with a single gauge group that confine without breaking chiral
symmetries.
In Section 4.2 we introduce the idea of "s-confinement". We discuss two criteria for
s-confinement in Section 4.3. It turns out that these criteria are very powerful in case
of theories with a single gauge group. In Section 4.4 we apply our conditions to identify
all theories with a single gauge group and no tree-level superpotential which s-confine.
We gives a complete list of the confined spectra and superpotentials for all s-confining
theories with an arbitrary SU, SO, Sp, or exceptional gauge group. Using the results for
the s-confining theories, we then demonstrate in Section 4.5 how one can generate many
more exact solutions for other models by simply integrating out matter from the s-confining
theories. The models which we obtain in this way display interesting dynamics: confinement
with chiral symmetry breaking, non-perturbatively generated superpotentials which drive
the vacuum to infinity, and confinement with non-interacting composites.
'This chapter is based on research done in collaboration with Csaba Csaki and Martin Schmaltz reported
in Refs. [51, 52].
4.1 Supersymmetry and exact results in supersymmetric
theories
Supersymmetric theories are based on a larger set of symmetries than ordinary field theories.
Usually, one assumes that the theory is invariant under the Poincare group, whose generators
include the translations, P,, and boost-rotation generators M,,. The algebra of these
generators is defined by the following commutators:
[PI",Pf] = 0,
[MCV",PP] = i(r71PPV - LPppf),
[MA",M p '] = i(rTqM • P _ j PMV', + rj"PMO", - r77aMLP).
The famous no-go theorem by Coleman and Mandula [54] states that a symmetry larger than
Poincar6 is incompatible with a local, relativistic quantum field theory as long as additional
bosonic generators transform non-trivially under the Lorentz group. The supersymmetric
extension of the Poincar6 group includes fermionic generators in addition to the bosonic
ones [55]. We will be considering only N = 1 supersymmetry, where there are two fermionic
generators: Q, and Qa. Both Q's transform as Weyl fermions under the Lorentz group.
The spinors are translationaly invariant
[QA, P"] = 0,
and transform under MA" in the following manner
[QA, MiLV] = 1C ( &I - a s&&A)& QA.
The spinors also satisfy the following anticommutation rules
{Q,,( j} = pp(aL),ý3, {QA,Q } = 0. (4.1)
Since the fermionic generators interchange fermions and bosons, representations of
SUSY-Poincar6 algebra include fields with different spins. It is convenient to introduce
superspace notation in order to discuss irreducible representations of supersymmetry. In
this notation one includes constant Grassmann spinors 0O, 6.:
O0a, } = 0 ,& } = {0",0 } = 0
All fields are then written in terms of space-time coordinates and the Grassmann spinors.
Because O's anticommute with each other, any function of 0 can be expanded in power
series, which eventually truncates.
The two basic objects, we will be dealing with, are the chiral and the vector superfields.
Both form irreducible representations of supersymmetry. A general superfield S(x, 0, 0)
does not form an irreducible representation. Irreducible representations are extracted by
imposing constraints covariant under supersymmetry transformations:
V = Vt, for vector superfields
and D/& = 0, for chiral superfields
Here, we use the notation:
Da # 0
Do + i• "O  , De - - i#O6  .0= ea OWXA' IB0 x" "
In terms of components, these fields can be expanded as:
V(x, ,0) = -Oa"'V,(sx) + i(00)#A(x) - i(00)0AX() + 1(00)(##)D,
4(y, 0) = A(y) + V020b(y) + (O0)F(y), where y" = x" + i0a9o
For the vector superfield, V, we used the so-called Wess-Zumino gauge.
Next, we identify the most general form of the Lagrangian consistent with supersym-
metry. Again, it is convenient to write all expressions in terms of superfields and integrate
over the Grassmann variables. There are three terms in the supersymmetric Lagrangian
density:
1. f d20 W(oi)+h.c., which describes self interactions among the chiral superfields. W is
an arbitrary function, called superpotential, of chiral superfields. The superpotential
cannot be a function of any conjugate chiral fields, since that would be inconsistent
with supersymmetry.
2. Im[r f d20f(Di)WaWa], which contains gauge-kinetic terms. Again, f is a function
of only chiral superfields and not the antichiral ones. Function f is called the gauge-
kinetic function. In the above formula we define WO = - .(DD)e -2 VDae 2V.
3. f d2 Od2 K(4i, ~ite2V), which contains kinetic terms for the chiral superfields and also
interactions between the chiral and vector superfields. Function K is called the Kiihler
potential.
In order to construct renormalizable Lagrangians one has to restrict W to be a polynomial
of order three or less. Moreover, f(4) - 1 and K(t i , 1Jte2V) = tr ite 2Vpi.
4.1.1 Flat directions
In order to study low-energy actions for supersymmetric gauge theories, we first need to
describe their classical behavior. Supersymmetry implies that the ground state energy is
zero. In the classical theory, the Kiihler potential has its canonical form if the degrees of
freedom are properly identified. Then, the potential for the scalar degrees of freedom is
V = gC : `t4 .t )a 1 + I OW 12 (4.2)a + ,
the first term is called the D-term while the second contribution is called the F-term.
Classically, the superpotential, W, is an arbitrary function of chiral superfields. In contrast,
the D-term is determined once the gauge group and the field content are specified.
We can set W - 0 and consider vacua of the theory without superpotential. Usu-
ally, there is a large space of solutions to CE(&i)t (Tc) = 0, for every a. This space,
moded out by gauge transformations, is called the classical moduli space. Solving the
above equations is in most cases a difficult algebraic exercise. It is very interesting that the
classical moduli space can be parameterized by the vacuum expectation values of indepen-
dent gauge invariant operators constructed from chiral superfields. In fact, the solutions to
__
C li( i)a(T )be(2a = 0, up to gauge invariance, are in a one-to-one correspondence with
holomorphic gauge invariants [56]. In many examples it is helpful to use the holomorphic
parameterization of the moduli space rather than describe it in terms of elementary fields.
Let us consider an example of supersymmetric QCD, that is an SU(Nc) theory with
Nf fields Qi in the fundamental representation and Nf fields Qj in the antifundamental.
The indices i,j = 1,...,Nf denote flavor degrees of freedom, while the color indices are
suppressed. Classically, the flat directions are parameterized by "meson" fields M3 = QiQj ,
and "baryon" fields BiN,,+,...iN = Eil....iNf Qi .Qinc, B'N+I-i'N, = .I...  Oil .-.. iN-
Baryon fields exist only when Nf >_ Nc. The mesons and baryons are not independent.
They obey constraints
Bil...iN -N, Mj1 = O, B1' iN- -Nc M = 0, (4.3)M1l MIN, Eil.... "Nf = BiNc+l" 1. Bi** fNc+1... tNf .
1 " Nc 1 * .i 1...fN
These constraints are easy to verify if we express them in terms of the underlying fields Qi
and Qi. Vacuum expectation values (VEVs) of these gauge invariant polynomials, subject
to constraints, describe the classical moduli space. The classical theory has a large set
of degenerate vacuum states. For many of these states, the degeneracy is accidental-
not protected by symmetries-and can be removed by quantum effects. The quantum-
mechanical picture depends on the number of flavors Nf [53]. We outline the quantum
mechanical behavior next.
4.1.2 Supersymmetric QCD
As we already mentioned, the superpotential is a holomorphic function of chiral superfields.
Holomorphy proves to be quite a strong restriction on the form of allowed superpotentials.
We will see that the global symmetries and the requirement of holomorphy are enough to
determine effective superpotentials in many case. Any superpotential generated dynamically
must obey the symmetries of the theory. In the case of supersymmetric QCD, the underlying
theory has an SU(Nf) x SU(Nf) x U(1) x U(1)R global symmetry under which the fields
transform as follows
SU(Nc) SU(Nf) SU(Nf) U(1)B U(1)R
Q O l 1 1 Nf
Q [ 1 0 -1 N
where the SU(Nc) is the gauge symmetry.
We will now describe what happens for different number of quark flavors. When
Nf < Nc, there is only one combination of fields, which is invariant under the non-abelian
global symmetries, that is det M. The R-charge of this object is 2(Nf - Nc). Since the
superpotential must have the R-charge of two, it must be of the form:
Wdn (A3NC-N! )1/(N e-N) (4.4)
Wdyn = det M " (4.4)
By symmetry considerations such a term is the only one allowed in the superpotential. Yet,
the coefficient of this term could be zero. It turns out that non-perturbative effects do
generate this superpotential [57]. When N f = Nc - 1, the gauge group is completely broken
for generic large expectation values of fields. In the regime of weak interactions instanton
calculations are reliable and one can show that instantons generate this term. One can
then integrate out flavors by giving masses. This way one can obtain superpotentials for
Nf < N, - 1 and their coefficients are indeed non-zero. The scalar potential calculated
from superpotential is inversely proportional to the VEVs of chiral superfields. Therefore,
supersymmetric QCD has no stable vacuum state for 0 < Nf < N,. It is possible to lift
flat directions by adding small mass terms and have a stable vacuum state. In the ground
state all fields have VEVs, and the gauge group is broken to SU(N, - Nf).
When N1 = N, all fields have zero R-charge. Therefore, no superpotential can be
generated. Unlike the case just discussed, fields can have small expectation values, where
the gauge coupling is strong. It turns out that the low-energy theory with N f = N, confines.
The physical degrees of freedom are N] mesons Mj and baryons B, B. Classically, these
fields obey the constraint det M - BB = 0. In the quantum regime, the constraint is
modified: det M - BB = A2NI, so the classical and quantum moduli spaces are different.
It is important that the origin of the moduli space-where all fields have zero expectation
values-does not belong to the quantum moduli space. Quantum mechanically, some of
the fields necessarily have VEVs; consequently some global symmetries are always broken.
The constraint can be implemented by including it with a Lagrange multiplier P/ in the
superpotential:
W = p(det M - BB - A2Ni). (4.5)
An important consistency check on the confining picture are the 't Hooft anomaly matching
conditions. Anomalies match between the high and the low-energy spectra if one takes
into account modification of the quantum moduli space as compared to the classical one.
For instance, anomalies do not match at the origin, since the origin does not belong to
the quantum moduli space. Anomalies can be matched only for the set of symmetries
preserved on the quantum moduli space, and one field has to be removed from the spectrum
consistently using the constraint.
Let us discuss now the case when Nf = N, + 1. The anomaly-free R-charge assignment
allows for a superpotential to be generated. There are two invariants under the non-abelian
global symmetries: det M and B'iMjBj, they have actually R-charge of two. The combi-
nations with correct dimensions are det M/A 2Ne- 1 and (BCiMJBj)/A 2Nc-1. However, the
theory should approach the classical limit when A -+ 0. Classically, B's and M's obey con-
straints, so the constraints have to be reproduced when VEVs are large. Again, this theory
is confining. In this case, the classical and quantum moduli spaces are identical. The gauge
invariant operators M's, B's and B's correspond to physical degrees of freedom describing
the theory at the origin. The mesons and baryons interact via a "confining superpotential"
W = A2N1 (fBiMJB, - det M) . (4.6)
Just like before one of the consistency checks on the confining picture is that 't Hooft
anomaly matching conditions between the high and low-energy degrees of freedom are sat-
isfied. There is another check that we already mentioned: equations of motion reproduce
the classical constraints of the theory. We will describe this theory in greater detail in the
next section when we introduce "s-confinement".
For a larger number of flavors Nc < N1 < 3N 0, supersymmetric QCD is either in the
free-magnetic or conformal phase. Its infrared fixed point can be described equivalently in
terms of another theory-supersymmetric QCD with Nf - N, colors. The "dual" theory
has also N1 flavors of "magnetic quarks" qi, 4; N2 elementary gauge singlet "mesons" Mj
and the following superpotential
W = Mq 3 qi. (4.7)
Gauge invariant operators of the original SU(NC) correspond to the gauge invariants of the
dual SU(Nf - N,). The mesons QQ are mapped into gauge singlet fields M1, while baryon
operators QNc are mapped into baryons qNr-Nc. One of the consistency checks is anomaly
matching between the original and the dual theory. The symmetries of the fields in the dual
theory are
q
A
SU(Nf - Nc) SU(Nf) SU(Nf) U(1)B U(1)R
O O 1 Nf -N. N
Nf-Nc N!
1 O OEl 0 2N Nf
Supersymmetric QCD is infrared free for Nf > 3Nc and has no interesting non-perturbative
dynamics.
4.2 What is s-confinement?
The number of N = 1 supersymmetric gauge theories for which we know exact results on
their vacuum structure has been growing steadily in the last two years. The great progress
was sparked by Seiberg's conjectures about the infrared properties and phase structure of
supersymmetric QCD [53]. Following in his footsteps, others have obtained results on a
whole zoo of theories [57-69]. Most of the discovered phenomena follow similar patterns in
the different theories, and one is tempted to ask if there is maybe a more general approach
than the model-specific trial and error procedure that has been customary thus far.
Whereas a completely general approach that allows one to understand all the obtained
results seems impossibly difficult to find, we can make much progress by focusing on the
particular phenomenon of confinement. In fact, a frequently occuring and relatively easily
identified infrared behavior is "s-confinement". An s-confining theory is defined as a theory
for which all the degrees of freedom in the infrared are gauge invariant composites of the
fundamental fields [51]. Furthermore, we demand that the infrared physics is described by a
smooth effective theory in terms of these gauge invariants. This description should be valid
everywhere on the moduli space of vacua, including the origin of field space. Finally, we
also demand that an s-confining theory generates a dynamical superpotential. At the origin
of moduli space all global symmetries of the theory are unbroken and the global anomalies
of the microscopic theory are matched by the macroscopic gauge invariants of the effective
theory.
The best-known example of a theory which has been conjectured to be s-confining is
supersymmetric QCD (SQCD) with N colors and F = N + 1 flavors of fundamental and
antifundamental matter, Q and Q [53, 58]. The gauge invariant confined degrees of freedom
are mesons M = QQ and baryons B = QN, B = QN. At the origin of moduli space, all
components of the mesons and baryons are massless, and they interact via the confining
superpotential
1
W- AN= (det M - BMB). (4.8)
This description is also valid far from the origin of the moduli space where the large expec-
tation values of the fields completely break the gauge group. In such a vacuum the theory is
in the Higgs phase. A smooth gauge invariant description of both the Higgs and confining
vacua of the theory can only exist if there is no phase transition between the two regions
in moduli space. In particular, there should be no gauge invariant order parameter that
distinguishes the two phases.
To understand this in the example of SQCD, note that the quarks transform in a faithful
representation of the gauge group SU(N). This implies that arbitrary test charges can be
screened by the dynamical quarks because the vacuum can disgorge quark-antiquark pairs
to screen charges transforming in any representation of the gauge group. Thus a Wilson
loop will always obey a perimeter law because any charges we might want to use to define
the Wilson loop can be screened. Our definition of s-confinement above necessitates that
an s-confining theory is in such a "screening-confining" phase.
This situation should be contrasted with SU(N) with only adjoint matter or SO(N) with
vector matter. In both these cases the matter does not transform in a faithful representation
of the gauge group. Now there are charges that cannot be screened by the dynamical quarks,
and a Wilson loop can serve as gauge invariant order parameter to distinguish the Higgs
and the confining phases. As a result, such theories cannot have a single smooth description
of both the Higgs and confining phases of the theory, thus they are not s-confining.
In the next section we identified two criteria which allow us to decide whether a given
theory can be s-confining without having to know the explicit infrared description. If we
limit our attention to theories with no tree-level superpotential and only one gauge group,
then the symmetries completely determine the form of any non-perturbatively generated
superpotential. Demanding that this superpotential is smooth everywhere on the moduli
space yields the first of our two conditions. The other condition arises from studying the
theory along some flat direction in which the gauge group is broken to a subgroup, and the
theory may sufficiently simplify so that we can understand its infrared physics. If we find
a result that cannot be smoothly connected to a confining phase, we know that the whole
theory is not s-confining either.
4.3 Necessary criteria for s-confinement
In this section we develop two necessary criteria which allow us to identify all s-confining
theories with a simple gauge group and no tree-level superpotential. The first criterion
follows from holomorphy of the dynamically generated superpotential, which can be deter-
mined using the global symmetries of the theory. This criterion allows us to reduce the
number of theories that are candidates for s-confinement to a manageable set. Our second
criterion follows from explorations of regions in moduli space which are easier to understand
than the origin. As will be demonstrated in Section 4.4, these two conditions combined are
sufficient to identify all s-confining theories with a single gauge group and no tree-level
superpotential [52].
4.3.1 The index constraint
In this subsection, we derive a simple constraint on the matter content of s-confining theories
which follows from the requirement of holomorphy of the confining superpotential. In the-
ories with a simple gauge group G and no tree-level superpotential, the symmetries are suf-
ficient to determine the form of any dynamically generated superpotential completely [59].
A simple way to prove this makes use of non-anomalous R-symmetries. Define a U(1)R
symmetry as follows: all chiral superfields, except for one arbitrarily chosen field ¢i, are
assigned zero R-charge. The charge q of the remaining field is determined by requiring
anomaly cancelation of the mixed G2U(1)R anomaly
(q - 1) i- E Yj + PG = pi - E Yj +PG = 0, (4.9)
jdi all j
where pi is the Dynkin index2 of the gauge representation of the field qi, and (q - 1) is the
R-charge of its fermion component. These three terms arise from the contributions of the
fermion components of O4, of all other matter superfields Oj with j 5 i, and of the gauge
superfields, respectively. The p• are the indices of the remaining matter representations,
they are multiplied by the R-charges -1 of the fermion components of qj, and finally AG is
the index of the adjoint representation of G multiplied by the R-charge +1 of the gauginos.
R-invariance of the supersymmetric Lagrangian requires the dynamically generated super-
potential to have R-charge two. This uniquely fixes the dependence of the superpotential
on the field ki
W c (Oi" )2/(/ A)-AG) (4.10)
To determine the functional dependence on the other superfields, we note that the global
symmetries contain a corresponding U(1)R symmetry for each of the matter superfields,
and the superpotential has to have R-charge two under each such R-symmetry. Finally, the
dependence on the dynamical scale A can be determined by dimensional analysis or using
an anomalous R-symmetry [60]. The result is
W oc A3  (4.11)
There may be several (or no) possible contractions of gauge indices, thus the superpotential
can be a sum of several terms. We require the coefficient of this superpotential to be
non-vanishing, then holomorphy at the origin implies that the exponents of all fields q4
are positive integers. Strictly speaking, we should require holomorphy in the confined
degrees of freedom which would imply that the exponents of composites must be positive
integers. Since we do not want to have to determine all gauge invariants for this argument,
we settle for the weaker constraint on exponents of the fundamental fields. Therefore,3
3j Yj - I'G = 1 or 2. However, in our normalization of the index, anomaly cancelation
further constrains this quantity to be even, thus
/-Zj - PG = 2. (4.12)
This formula summarizes our first necessary condition for s-confinement, which enables
us to rule out most theories immediately. For example, for SQCD we find that the only
2 We normalize the index of the fundamental representations of SU and Sp to 1 and of the vector of SO
to 2. This definition ensures invariance of the index when decomposing representations of SO(2N) under
the SU(N) subgroup. This is relevant to the flows discussed in Section 4.3.2.
3 Other solutions exist if all pi have a common divisor d, then for " -1j - pG = d or 2d the superpotential
Eq. 4.12 may be regular. We will argue at the end of Section 4.4.3 t&hat these solutions generically do not
yield s-confining theories. Another possibility is that the coefficient of the superpotential above vanishes.
There are examples of confining theories with vanishing superpotentials in the literature [61].
candidate is the theory with F = N+1. Unfortunately, Eq. 4.12 is not a sufficient condition.
An example for a theory which satisfies Eq. 4.12 but does not s-confine is SU(N) with an
adjoint superfield and one flavor. This theory is easily seen to be in an Abelian Coulomb
phase for generic VEVs of the adjoint scalars and vanishing VEVs for the fundamentals.
In the following section, we derive another necessary criterion which allows us to rule out
theories that satisfy the "index-constraint" but do not s-confine.
4.3.2 Flows and s-confinement
The second condition is obtained from studying different regions on the moduli space of
the theory under consideration. A generic supersymmetric theory with vanishing tree-level
superpotential has a large moduli space of vacua. By definition, an s-confining theory has
a smooth description in terms of gauge invariants everywhere on this moduli space. There
should be no singularities in the superpotential or the Ki~hler potential and there should be
no massless gauge bosons anywhere.
Thus, we can test a given theory for s-confinement by expanding around points that are
far out in moduli space where the theory simplifies. In the microscopic theory the gauge
group gets broken to a subgroup when we go out in moduli space by giving large ((0) > A)
expectation values to some fields. In this vacuum, the gauge superfields corresponding
to broken symmetry generators get masses through the super-Higgs mechanism and the
remaining matter fields decompose under the unbroken subgroup. This "reduced" theory
has a smaller gauge group and may be easier to understand. If the original theory was
s-confining then its confined description should be valid at this point in moduli space as
well. Therefore, the reduced theory is s-confining if the original theory was. This statement
can be applied in two directions.
Necessary condition: If the reduced theory does not have a smooth description with only
gauge invariant degrees of freedom, then the original theory cannot be s-confining. Suffi-
cient condition: If the original theory is known to be s-confining, then all possible reduced
theories (with a remaining unbroken gauge group) which the original theory flows to are
s-confining also. The confined spectrum and the confining superpotential of the reduced
theories can be obtained by identifying the corresponding points in moduli space in the con-
fined description of the original theory and integrating out all massive fields. In practice,
this means identifying the correct gauge invariant fields which have vacuum expectation
values and integrating out fields which now have mass terms in the superpotential using
their equations of motion.
The reduced theories will always contain some gauge invariant fields in the high-energy
description which originally transformed under the now broken gauge generators. These
fields do not have any interactions and are irrelevant to the dynamics of the model. They
can be removed from the theory. In the confined description the fields corresponding to
these gauge singlets are only coupled through superpotential terms which scale to zero
when the VEVs are taken to infinity, or which are irrelevant in the infrared.
A non-trivial application of the sufficient condition is given by the flow from SU(4)
with an antisymmetric tensor and 4 "flavors" of fundamentals and antifundamentals to
Sp(4) with 8 fundamentals. The SU(4) theory is known to s-confine [63, 64]. By giving
an expectation value to the antisymmetric tensor the gauge group is broken to Sp(4). All
components of the antisymmetric tensor field except for one singlet are "eaten" by the
super-Higgs mechanism, and the 4 flavors of fundamentals and antifundamentals become 8
fundamentals of Sp(4). Applying our sufficient criterion, we conclude that the Sp theory
is s-confining as well. Its confined spectrum and superpotential can be obtained from the
spectrum and superpotential of the SU(4) theory.
A non-trivial example of a theory which can be shown not to s-confine is SU(4) with
three antisymmetric tensors and two flavors. This theory satisfies our index condition,
Eq. 4.12, and is therefore also a candidate for s-confinement. By giving a VEV to an
antisymmetric tensor we can flow from this theory to Sp(4) with two antisymmetric tensors
and four fundamentals. VEVs for the other antisymmetric tensors let us flow further to
SU(2) with eight fundamentals which is known to be at an interacting fixed point in the
infrared. We conclude that the SU(4) with three tensors and Sp(4) with two tensors and
all theories that flow to them cannot be s-confining either. This allows us to rule out the
following chain of theories, all of which are gauge anomaly free and satisfy Eq. 4.12:
SU(7) -- SU(6) - SU(5) - SU(4) -- Sp(4)
-4a 53a [ (4.13)
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Note that a VEV for one of the quark flavors of the SU(4) theory lets us flow to an SU(3)
theory with four flavors which is s-confining. We must therefore be careful: when we find
a flow to an s-confining theory, it does not follow that the original theory is s-confining as
well. The flow is only a necessary condition. However, in all our examples we find that a
theory with a single gauge group and no tree-level superpotential is s-confining if it is found
to flow to s-confining theories in all directions of its moduli space.
4.4 All s-confining theories
In this section, we present our results which we obtained using the two conditions derived
in Section 4.3. We first created a list of all theories with a single gauge group and matter
content satisfying the index constraint. Then we studied all possible flat directions of the
individual theories and checked if they only flow to confining theories. We summarize these
results in the first table of each subsection. In the first column we list all theories satisfying
the index constraint. In the second column we indicate the result of the flows: theories
which can be shown to have a branch with an unbroken Abelian gauge group we denote
with "Coulomb branch", for theories which can be shown to flow to a reduced theory with
a non-Abelian gauge group which is not s-confining we indicate the gauge group of the
reduced theory and its matter content, all other theories are s-confining.
After identifying all s-confining theories in this way, we explicitly construct the confined
spectra for each s-confining theory. The group theory used to obtain these results can be
found in Refs. [73, 74, 75]. We present our results in tables where we indicate the matter
content of the ultraviolet theory in the upper part of the table, and the gauge invariant
infrared spectrum in the lower part. The gauge group and the Young tableaux of the
representations of the matter fields are indicated in the first column. The other groups cor-
respond to the global symmetries of the theory. In addition to the listed global symmetries,
there is also a global U(1) with a G2U(1) anomaly which is broken by instantons.
Finally, we also give the confining superpotentials when they are not too long. We denote
gauge invariant composites by their constituents in parenthesis. The relative coefficients of
the different terms can be determined by demanding that the equations of motion following
from this superpotential reproduce the classical constraints of the ultraviolet theory. This
also constitutes an important consistency check: in the limit of large generic expectation
values for fields, (0) > A, the ultraviolet theory behaves classically and all its classical
constraints need to be reproduced by the infrared description. Checking that all these
constraints are reproduced and determining the coefficients is a very tedious exercise which
we only performed for some theories. Since we have not determined the coefficients of the
superpotential terms for several of the s-confining theories, it may turn out that some of
the terms listed in the confining superpotentials have vanishing coefficients.
A more straightforward and also very powerful consistency check is provided by the
't Hooft anomaly matching conditions. We explicitly checked that all global anomalies
match between the microscopic and macroscopic degrees of freedom in every theory. Other
consistency checks which we performed for a subset of the theories include explorations of
the moduli spaces and adding masses for some matter fields and checking consistency of the
results. More details on these techniques are described in Section 4.5.
4.4.1 The s-confining SU(N) theories
In this section, we present all s-confining theories based
normalize the Dynkin index and the anomaly coefficient of
to be one. With these conventions, the dimension, index
smallest SU(N) representations are listed below.
on SU(N) gauge groups. We
the fundamental representation
and anomaly coefficient of the
Because the index of a representation of SU(N) grows like Nk- 1 where k is the number
of gauge indices, there are very few anomaly free representations which satisfy Eq. 4.12.
These representations are listed in Table 4.1. In the first column, we indicate the gauge
group and field content of the theory. In the second column we give the flows which allowed
us to rule out s-confinement for a given theory. For those theories which do s-confine we then
list the spectra and the confining superpotential in the following tables. For completeness,
we also list those s-confining theories which are already known in the literature.
Irrep Dim p A
O N 1 1
Adj N2 - 1 2N 0
N(N-1) N-2 N-4
N(N+) N+2 N+42
N(N-1)(N-2) (N-3)(N-2) (N-3)(N-6)
N(N+16)(N+2) (N+2)2(N+3) (N+3)(N+6)
6 2 2N(N-1)(N+1) N 2 -3 N 2 - 9
N'(N+1)(N-1) N(N-2)(N+2) N(N-4)(N+4)
12 N(N3 3
EE N(N+1)(N+2)(N+3) (N+2)(N+3)(N+4) (N+3)(N+4) (N+8)
24 6 6
N(N+1)(N-1)(N-2) (N-2)(N 2 -N-4) (N-4)(N2 -N-8)
8 2 2
SU(N) (N + 1)(] + [) s-confining
SU(N) 0 + N•+ 4 s-confining
SU(N) + + 3(O + ) s-confining
SU(N) Adj +0 + 0 Coulomb branch
SU(4) Adj +H Coulomb branch
SU(4) 3 + 2(0 +) SU(2): 80O
SU(4) 4 +0+0 SU(2): ME+ 40
SU(4) 5- Coulomb branch
SU(5) 3( + [) s-confining
SU(5) 2 + 2 E + 40 s-confining
SU(5) 2(B + @) Sp(4): 3 + 20
SU(5) 2 +B+20+0 SU(4): 3 + 2(E +D)
SU(6) 2H + 50+ s-confining
SU(6) 20+0+20 SU(4): 3+ 2(+ D)
SU(6) + 4(0 + O) s-confining
SU(6) - + +30+E SU(5): 20+0+20+O
SU(6) + + Sp(6): + B +
SU(6) 2~+ O+ 0 SU(5): 2(0+  )
SU(7) 2( + 3 ) s-confining
SU(7) t+ 40+2 0 SU(6): ++ 3 0+
SU(7) + + l Sp(6): + + O
Table 4.1: All SU theories satisfying E-j j - PG = 2. This list is finite because the indices
of higher index tensor representations grow very rapidly with the size of the gauge group.
We list the gauge group and the field content of the theories in the first column. In the
second column, we indicate which theories are s-confining. For the theories which do not
s-confine we give the flows to non s-confining theories or indicate that there is a Coulomb
branch on the moduli space.
SU(N) with (N + 1)(0 + C) (SUSY QCD) [53]
I SU(N') I SU(N + 1') SU(N + 1) U(1) U(1)R
Q o [o 1 1 NI
l 1 - N+1
nn I I 0 0 1
QN
QN N N11-N N+1+I
Wdyn 1  [(QQ)N+1 
_ (QN)(QQ)(QN)]
SU(2N) with L+ 2N E+ 4 OE [64]
SU(4) U(1)1 U(1) 2 U(1)R
1 1 0 2N+4 0
0 1 4 -2N + 2 0
1 0 -2N -2N + 2
2
l 4 - 2N -4N + 4
8
0
-4N
-8N
-2N + 8
2N 2 + 4N
2N 2 - 2N
2N 2 - 8N
Wdyn = (AN)(Q-)4(AQ 2 )N-2 + (AN1-Q2)(QQ)2(AQ 2 )N-1 +
(AN-2Q4)(AQ2 )N + (Q 2N)(AN)(AN-2Q4) + (Q2N)(AN-1Q2)2
SU(2N + 1) with 0+ (2N + 1) 0+ 4 El [64]
SU(2N + 1)
[]
SU(2N + 1) SU(4) U(1)R
1 1 0 2N + 5 0
o 1 4 -2N + 1 0
1 E -2N - 1 -2N + 1
-2
] 3 - 21v
8
-2N -
-6N -
1 4(2N + 1)
-41V + z
-2N + 7
2N 2 + 3N +
2N 2 - 3N -
-4N 2 + 1
= N (ANQ)(Q) (AQ2 N- + (AN-Q3)(QQ)(AQ 2)N +
Aý2N [A(Q)1(
SU(2N)SU(2N)
U
[]
O
A
Q
QQ
AQ2
AN
AN-lQ 2
AN-
2Q 4
-2NQ2 1 8N -4N 2 + 4N
A
QQQ
AQ 2
ANQ
AN-lQ 3
u2N+1
Wdyn
r`lT "
I
I
(-2N+ )(ANQ)(AN-_Q3) ]
SU(2N + 1) with B + + 3([+ 0)
A
A
Q
Mk = Q(AA)kQ
Hk = A(AA)kQ 2
Ik = A(AA)kQ 2
B 1 = ANQ
B1 = ANQ
B3 = AN-'Q 3
B3 = AN-1(3
Tm = (AA) m
SU(2N+1)B_
B
OEl[]
SU(3) SU(3) U(1)1 U(1) 2 U(1) 3 U(1)R
1 1 1 0 -3 0
1 1 -1 0 -3 0
1 1 0 1 2N - 1 1
1 5 0 -1 2N- 1 11 3
5
El
1
S
1
1
1
1
0
-1
1
N
-N
N-1
-N + I
0
4N - 2 - 6k
4N - 5 - 6k
4N - 5 - 6k
-N -1
-N -1
3N
3N
-6m
where k = 0,..., N- 1 and m = 1,..., N.
potential grows quickly with the size of the
superpotential for the SU(5) theory.
The number of terms in the confining super-
gauge group. Therefore we only present the
Wdy 1 (M T1T2 + M13 + T2 B 3B 3 + T2Ho IoMo + T2MM2 + T13M3 +
T12 B3B3 + T12 Ho oMo + T2 M1 M2 T, B B Mo2 + T HooM +
B 1B1 HoH0 - + B1 BM1 Mo + HIHI Mo + H1HoMoT1 + H1 HoMoT, +
H1 1BB3 + H1 B1 B3 + H0oBB 3 T + HoBIB3 T1 + HH 0oM1 + HiHoMi)
Note that the term T1 M?2Mo is allowed by all symmetries, however its coefficient is zero,
which can be verified by requiring that the equations of motion reproduce the classical
constraints.
SU(2N) with ±+ B + 3(0 + F)
U(1)i U(1)2 U(1) 3 U(1)R
1 1 1 0 -3 0
1 1 -1 0 -3 0
O 1 0 1 2N - 2
1 0 0 -1 2N-2 3
Mk = Q(AA)kQ
Hm = A(AA)kQ 2
Am = A(AA)kQ 2
Bo = AN
Bo = A N
B 2 = AN-1Q
2
P2 = AN-1Q2T. = (AA)n
1 1 -N
N-i
-N + 1
0
-2
0
0
2
-2
0
4N - 4 - 6k
4N - 7 - 6m
4N - 7 - 6m
-3N
-3N
-6n
where k = 0,..., N- 1, m = 0,..., N - 2 and n = 1,...,N - 1. The case of
different, because in SU(4) the two-index antisymmetric tensor is self-conjugate.
there is an additional SU(2) global symmetry. The corresponding table is
A
Q
Mo = QQ
M2 = QA 2Q
H = AQ 2
H = AQ2
T = A2
SU(4)
El
SU(2)
SU(4) is
Therefore
SU(3) SU(3) U(1)i U(1)2 U(1)R
O 1 1 0 -3 0
1 El 1 1 2
1 1 E -1 2
1 E O 0 4
1 E E 0 -2
O 0 1 2 1 3
EO 1 ] -2 1 2
El] 1 1 0 -6 0
The superpotential for the SU(4) theory is
Wdvn = " (T2M03 - 12THIlMo - 24M oM, - 24HIM2),
where the relative coefficients are fixed by requiring that the equations of motion reproduce
the classical constraints.
SU(3)
A
A
QQ
SU(3)SU(2N)
[]
SU(6) with + 4( + 0)
SU(6)
[]
- A (MoB 1
A
QQ
Mo = QQ
M 2 = QA 2Q
B 1 = AQ 3
B 1 = AQ 3
B3 = A 3 Q3
T = A 4
Wdyn
SU(4) SU(4) U(1)1  U(1) 2  U(1)R
1 1 0 -4 -1
LO 1 1 3 1
1 O] -1 3 1
6
-2
5
5
1 1 0 -16 4
B 1T + B3 B3 Mo + M23Mo + TM 2M 3 +
B 1B 3 M2 + BjB3M2
SU(5) with 3( + M)
1Wdy [(A5)(A3-)(AQ 2) + (A~Q)3]
Wdyn = A9
SU(5) with 2+ 4 C+ 20
SU(4) SU(2) U(1)1 U(1)2
L 1 1 0 -1 0
1 L 1 1 1 1
1 1 0 -2 1 13
1
LI
En7
LI
1
-1 2
2 1
-2 -1
1 -2
-3 1
SU(2)SU(5)
LIAQQ
QQ
AQ 2
A 2Q
A3Q
A 2Q2Q
U(1)R
Wdyn 1 (A3)(QU)2 + (A3•)(A2Q2-)(Aq 2)
+ (A3-)(A2Q)(AQ 2)(QQ) + (A2Q)2(A2)2]
SU(6) with 2B+ 50+0
SU(2) SU(5) U(1)1 U(1) 2 U(1)R
O 1 0 3 1
1 0 1 -4 0
1 1 -5 -4 0
1
OE
1
-4
2
0
-4
2
-8
-5
9
1
4
n Ai(A42)2(QU) + (A4 2 )(A3QU)(AQ2 ) +
+(A3)(A3Qq)(AQ2)2 + (A3)2(A 2)2(Q2)]
Note, that the term (A 4 2)(A3)(AQ 2 )(QQ) is
by the non-abelian global symmetries.
allowed by the U(1) symmetries but not
SU(7) with 2H+ 6C
1
Wdyn = 13 2 2A13
4.4.2 The s-confining Sp(2N) theories
We now discuss the s-confining Sp(2N) theories. First, we again summarize the group
theoretical properties of the simplest Sp(2N) representations. Contrary to SU(N) groups
there is no chiral anomaly for Sp(2N) groups. The only requirement on the field content
is that there is no Witten anomaly, this is satisfied if the sum of the Dynkin indices of
the matter fields is even. Sp(2N) is the subgroup of SU(2N) which leaves the tensor
Jc• = (1NxN 0 ia2 )aP invariant. Irreducible tensors of Sp(2N) must be traceless with
respect to Ja0. One can obtain these irreducible representations by subtracting traces
SU(6)
0-OA
Q
QQ
AQ2
A 3
A3QQ
A4 2
Wdyn
Table 4.2: All Sp theories satisfying Ej Yj - AG = 2. This list is finite because the indices
of higher index tensor representations grow very rapidly with the size of the gauge group.
We list the gauge group and the field content of the theories in the first column. In the
second column, we indicate which theories are s-confining. For the remaining ones we give
the flows to non-confining theories or indicate that there is a Coulomb branch on the moduli
space.
from the SU(2N) tensors. The properties of these representations are summarized in the
table below. We use a normalization where the index of the fundamental is one. This
normalization is consistent with the Sp(2N) C SU(2N) embedding, under which 2N -+ 2N.
Thus with these conventions the index of the matter fields does not change under SU + Sp
decompositions. The adjoint of Sp(2N) is the two-index symmetric tensor.
With this knowledge one can again write down all anomaly-free theories for which the
matter content satisfies Eq. 4.12. These theories are summarized in Table 4.2. In the first
column, we indicate the gauge group and the field content of the theory. The second column
gives a possible flow to a non-s-confining theory or if the theory is s-confining, we state that
in the second column. The only s-confining theories based on Sp(2N) groups are the two
sequences that are already known in the literature. We give the spectra and dynamically
generated superpotentials of these theories in the tables below.
Sp(2N) (2N + 4) 0 s-confining
Sp(2N) B+ 60 s-confining
Sp(2N) Mf + 20 Coulomb branch
Sp(4) 2 +40 SU(2): 80
Sp(4) 3+ 20 SU(2): M + 4 0
Sp(4) 4 SU(2): 2m
Sp(6) 2 + 20 Sp(4): 2R+ 40
Sp(6) + 50O Sp(4): 20+ 40
Sp(6) 0+0 SU(2): M0+ 40
Sp(6) 2 SU(3): M + M
Sp(8) 2 Sp(4): 5
Irrep Dim __
O 2N 1
H N(2N- 1)- 1 2N-2
CEO N(2N + 1) 2N + 2
N(2N-1)(2N-2) - 2N (2N-3)(2N-2) _ 1
3 2
I-I N(2N+1)(2N+2) (2N+2)(2N+3)
)3 
2
2N(2N-1)(2N+1) - 2N (2N) 2 - 4
Sp(2N) with (2N + 4) 0 [67]
Sp(2N) SU(2N + 4) U(1)RQ 0 0 1
Q2i I 2
Wdyn= -A21 (Q2N+2
Sp(2N) with + 6 0 [71, 72]
Sp(2N) SU(6) U(1) U(1)R
A H 1 -3 0
Q O N-1
. .
Ak 1 -3k 0
QA m Q 0 2(N - 1) - 3k 3
Here k = 2,3,..., N and m = 0, 1,...,N - 1. The number of terms in the superpotential
grows quickly with N. For Sp(4) the superpotential is
Wd 1 [(A2)(Q2)3 + (Q2)(QAQ)2.
4.4.3 The s-confining SO(N) theories
SO(N) theories4 are distinct from the SU and Sp theories because contrary to those groups
SO(N) has representations which cannot be obtained from products of the vector repre-
sentations. These are the spinorial representations. A theory can be s-confining only if all
possible test charges can be screened by the matter fields. Spinors cannot be screened by
matter in the vector representation of SO. Thus, theories without spinorial matter cannot
be s-confining. This restricts the number of possible s-confining SO(N) theories, because
the Dynkin index of the spinor representation grows exponentially with the size of the gauge
group. The biggest group for which Eq. 4.12 can be satisfied with matter including spinor
representations is SO(14).
SO(N) theories (for N > 6) do not have either chiral or Witten anomalies. We do
not consider the N < 6 theories because they can be obtained from our previous results
by using the following isomorphisms: SO(6) - SU(4), SO(5) , Sp(4 ), SO(4) - SU(2) x
SU(2), S0(3) , SU(2), SO(2) • U(1).
The spinor representations of SO(N) have different properties depending on whether
N is even or odd. For odd N, there is just one spinor representation, while for even N
there are two inequivalent spinors. For N = 4k the two spinors are self-conjugate while for
N = 4k + 2 the two spinors are complex conjugate to each other.
We use a normalization where the index of the vector of SO(N) is 2. The reason is that
under the embedding SO(2N) D SU(N) the vector of SO(2N) decomposes as 2N -- N+N.
If we do not want the index of the matter fields to change under this decomposition we need
4We do not distinguish between SO(N) and its covering group Spin(N).
to normalize the index of the vector to two. The fundamental properties of the smallest
SO(N) representations are summarized in the tables below. The adjoint of SO(N) is the
two-index antisymmetric tensor.
Since the vector and the spinors are the only representations that potentially have
smaller index than the adjoint, it is clear that candidates for s-confining theories contain
only vectors and spinors. For odd N we denote the field content by (s, v), where s is
the number of spinors and v is the number of vectors. For even N we use the notation
(s, s', v), where s and s' are the numbers of matter fields in the two inequivalent spinor
representations and v is the number of vectors.
The SO(8) group requires special attention. The reason is that there is a group auto-
morphism which permutes the two spinor and the vector representations. Therefore only
relative labelings of the representations are meaningful. For example (4, 3, 0) and (0, 3, 4)
in SO(8) are equivalent.
With this knowledge of group theory we can write down all theories which satisfy
Eq. 4.12. These theories are listed in Table 4.3. Almost all of these theories are s-confining.
The only spectrum that has been given in the literature [70] is for S0(7) with (5, 1). Below
we list the spectra and the confining superpotentials for the s-confining SO(N) theories.
Most of the confining superpotentials are very complicated. We only list those where the
number of terms in the superpotential is reasonably small.
SO(2N + 1)
Irrep Dim p
O 2N +1 2
S 2N 2N - 2
N(2N + 1) 4N- 2
m (N + 1)(2N+ 1)- 1 4N+6
SO(2N)
Irrep Dim it
O 2N 2
S 2N-1 2 N-3
S, (S') 2 N-1 2N - 3
N(2N- 1) 4N-4
m N(2N + 1) - 1 4N + 4
SO(14)
SO(13)
SO(12)
SO(12)
SO(12)
SO(11)
SO(11)
SO(10)
SO(10)
SO(10)
SO(10)
SO(10)
SO(10)
SO(10)
SO(10)
SO(9o)
SO(l9)
SO(I9)
SO(9)
SO(8)
SO(8)
SO(8)
SO(8)
SO(8)
SO(8)
SO(8)
SO(8)
SO(7)
SO(7)
SO(7)
SO(7)
SO(7)
SO(7)
Table 4.3: All SO(N) theories which contain at least one spinor and satisfy Ej iP - MG = 2.
This list is finite because the index of the spinor representations grows exponentially with
N. We list the gauge group of the theory in the first column and the matter content
in the second column. As explained in the text, for odd N (s, v) denotes the number of
spinors and the number of vectors, while for even N (s, s', v) denotes the numbers of the
two inequivalent spinors and vectors. In the third column, we indicate which theories are
s-confining. For the remaining ones we give the flows to non-confining theories or indicate
that there is a Coulomb branch on the moduli space.
(1,0,5)
(1,4)
(1,0,7)(2,0,3)
(1,1,3)
(1,6)(2,2)
(4,0,1)
(3,0,3)(2,0,5)
(3,1,1)
(2,1,3)
(1,1,5)
(2,2,1)
(1,0,7)
(4,0)
(3,2)
(2,4)
(1,6)(7,0,0)
(6,1,0)
(5,2,0)
(5,1,1)
(4,3,0)
(4,2,1)
(3,3,1)
(3,2,2)
(6,0)(5,1)
(4,2)
(3,3)
(2,4)
(1,5)
s-confining
s-confining
s-confining
s-confining
s-confining
s-confining
s-confining
s-confining
s-confining
s-confining
s-confining
s-confining
s-confining
s-confining
SU(4) with 3 B+ 2 (O+ )
s-confining
s-confining
s-confining
SU(4) with 3 R + 2 (0+ 0)
Coulomb branch
Coulomb branch
SU(4) with 3 + 2 (O + )
SU(4)with3 + 2 (0+ )
s-confining
s-confining
s-confining
s-confining
s-confining
s-confining
s-confining
s-confining
SU(4) with 3 + 2 (+ )
Coulomb branch
S
QQ2
S2Q3
S4Q2
S4Q4
S6Q3
Ss
SSQ 4
SO(14)
64
0
SU(5) U(1) U(1)R
1 5
0 -8 0
Ill0J
B
1
[]
-16
-14
4
-12
6
40
8
13 [(SQ4)2(Q2) + (S8 Q4)(S 6Q3 )(S 2Q3) + (S8 Q4 )(S 4Q4)(S 4Q2)
+(S8 )2(Q2)5 + (S8 )(S 6Q3)(S2Q3 )(Q2 )2 + (S4Q2)4(Q2) + (S 6Q3)2(S4Q2)(Q 2)
+(S 8)(S 4Q4)2(Q 2) + (S8 )(S4 Q2 )2(Q 2)3
+(S 6Q3 )(S 2Q3)(S4 Q2) 2 + (S6Q3)2(S4Q4)]
Note that several terms allowed by U(1) symmetries are not allowed by the full set of global
symmetries. For example, the SU(5) contraction in the term (SSQ 4 )(S8 )(Q 2) 3 vanishes,
since it is not possible to make an SU(5) invariant from the third power of a symmetric
tensor and one field in the antifundamental representation. There are more examples of
such terms prohibited by non-abelian global symmetries in other theories in this section.
S0(13) with (1,4)
S
Q
Q
S 2Q3
S 2Q2
S 4Q4
S 4Q3
S 4Q2
S4Q
S4
S 6Q3
S6Q2
S8 Q3
SS
SO(13)
64
0
SU(4) U(1) U(1)R
1 1
O -2 0
1ED0
[:n
[]
Note, that one could add the operator S8 Q4 to the above list without affecting anomaly
matching. However, there is a mass term allowed for this operator, and by flowing to this
S0(14) with (1,0,5)
Wdyn
theory from SO(14) with (1,0, 5) one finds that this mass term is generated. Thus S8Q4
is not in the IR spectrum. Similar operators appear in many other s-confining SO(N)
theories. Since a mass term is always generated for such operators, we do not include them
in any of the forthcoming s-confining spectra.
SO(12) with (1,0,7)
SO(12) SU(7) U(1) U(1)R
32 1 7
O O -4 0
mE
1
[]
-8
6
-10
28
4
W = [(S4Q6)2(Q2) + (S4Q6)(S 2Q6)(S 2Q2) + (S 4)(S 2Q2)2(Q 2)5
Wdy, A = 1----6
+(S 4)(S 2Q6) 2(Q2) + (S 2 Q2)4(Q 2) 3 + (Q2)7(S4)2]
SO(12) with (2,0,3)
SU(2) SU(3) U(1) U(1)R
EO 1 3
1 J -8 0
1
1
1E
1
1
1
Em7
1
1
1
ED
-16
6
-10
12
-4
-4
18
2
8
S
Q
Q2
S 2Q2
S2Q6
S4
S4Q 6
SO(12)
32
0
S
Q
Q2 ,
S2
S2Q2
S4
S4Q2
S4Q2'
S6
S6Q2
S8Q2
SO(12) with (1,1,3)
SO(12)
32
32'
D
SU(3) U(1) 1 U(1) 2 U(1)R
1 1 3 1
1 -1 3
[E 0 -8 0
S
S'
Q
Q2
SS'Q3
S2Q 2
S'2Q2
S4
S'4
S2S'2
S 3S'Q 3
S' 3SQ 3
S2S'2Q2
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The SO(N) theories with E Pi - PG = 4
Our normalization for the indices of SO groups is somewhat non-standard. It follows from
demanding that the index is invariant under flows from SO(2N) groups to their SU(N)
subgroups. In the normalization where the index of the vector is one rather than two, it is
obvious that one can obtain a superpotential that is regular at the origin for E Pi - PG = 1
or 2. In our normalization, this corresponds to E Pi - PG = 2 or 4. We have explicitly
checked that none of the E Pi - PG = 4 theories are s-confining by identifying flows to
non-s-confining theories.
The E ~i - PG = 4 SO(N) theories are examples of the special case where the confining
superpotential can be holomorphic at the origin without Eq. 4.12 being satisfied. This can
only happen when Gc and all pi have a common divisor. Just like the previously mentioned
E Pi - PG = 4 SO(N) theories, such theories are unlikely to s-confine. The reason is that
while Eq. 4.12 is preserved under most flows along flat directions, the property that PG and
all pi have a common divisor is not. Thus for most such theories one should be able to find
a flow to a non-s-confining theory. We expect that none of these "common divisor" theories
s-confine.
4.4.4 Exceptional groups
The analysis for exceptional groups G2, F4, E6 , E7, and E8 is surprisingly simple. The
s-confined spectrum of a G2 gauge theory with 5 fundamentals has already been worked
out in Ref. [69, 70]. The representations of G2 are real, thus the invariant tensors include
the two index symmetric tensor. Furthermore, there are two totally antisymmetric tensors
with three and four indices, respectively. Therefore, the confined spectrum is
G2 with 5 0 [69]
G2 I SU(5) U(1)R
Q 70
M=Q 2  m -
A = Q3 3 Q4
5
W = M + M 2 A 2 + MB2 + A2B]wdyn !-
The F4, E6, E 7 and E8 theories
Theories based on any of the other exceptional gauge groups can be shown to flow to theories
which are not s-confining. This is derived most easily by starting with the real group F4. The
lowest dimensional representations of F4 are the 26 dimensional fundamental representation
and the 52 dimensional adjoint. Since any theory with adjoint matter has a Coulomb branch
on its moduli space, we can restrict our attention to theories with only fundamentals. By
giving an expectation value to a fundamental one can break F4 to its maximal subgroup
SO(9). Under SO(9) the representations decompose as follows: 26 -- 1 + 9 + 16 and
52 --* 16 + 36. The 9, 16, 36 are the fundamental, spinor, and adjoint of SO(9). When
giving an expectation value to a fundamental of F4, the spinor component of its SO(9)
decomposition is eaten. Thus an F4 theory with Nf fundamentals flows to an SO(9) theory
with Ny fundamentals and Nj - 1 spinors. For no N1 is this SO(9) theory s-confining,
therefore no F4 theory s-confines.
Using this result, it is easy to show that none of the groups E 6, E 7 , and Es s-confine. The
lowest dimensional representations of E6 are the (complex) fundamental and the adjoint.
By giving an expectation value to a fundamental, one can flow to F4, whereas expectation
values for an adjoint lead to a Coulomb branch. Thus, E 6 theories cannot be s-confining
either.
By giving an expectation value to a field in the 56 dimensional fundamental represen-
tation of E 7 one can flow to E6 , while an expectation value for the adjoint again yields a
Coulomb branch. For E8 the lowest dimensional representation is the adjoint, again leading
to a Coulomb branch. Thus none of the E 6,7,8 groups with arbitrary matter are s-confining.
4.5 Obtaining new models by integrating out matter
In the previous section we obtained a low-energy description for many theories which satisfy
E Pi -J = 2. Since a number of these theories contain matter in vector-like representations
one can easily derive descriptions for theories with smaller matter content by integrating
out fields. In this way we obtain confining theories with a quantum modified constraint,
theories with dynamically generated superpotentials and theories with multiple branches.
4.5.1 Theories with quantum-deformed moduli spaces
In these theories a classical constraint of the form Z(IIiXi) = 0 (where Xi are gauge
invariant operators) is modified quantum mechanically to E(IIXi) = APIIjXj. Here, the
__~__ _·
Xj are some other combination of the gauge invariant operators, including the possibility
that the quantum modification is just AP. The power p must necessarily be positive to
reproduce the correct classical limit. Such a modification of the classical constraint is
only possible in theories where E p - PG = 0. To show this, consider assigning R-charge
zero to every chiral superfield. This R-symmetry is anomalous and the anomaly has to be
compensated by assigning R-charge E Ai - Ac to the scale of the gauge group raised to the
power of its one loop p function coefficient A(3G- -• i)/2 [60]. Since the constraints have
to respect this R-symmetry one immediately sees that A can only appear in a constraint if
it has vanishing R-charge. Therefore, we conclude that only theories with E pIJ - PG = 0
may exhibit quantum deformed moduli spaces.
We can find all theories satisfying E Pi - PG = 0 by simply leaving out a flavor from the
matter contents listed in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 for SU and Sp theories and by leaving out a
vector from Table 4.3 for SO theories. The theories obtained from the s-confining ones are all
confining with a quantum modified constraint. It follows from the procedure of integrating
out a flavor that the form of the quantum modified constraint is Z(IIiXi) = AF i.
In those cases where the s-confining theory contains several meson type fields (e.g. QQ,
QA 2 Q, etc.) there will be additional constraints which are not modified quantum mechan-
ically [71, 72]. All constraints can be implemented by adding them to the superpotential
with Lagrange multipliers. Here, we list only those SU theories which were not previously
known in the literature. Similar results can be obtained from the s-confining SO theories.
In the case of SO(N) theories there is always one quantum modified constraint, while the
total number of constraints equals the number of operators containing exactly two vectors
Q in a symmetric representation of the Q-flavor symmetry.
In the following superpotentials we denote Lagrange multipliers by Greek letters, the
notation for the confined fields is defined in the corresponding tables in Section 4.4.
SU(4) with 2 + 2( + 0)
W = A(3T2M,2 - 12TH-I - 24M 2 - A8) + p(2MoM2 + HA)
SU(5) with E + + 2(0 + D)
W= (3M o TT2 + T2 HH0 + 2T2MoM + 3T3 M + T Hfo o +
2T2MoM1 + 2T 1BI B1Mo + BIBIM 1 + H1H1 + HoH 1Ti +
HoIT1 - A10) + .I (3M 12+T 2M02+ T12 02 T1 101Ho +
B B Mo + Ho AI + ioHi)
SU(5) with 20+0+ 30
W = A [(A3Q)2(QQ) + (Aa3 )(A2Q)(AQ 2) - A10
SU(6) with 28+ 40
W = A[(A4Q2)2 + (A3)2(AQ2)2 - A12] + [(A4Q2)(AQ2) + (A3)(AQ2)2]
SU(6) with + 3(O+ )
W = A (BiBi T + B3 3+ M 3  TM2M - A 12) +
p (MMo2 + TM13+ B1 B3 + B 1B3)
We have seen that all s-confining P i -PG = 2 theories result in confining EPi-PG = 0
theories with a quantum modified constraint after integrating out a flavor. This does not
imply that E pi - PG = 2 theories which do not s-confine cannot result in confining theories
with quantum modified constraints after eliminating one flavor.
As an example we consider SU(4) with 38 + O + D. The theory with an additional
flavor is not s-confining, it flows to SU(2) with 80. Moreover, one can explicitly construct
a dual description for SU(4) with 38 + 2(] + 0) by noting that this theory is equivalent
to an SO(6) theory with 30 + 2(S + S), where S and S denote a spinor and its conjugate.
This dual can be obtained from the dual of S0(10) with one spinor and 7 vectors [70]. The
confining description with one less flavor is obtained from the SO(8) theory with a spinor
and 5 vectors [70]. The confining spectrum is given in the table below.
SU(4)
A
Q OQ 0
A 2
QA2 Q
QQ
A3Q2
A3Q2
SU(3) U(1)1 U(1) 2 U(1)R
O 0 1 0
1 1 -3 0
1 -1 -3 0
En 0 2 0
5] 0 -4 0
1 0 -6 0
1 2 -3 0
1 -2 -3 0
The quantum modified constraint is
W = A [(Q)2(A2) 3 + (A2 )(QA 2 Q) 2 + (A3 Q2) (A3Q2 ) - A(QQ)]
Note that one can eliminate the field (QQ) from the theory by solving the quantum modified
constraint. The remaining fields match all anomalies of the ultraviolet theory. It would be
interesting to determine which of the remaining E pi - PG = 0 theories are confining with
a quantum modified constraint.
4.5.2 Dynamically generated runaway superpotentials
Starting from the confining theories with a quantum deformed moduli space one obtains
theories with dynamically generated run-away superpotentials by integrating out more fla-
vors. Here we only list the dynamical superpotentials which one finds by starting with the
s-confining SU theories and which are not already in the literature. It is straightforward
-- "
to obtain similar results from the s-confining SO theories by integrating out vectors. Our
notation for the composites in the following superpotentials is defined in the corresponding
tables in Section 4.4.
SU(4) with 2 + F(D + C)
A9Mo
6T 2M 02 + 48M22'
A5
WF=O = 0 or WF=o = -•
SU(5) with B+ + F(D+ )
WF=1 = (A Mll )/(M 1 MTT 2 + T2M 2 + T3MM 1 + T12M2 +
T, B, 1 M, - (T 2Mo + T12Mo + BIBI )2
A6
WF=O = A
I(T2 + T)(T T2 + T2)
SU(5) with 20+ 20 [76]
A11
W = (A3Q) 2'
SU(6) with + F(E]+ [)
S= A13M 2MO
T(M 2 Mo) 2 - (M + TM02) 2 '
A3v
WF=1 = ±2 AT ,3 V
A5
WF=O = 0 or WF=o = A,
where
8M= - 10 M + 2 MM 2T y -22 M02T,
z = 4M22 - M2T, X = x yZT
4.5.3 Theories with multiple branches
When integrating out flavors from a few of the s-confining theories we find that there are
multiple possible solutions for the superpotential: one or more solutions with a dynamically
generated term, and a solution with vanishing superpotential. This indicates that such
theories have several branches of vacua. There is not only a moduli space with a smooth
continuous parameterization but there is also a discrete parameter distinguishing a discrete
set of vacua. In our examples there are two sets of vacua which are characterized by W = 0
with a non-trivial moduli space, and W oc1 without a stable vacuum [66, 71, 72]. A
consistency check on the assumption that the branch with vanishing superpotential describes
a confining theory is that the 't Hooft anomaly matching conditions are satisfied. In addition
to the previously described SU(4) with 20 SU(6) with ý, also SO(14) with one spinor field
has multiple branches.
U
Chapter 5
Dynamical Supersymmetry
Breakingi
In this chapter we introduce a new class of theories which dynamically break supersymmetry
based on the gauge group SU(n) x SU(3) x U(1) for even n. These theories are interest-
ing in that no dynamical superpotential is generated in the absence of perturbations. For
the example SU(4) x SU(3) x U(1) we explicitly demonstrate that all flat directions can
be lifted through a renormalizable superpotential and that supersymmetry is dynamically
broken. We derive the exact superpotential for this theory, which exhibits new and inter-
esting dynamical phenomena. For example, modifications to classical constraints can be
field dependent. We also consider the generalization to SU(n) x SU(3) x U(1) models (with
even n > 4). We present a renormalizable superpotential which lifts all flat directions. Be-
cause SU(3) is not confining in the absence of perturbations, the analysis of supersymmetry
breaking is very different in these theories from the n = 4 example. When the SU(n) gauge
group confines, the Yukawa couplings drive the SU(3) theory into a regime with a dynam-
ically generated superpotential. By considering a simplified version of these theories we
argue that supersymmetry is probably broken. We also show that theories in the confining,
free magnetic, and conformal phases can break supersymmetry through dynamical effects.
To illustrate this, we present theories based on the gauge groups SU(n) x SU(4) x U(1) and
SU(n) x SU(5) x U(1) with the field content obtained by decomposing an SU(m) theory
with an antisymmetric tensor and m - 4 antifundamentals.
Supersymmetry breaking is an inherent part of any realistic supersymmetric theory.
One of the motivations for supersymmetry is that it stabilizes the ratio of the electroweak
scale to the Planck scale against large radiative corrections. If supersymmetry is broken
dynamically, logarithmic running of a gauge coupling would also provide an explanation for
the smallness of the ratio of the electroweak and Planck scales.
Almost all phenomenologically viable models consist of two sectors: the Minimal Super-
symmetric Standard Model (MSSM) and the supersymmetry breaking sector. The infor-
mation about supersymmetry breaking is transmitted to the MSSM either by gravitational
or by gauge interactions, or a combination thereof. In the case of gravity mediated super-
symmetry breaking, the electroweak scale, Mweak, is proportional to Ag, where ASB is
the scale of supersymmetry breaking and MPlanck is the Planck scale. When supersymme-
1This chapter is based on research done in collaboration with Csaba Cs;iki, Lisa Randall and Robert
Leigh reported in Refs. [77, 78, 79].
try breaking is mediated by gauge interactions, Mweak oc a'ASB, where a is the structure
constant of the relevant gauge group. In any scenario, the electroweak scale is tied to the
supersymmetry breaking scale. If the scale of supersymmetry breaking is naturally small,
so is the electroweak scale.
The scale of supersymmetry breaking can be small naturally because of the supersym-
metric non-renormalization theorem [80]. Since the superpotential receives no radiative
corrections, if supersymmetry is unbroken at the tree-level, it remains unbroken at any or-
der of perturbation theory. Therefore, only non-perturbative effects can be responsible for
dynamical supersymmetry breaking. Such effects in asymptotically-free gauge theories are
only relevant at low energies.
In the next section, we discuss general conditions that help to identify potential candi-
date theories for DSB. We explain the necessary and the sufficient criteria for supersym-
metry breaking. We also outline the mechanism of supersymmetry breaking in two classic
examples. In Section 5.2 we describe the SU(4) x SU(3) x U(1) model. We first describe
the theory classically, in particular, we show that the model has no classical flat directions.
Then, we analyze the quantum mechanical theory in the strongly interacting regime. At
the end of that section we show that the model breaks supersymmetry [77]. In Section 5.3,
we discuss generalizations to SU(n) x SU(3) x U(1) and argue that these models break
supersymmetry as well. Finally, in Section 5.4 we discuss theories that have to be analyzed
using dual gauge dynamics [78].
5.1 Basics of dynamical supersymmetry breaking
In this section, we summarize both the necessary and sufficient conditions for dynamical
supersymmetry breaking. It is necessary for the theories to be chiral to break supersym-
metry dynamically [81]. It is sufficient for supersymmetry breaking that a theory without
flat directions has a spontaneously broken global symmetry [59, 82]. We will also review an
observation by Dine, Nelson, Nir and Shirman [83].
The Witten index Tr(-1)F measures the number of bosonic states of zero energy minus
the number of fermionic ones. Since unbroken supersymmetry implies that the vacuum en-
ergy is zero, the Witten index counts the difference between the number of supersymmetric
bosonic and fermionic vacua. If the index is nonzero, then there are certainly supersym-
metric vacua, so supersymmetry is preserved in the ground state. It turns out that pure
Yang-Mills theories have a non-zero index [81].
The index does not change when the parameters of a theory vary continuously. If it is
possible to write the mass terms for all matter fields in the theory, then all mass parameters
can be adjusted to take large values. Consequently, all matter fields can be decoupled from
the theory. The low-energy theory is pure Yang-Mills, which cannot break supersymmetry.
We will therefore consider chiral theories as candidates for DSB. However, the index can
change discontinuously when a change of parameters alters the asymptotic behavior of the
theory.
We now turn to the second criterion for DSB. A generic supersymmetric gauge theory
without tree-level superpotential has a large set of possible vacuum states. These are
the points where the D-terms vanish, the so-called flat directions. We explained what flat
directions are in the first section of the previous chapter. When the superpotential is added,
some flat directions are lifted, meaning that the F-terms are usually non-zero along D-flat
directions.
Suppose a theory does not have flat directions either because it does not have any
gauge invariants constructed from chiral superfields or because flat directions are lifted by
appropriate choice of tree-level superpotential. If such a theory has a continuous global
symmetry which is spontaneously broken, then supersymmetry is also spontaneously bro-
ken [59, 82]. A spontaneously broken global symmetry implies the presence of a Goldstone
boson. In a supersymmetric theory, this Goldstone boson has to combine with another
massless scalar particle to form a supersymmetric multiplet. Since we assume that there
are no non-compact flat directions, then there cannot be another massless scalar in the
theory. Hence, supersymmetry must be broken.
Unfortunately, finding theories which break supersymmetry dynamically is not an easy
task. An interesting observation by Dine, Nelson, Nir and Shirman helps to find such
theories [83]. Suppose one knows a theory that breaks supersymmetry dynamically. Instead
of the original theory consider a theory with the gauge group reduced to a subgroup. The
matter fields are the same, except that the representations they transform in are obtained
by decomposing the original representations into those of the subgroup. Such a theory is
guaranteed to be anomaly-free just as the the original one was. Moreover, it is frequently
possible to lift all flat directions while preserving a global symmetry. We should stress
here that we do not imply a physical procedure of breaking the gauge group by the Higgs
mechanism. Also, the superpotential in the new theory is not derived from the original one.
The theory with reduced gauge group has fewer D-terms, while the same number of chiral
superfields. Usually, lifting flat directions in the new theory requires additional terms in
the tree-level superpotential.
5.1.1 Two classic examples
In this section, we briefly explain the mechanism for supersymmetry breaking in two models.
The first theory-an SU(5) theory with one antisymmetric tensor and one antifundamen-
tal [82] is a necessary step in explaining how the second model works. The second one an
SU(N) theory with an antisymmetric tensor A and N - 4 antifundamentals Fi, will be the
starting point for all theories considered in the rest of this chapter.
The SU(5) theory with one antisymmetric tensor and one antifundamental [82] breaks
supersymmetry because of strong dynamics. This theory has no flat directions since there
are no invariants that can be constructed out of single 10 and single g of SU(5). This theory
has two U(1) symmetries. The authors of Ref. [82] argued that one of these symmetries
must be broken in the ground state. Thus, supersymmetry is broken as well since the
theory has no flat directions. The theory has been analyzed recently by adding fields
in vector-like representations. It is then possible to find low-energy description of these
SU(5) theories with extra fields. Theories with mass terms for the additional fields break
supersymmetry [63, 64]. A similar theory is SO(10) with one spinor field. It also does not
have flat directions and breaks supersymmetry [82]. This model has also been studied with
larger matter content and appropriate mass terms [65, 70].
In the next sections we will analyze theories whose field content is obtained by decom-
posing an SU(N) theory with an antisymmetric tensor A and N - 4 antifundamentals Fi,
N is odd and larger than 5. Let us outline the mechanism of supersymmetry breaking in
the SU(N) theory with an antisymmetric tensor and N -4 antifundamentals [59]. Without
tree-level superpotential this theory has flat directions described by the gauge invariants
AFiFj. Along a generic flat direction, the SU(N) gauge group is broken to SU(5). The un-
eaten fields are 10 and 5 of SU(5). The vacuum energy in the SU(5) theory is proportional
to the dynamical scale of SU(5): Eva, oc A5.
When SU(N) is broken to SU(5) by VEVs of order (4) the scales of SU(N) and SU(5)
are related by matching:
A = (2N+3)13 ()-(2N-10)/13. (5.1)
Here, (0) indicates a generic value of a VEV for either A or F 2. Therefore, the vacuum
energy as a function of the VEVs is E,,c c (¢)-(2N-10)/13. This resembles the situation
in models with a dynamically generated superpotentials. The low-energy SU(5) generates
a potential which decreases to zero at large VEVs. When flat directions are lifted by the
tree-level superpotential W = AiJAFiFj, the theory breaks supersymmetry [59]. Here, Aij
is a matrix of rank N - 5.
5.2 The SU(4) x SU(3) x U(1) model
In this section, we present an interesting nontrivial application of exact methods to analyze
a model which spontaneously breaks supersymmetry. The theories that we analyze are
based on the gauge group SU(n) x SU(3) x U(1). Because the gauge dynamics are very
different for n = 4 and n > 4, we first consider the gauge group SU(4) x SU(3) x U(1). The
particular models we explore in this section are based on an idea discussed in Ref. [83], where
it was suggested to search for models which dynamically break supersymmetry by taking a
known model and removing generators to reduce the gauge group. We explained this idea
earlier in Section 5.1. In that section we also outlined why the SU(n + 3) theories with an
antisymmetric tensor and n - 1 antifundamentals break supersymmetry dynamically when
n is even [59]. In this and the following section we consider models based on the reduced
gauge group SU(n) x SU(3) x U(1).
Unlike previous models in the literature, neither of the nonabelian gauge groups gen-
erates a dynamical superpotential in the absence of the perturbations added at tree level.
Because neither factor generates a dynamical superpotential, there is no limit in which the
theory can be analyzed perturbatively. Therefore, we derive the exact superpotential for
the n = 4 case which we use to show supersymmetry is broken in the strongly interacting
theory.
The SU(4) x SU(3) x U(1) model is interesting for several reasons. First, the demonstra-
tion of supersymmetry breaking involves a subtle interplay between the confining dynamics
and the tree-level superpotential of the theory. Second, this model implements the mech-
anism of [84, 85] without introducing additional singlets or potential runaway directions.
Third, we can lift all the flat directions by a renormalizable superpotential. Fourth, none of
the gauge groups generates a dynamical superpotential; the fields are kept from the origin
solely by a quantum modified constraint.
In addition, the exact superpotential exhibits several novel features. First, fields with
quantum numbers corresponding to classically vanishing gauge invariant operators emerge,
and play the role of Lagrange multipliers for known constraints. Second, we find that
classical constraints can be modified not only by a constant, but by field dependent terms
which vanish in the classical limit. Third, fields which are independent in the classical
theory satisfy linear constraints in the quantum theory. By explicitly substituting the
solution to the equation of motion for these fields, we show that quantum analogs of the
classical constraints are still satisfied.
2 These VEVs are related because of the D-flatness conditions.
The SU(n) x SU(3) x U(1) theories for n > 4, presented in the next section, are less
tractable but nonetheless very interesting. We show that it is possible to introduce Yukawa
couplings which lift all classical flat directions. We then consider the low-energy limit of this
theory. The SU(3) gauge group without the perturbative superpotential is not confining.
However, the SU(n) confined theory in the presence of Yukawa couplings induces masses for
sufficiently many flavors that there is a dynamical superpotential associated with both the
SU(3) and SU(n) dynamics. This low-energy superpotential depends non-trivially on both
the strong dynamical scales of the low-energy theory and the Yukawa couplings of the mi-
croscopic theory. We consider this model with and without Yukawa couplings which lift the
baryon flat directions. In the first case, the theory is too complicated to solve. The form of
the low-energy superpotential permitted by the symmetries is nonetheless quite interesting
in that it mixes the perturbative and strong dynamics. In the second case, we can explicitly
derive that supersymmetry is broken. In either case, there is a spontaneously broken global
U(1) symmetry, so we conclude this theory probably breaks supersymmetry and has no
dangerous runaway directions when all required Yukawa couplings are nonvanishing.
5.2.1 Analysis of the classical theory
The field content of the model we study is obtained by decomposing the chiral multiplets
of an SU(7) theory with the field content consisting of an antisymmetric tensor and three
anti-fundamentals into its SU(4) x SU(3) x U(1) subgroup. The fields are:
A"0(6, 1)6, a(1,3)-8, T"aa(4, 3)-1, Fal(4, 1)-3, Qai(l 3)4,
where i, I = 1, 2, 3 are flavor indices, while Greek letters denote SU(4) indices and Latin
ones correspond to SU(3). In this notation (n, m), denotes a field that transforms as an n
under SU(4), m under SU(3) and has U(1) charge q.
We take the classical superpotential to be
Wca = AC"eF•IF 2 + TVQad1Fi + Taa(Qa 2FP2 + T~aQ a3 Fi 3 +
QaQb2QclEa bc. (5.2)
We will show shortly that this superpotential lifts all D-flat directions.
From the fundamental fields we can construct operators which are invariant under the
gauge symmetries of the theory. We first list those which are invariant under SU(4) x SU(3)
and subsequently construct operators which are also U(1) invariant. Later on it will be
important to distinguish operators invariant under the confining gauge groups but which
carry U(1) charge.
Mil = TuaaifcaI 0
M4I = TaaQaFaI -12
XIj = Af 3F~ Fp,3  0
X 14 = AZPiFpE,•.yscTa"T6by TG cabc 0
PfA = ep,•s6AaA'Y6 12 (5.3)
yij = cEPy6 A' Ta aiQaTS Qbj  12
Yi4 = EaSApyATTa aiTTSb b 0
B= 1FIFpJFKEIJKTaaTPbT cEabc -12
bi = Q bj Qck ijk abc 0
S= QaiQbj ckEi j k abc 12
The right hand side column indicates the charges of the operators under the U(1) gauge
group. All other SU(4) x SU(3) invariants can be obtained as products of these operators.
The classical constraints obeyed by these fields are:
4 XI 4XJKEIJK - BPfA = 0
fEijk IJK (PfA MiIMjJMkK - 6YijMkIXJK) = 0
Eijk IJK (PfA M4IMjJMkK - 2YjkM4IXJK + 4Y~4MkIXJK) = 0
Yi4b = 0
B64 _ fijk IJK MiIMjJMkK = 06
BEkijYij - 2 EkijEIJK MiIMj JXK4 = 0
M41b4 + MI2 bi = 0
EijkYjkM 4 I + 2 Esik MjIYk 4 + 4 X 14b i = 0
EIJK ijkMilMjJM4 KYk 4 = 0. (5.4)
The completely gauge invariant fields can be formed by taking products of the above
U(1) charged fields. However, most of these combinations turn out to be products of other
completely gauge invariant operators. As an operator basis we can use the neutral fields
from Eq. 5.3 and EI = M4IPfA. These operators are subject to the following classical
constraints:
EIJK EJMiK~ i = 0
Yi4b' = 0
EIJK SijkMiIMjJEKYk4 = 0
SIJK ijk MilMjJYk 4 MIKb• = 0 (5.5)
These constraints follow from Eq. 5.4. We have omitted the linear constraints following
from Eq. 5.4 which define additional unnecessary fields. These operators obeying the above
constraints parameterize the D-flat directions of the theory.
In terms of the invariants defined above we can express the superpotential as
Wdl = X 12 + M 11 + M 2 2 + M3 3 + - 3 . (5.6)
We now show that this superpotential suffices to lift all D-flat directions. It is easiest to
show this (using the results of Ref. [56]) by demonstrating that the holomorphic invariants
which parameterize the flat directions are all determined by the equations of motion (as
opposed to parameterizing the flat directions in terms of the fundamental fields). If all
holomorphic invariants are determined, we can conclude that all potential flat directions
are lifted.
We consider the equations of motion corresponding to the classical superpotential of
Eq. 5.2. The equation a- sets X12 to zero if we multiply by A. Forming all gauge invariant
combinations from aW we obtain the following. Multiplying aw by Qj gives
similarly for aW we obtain
Qal,2
M 12 =O0 M 22 +b 3 = 0 M32 _-b2 = 0
M 21 =O 0 M 1 +b 3 = 0 M31 - =O0.
Next, we multiply the same equations by •abcT/bT'YCA6Pc, 6p to obtain
X34 = 0 Y24 + 2X 14 = 0 Y14 - 2X 24 = 0.
Also, by multiplying ow by QaPfA we get
EI= 0.
Next, from -Qa we obtain that
3 = 0.
We obtain the remaining equations from -. They are:
M13 -X 23 = 0 M 23 + X1 3 = 0 M 3I = O
E 2 + 4Y14 = 0 E 1 - 4Y24 = 0 Y3 4 =
The only solution to these equations sets all operators to be zero. Therefore, our theory
does not have flat directions.
In Ref. [82] it was argued that theories which have no flat directions, but preserve
an anomaly free R symmetry break supersymmetry spontaneously if the U(1)R symmetry
is spontaneously broken in the vacuum. This follows because there would be a massless
pseudoscalar, which is unlikely to have a massless scalar partner. The superpotential of
Eq. 5.2 preserves an R symmetry under which the R charges are R(A) = R(F3) = 0, R(F1 ) =
R(F2) = 1, R(Q1) = R(Q2) = , R(Q3 ) = , R(Q) = -1 and R(T) = -. Although this
symmetry is anomalous with respect to the U(1) gauge group, if it is spontaneously broken,
the associated Goldstone boson is nonetheless massless so the argument of Ref. [82] should
still apply.
Notice that the classical equations of motion in our theory have a solution only where
all fields vanish. In the next section we show that the quantum theory does not permit such
a supersymmetric solution, so that supersymmetry is broken.
5.2.2 The Quantum SU(4) x SU(3) x U(1) Theory
In this section we will derive the exact superpotential of the SU(4) x SU(3) x U(1) theory.
The fact that it is possible to determine the exact superpotential of the theory will enable
us to prove that supersymmetry is dynamically broken.
Before proceeding, we list the global symmetries of the microscopic fields, which are
useful when constraining the form of the exact superpotential. The global symmetries are:
A
T
P,
Qi
A3
A84
U(1)A U(1)Q U(1)T U(1)0 SU(3)0, U(1)Q, SU(3)0i U(1)R
1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 3 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 3 0
0 1 4 0 1 3 1 -2
2 0 3 3 1 0 1 0
The only invariants under all global symmetries including U(1)R are A = XIJXK4EIJK /A
and B = BPfA/A .
We now identify the proper degrees of freedom. To do so, it is convenient to first take
the limit A3 > A4 and construct SU(3) invariant operators which are mesons and baryons
formed from the SU(3) charged fields, and then to construct the SU(4) bound states of
these fields. This gives us the spectrum which matches anomalies of the original microscopic
theory, independent of the ratio A3/A4.
Below the SU(3) scale, the theory can be described by an SU(4) theory with an anti-
symmetric tensor and four flavors. These four flavors are
a4 = Ey 6acTaT bTbSCEabc,
Fi = T " ai, i = 1, 2, 3
F4= T"aQa, (5.7)
The three remaining antifundamentals are FaI, I = 1,2,3, the original fields. The SU(3)
antibaryons are the b"s of Eq. 5.3, which are singlets under SU(4).
The four-flavor theory with an antisymmetric tensor has been described in Ref. [70].
The confined states of the SU(4) theory are
PfA = E•p, A' A"6
Mi I= EFia I
X j = A~PFF pj
B 1j = ACF i Ff fr, 6 ik
1 -
B = F IFPJFKP6LaPy6 IJKL. (5.8)
Here the indices i and I range from 1 to 4. Note that B, M44 and Mi4 are fields which
vanish classically. However, anomaly matching of the microscopic theory to the low-energy
theory requires the presence of these fields. Fields other than B, M44 and Mi4 correspond
to operators introduced in Eq. 5.3. The low-energy theory consists of the fields listed in
Eq. 5.3 and the new fields B, M44 , and Mi4.
In order to construct the superpotential it is again convenient to consider the limit A3 >
A4. Below the A3 scale, there is an SU(4) theory with four flavors and an antisymmetric
tensor together with the confining SU(3) superpotential of Ref. [53]. The superpotential for
the four-flavor SU(4) theory with an antisymmetric tensor has been described in Ref. [70].
We determined the coefficients in the superpotential of Ref. [70] by requiring that the
equations of motion reproduce the classical constraints.
In this limit, the superpotential has to be the sum of the contributions from SU(3) and
SU(4) dynamics. The exact superpotential is therefore of the form:
W = 3 + X12 M11 + M22 M33 + 1Mi4b- B) +
f(A, B) 24 1 (24 BXIJXKLEIJKL + 6 BYijYkli j kl - 24 BBPfA +
PfAEij k lEIJKLMiIM j JMkKM IL - 12 EijklyijMkIMIJXKLIJKL) , (5.9)
where f is an as yet undetermined function of the symmetry invariants A and B, and
i,I = 1,...,4. Therefore, the symmetries together with the limit A3 > A4 restrict the
superpotential up to a function of A and B. However, a negative power series in A or 8
would imply unphysical singularities, since there is no limit in which the number of flavors
in the SU(4) theory is less than the number of colors. On the other hand, a positive power
series in A or B would not correctly reproduce the limit where A4 > A3. In this limit
one has an SU(4) theory with an antisymmetric tensor and three flavors, which yields a
quantum modified constraint [63]. Observe the amazing fact that the B equation of motion
which involves the superpotential from both the SU(3) and SU(4) terms exactly reproduces
this SU(4) quantum modified constraint. This is only true with no further modification of
the second term. In fact, this is what permits us to fix the relative coefficient of the two
terms in parentheses. Thus we conclude that f(A, B) =_ 1.
We stress again that each of the fields B, Mi4, and M 44 vanish classically. In the quantum
theory, the B field acts as a Lagrange multiplier for the three flavor SU(4) quantum modified
constraint. The Mi4 and M44 equations of motion are
Eijk IJK (PfAMilMjjMkK - 6YijMklXJK) = 6A8 64 (5.10)
EijkEIJK (PfAM 4IMjJMkK - 2YjkM4IXJK + 4Yj4MklXJK) = 2A4 bi
The linear equations for 1i and 64 can be understood by the fact that they appear as mass
terms for M44 and Mi4 . The equations of motion in Eq. 5.10 can be interpreted as quantum
modified constraints of a three flavor SU(4) theory with the scales related through the
b-dependent masses.
It is a nontrivial check on the superpotential of Eq. 5.9 that all classical constraints have
a quantum analog and vice versa. The quantum modified constraints involving ib and b4 are
derived by substituting in the solution to their equation of motion. The quantum modified
constraints are:
4 XI4XJK.IJK - BPfA = As  (5.11)
EijkEIJK (PfAMilMjJMkK - 6YijMklXJK) -= 6A8 4  (5.12)
EijkEIJK (PfAM4IMjJMkK - 2YjkM4IXJK + 4Y'4MklXJK) = 2As bi  (5.13)
EIJK Cij k M iiM j JM 4KYk4 = 2 BM 4 X JKEIJK (5.14)
BEkijYij - 2 Ekij IJK Mi M j JXK4 = -2 Mi 4 MjIEkij3XJKEIJK (5.15)
while the remaining constraints are not modified. The interesting thing to observe in the
above equations is that the quantum modifications do not simply involve addition of a
constant to the classical field equations. The quantum modification can be field dependent.
The classical limit is recovered in Eqs. 5.14, 5.15 because B and Mi4 are fields which vanish
classically. Without a tree-level superpotential Mi4 is set to zero by the b' equations of
motion. However, Mi4 can be non-vanishing in the presence of a tree-level superpotential.
The quantum modifications in Eqs. 5.12, 5.13 do not contain classically vanishing fields,
but are proportional to A4, which ensures the correct classical limit. This field dependent
modification of constraints is a new feature which is not present when analyzing simple
nonabelian gauge groups.
Note that five of our constraints (Eqs. 5.11, 5.12 and 5.13) can be interpreted as the
quantum modified constraints on the moduli space of an SU(4) gauge theory with an
antisymmetric tensor and three flavors. Such a theory is obtained in several limits. If
A4 > A 3 one trivially has a three flavor SU(4) theory with an antisymmetric tensor. On
the other hand, if A3 > A4 and any single b is non-vanishing one also has a three flavor
SU(4) theory with its corresponding quantum modified constraint.
When deriving the constraints in Eqs. 5.11-5.15 from the exact superpotential we fre-
quently encounter expressions containing inverse powers of A4. Such terms are singular in
the limit when A3 is held fixed and A4 --* 0. This is true even for expressions containing
the fields B, Mi4 and M44 , since they vanish only in the limit when A3 --+ 0. Therefore all
such terms must and do cancel.
5.2.3 Dynamical Supersymmetry Breaking
In the low-energy description of our model the SU(4) and SU(3) gauge groups are confined
and the only remaining gauge group is the U(1). This U(1) does not play any role in su-
persymmetry breaking; its purpose is to lift some classical flat directions. Unlike previous
examples of dynamical supersymmetry breaking, the superpotential can be completely an-
alyzed in a regime where there are no singularities, either due to a dynamically generated
superpotential present in the initial theory, integrating out fields, or particular limits. If
the theory breaks supersymmetry, it is simply of O'Raifeartaigh type [86]. In this section,
we show that this is the case; there is no consistent solution of the F-flatness equations for
the exact superpotential of Eq. 5.9.
We first assume that B 0. Then the equation of motion implies
1 IJKL
Yj = •XKLMiljMEIJKL. (5.16)
Plugging this expression into the O equation of motion, we obtain
( 4-3) +A 1i8 2  MNKL
(6••T -- 6))+ A8BXST - 8 Cij MiMMjNMkSMITXKL NL = 0.
However, by using the w = 0 equation in the above expression we arrive at a contradic-
tion.
Next we assume that B = 0, but B j 0. We can now solve for X using the equation
=w  0:
XMN = 8 B3 L[, - 6Mi) + 48 EijMki.MkMMIN] . (5.17)
Then we multiply this equation by EijklCIJMNMkIMlJ. The Yij equation of motion sets the
left hand side to zero, while the PfA equation of motion sets the second term on the right
hand side to zero. Therefore,
EijklMiMjJEIJ34 = 0.
Using this fact, the PfA equation of motion, and the expression for XMN in Eq. 5.17 we
get that w = - , which again means that the equations of motion are contradictory.
Finally we assume that B = B = 0. Then the j equation of motion implies
iJklYijMkIMlJ = 0
for all I, J except I = 3, J = 4. Multiplying the o equation of motion by MijM j j and
using the 8w equation of motion we get that
EijklMilMj2 = 0.
Using these results the M3  equation of motion yields
i3 _1 ijkl Y kMJXKLE3 JKL = 0.
Multiplying this equation by Mi4 implies M34 = 0, which is in contradiction with the 3
equation of motion. Thus we have shown that this SU(4) x SU(3) x U(1) model breaks
supersymmetry dynamically. Since there are no classical flat directions, there should not
be runaway directions in this model.
Having presented a general proof of supersymmetry breaking, we now give a simpler
proof that applies only in a restricted region of parameter space. Assume that A 3 is the
largest parameter in the theory. The effective superpotential just below the A3 scale is
W = 6 + yAcI3FPaFP 2 + AA1FFal + A2 F2aFi 2 + \ 3F3Fia3 +
1 (•a4Fgii - detF) , (5.18)
A53
where we use the notation from Eq. 5.7 and we introduced explicitly the Yukawa couplings
7 and A1,2,3. In terms of the canonically normalized fields, A1,2,3 are mass parameters.
Next, we integrate out three of the four flavors to arrive at an SU(4) theory with one
flavor and a superpotential
S= + FF4 (5.19)
To describe the dynamics of the one-flavor SU(4) theory, it is useful to define the effective
one-flavor SU(4) scale A', which is proportional to A11A2A3A3A8. Below the effective •4
scale there is a dynamically generated term, so the low-energy superpotential is
W = 53 + 23M44 b 4 , (5.20)A PfA M44 )
where M44 = Fa4F4c. There are no solutions to the equations of motion. Note that the
potential runaway direction is removed by the U(1) D-flatness condition. Therefore su-
persymmetry is dynamically broken. Observe that supersymmetry breaking in this limit
has two sources. First the superpotential generated by the SU(3) and SU(4) gauge groups
together does not have a supersymmetric minimum. Second, a Yukawa term in the tree
level superpotential is confined into a single field which is also a source of supersymmetry
breaking. In fact, the tree-level Yukawa terms have three different important roles in this
analysis. They lift the flat directions, they yield mass terms for the SU(4) fields after SU(3)
is confining, and they also contribute to supersymmetry breaking by the linear term. The
fact that there is a quantum modified constraint in the A4 > A3 limit of the theory does
not seem to play a major role in the dynamics of supersymmetry breaking.
By symmetries, it can be shown that this simpler proof neglects power corrections
proportional to
726 PfA M44 k
This reflects the fact that here we are studying the effective theory treating A3 as large.
The 64 equation of motion together with the fact that there are no flat directions imply
broken supersymmetry even with these corrections incorporated.
5.3 SU(n) x SU(3) x U(1) Theories
In this section we generalize the SU(4) x SU(3) x U(1) model to SU(n) x SU(3) x U(1), with
n even. There are several interesting features of the dynamics of these theories. Without a
tree-level superpotential the SU(3) group is not confining. However, the Yukawa couplings
of the tree-level superpotential become mass terms when the SU(n) group confines. These
mass terms drive the SU(3) group into the confining regime as well. Confinement can
change chiral theories into non-chiral ones. In this example Yukawa couplings become mass
terms. In fact, the quantum modified constraint associated with the SU(n) group of the
initial theory does not appear to play an essential role in the dynamics of supersymmetry
breaking. Another interesting phenomena is that even if we remove some of the couplings
from the superpotential, so that some flat directions are not lifted, these directions turn
out to be lifted in the quantum theory. In particular, once the Yukawa couplings turn into
mass terms, the SU(3) antibaryon directions are automatically lifted.
As in Section 2, we obtain the field content for these models by decomposing the fields
of the SU(n + 3) theory with an antisymmetric tensor and n - 1 anti-fundamentals to
SU(n) x SU(3) x U(1):
S A"(B, 1)6 + (1, )-2n + Ta(O, 3)3-n
(n- 1)0 - Fa(D, 1)- 3 +Qai(1,3)A , (5.21)
where i,I= 1,..., n - 1.
In analogy to the 4-3-1 case, SU(n) x SU(3) x U(1) invariants are:
Mil = T"aQaiFolI
XJl = A'1 Fai ~j
Xi = 1A nn-1... Aa•PF•~,,n...l Tc"Ta bT a1cEabc6
Yi = Acnavn- ... A4 a3Ta2a QaiTalb Qb
100
bij = QaQbi •jEabc
EI = ECn...ai AOna"- ... A C2a1TPaQaFpI (5.22)
We consider the following superpotential:
W = X12 + X34 + + Xn-3,n-2 b23 + b45 + bn-2,1
M 11 + M 22 + . + Mn-1,n-1. (5.23)
Observe the relative shifts in the indices between the X and b operators. One can check
that not all flat directions are removed without such a shift in the indices.
To demonstrate that all flat directions are lifted, one can use the same method as
described in Section 5.2. In this example, we require looking not only at linear equations
in the flat direction fields, but also higher order equations, in order to demonstrate that no
flat directions remain in the presence of the tree-level superpotential above.
We first use the Qi and Fi equations of motion (contracted with Qk and Fj). One
will then find potential flat directions which are labeled by i = 1, 3, 5,..., 2[n/4] - 1 with
equal values of X 2j- 1 ,(2j-1+i)jl(n-2) = b2j,(2j+i)Jl(n- 2), where j = 1, 2, 3,..., (n - 2)/2 labels
nonvanishing X and b fields which are equal along the flat direction. Here, by [x] we denote
the greatest integer less than x, while we define ml In 1+ (m- 1) Mod n. There is another
set of potential flat directions of the form X2j,(2j+i)ll(n-2) = b2j- 1 ,(2j-l+i)ll(n-2), where again
j = 1,2,3,...,(n - 2)/2 and i= 1,3,5,...,2[n/4] - 1. In the case when n = 4k and i= k,
two potential flat directions described above are equal to each other, so they represent just
one flat direction. Altogether, there are (n - 2)/2 potential flat directions. One of these
flat directions is lifted trivially by the A equation of motion. To see that the remaining
flat directions are lifted requires obtaining quadratic equations in the flat direction of fields
by suitably contracting the T equations of motion. These equations can be shown to have
only the trivial solution where all fields vanish. We have verified this explicitly in the cases
n = 6, 8, 10, and 12, but we expect this method to generalize.
One can also verify that the superpotential above preserves two U(1) symmetries, one
of which is an R symmetry which is anomalous only with respect to the U(1) gauge group.
From the quantum modified constraint it can be shown that at least one of these U(1) sym-
metries is spontaneously broken. Since the theory has no flat directions and spontaneously
breaks a U(1) symmetry, we expect that supersymmetry is broken.
There is a possibility however that in the strongly interacting regime there is a point at
which supersymmetry is restored. We now consider the quantum theory and argue that it
is likely that supersymmetry is broken.
Without a tree-level superpotential the SU(3) group is not confining for n > 4 since
Nf > N,. We choose to use fields transforming under SU(3) instead of the SU(3) invariant
operators. The D-flatness conditions can then be imposed explicitly. Although in principle
one could use holomorphic invariants to parameterize the D-flat directions, the naive appli-
cation of this method would lead to incorrect results at points of the moduli space where
these invariants vanish [87]. Although with careful choice of holomorphic invariants this
problem can be circumvented, in practice it is simpler to use the charged fields when the
gauge group is not confining.
The SU(n) group has three flavors and an antisymmetric tensor. Therefore SU(n) is
confining and gives rise to a quantum modified constraint as described in Ref. [63]. The
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SU(n) invariants are:
XIJ = Aa-FarFIJ
m, = T aFaI
PfA = ECA...c 1A On -1a ... A121
ya = Aa n,-1 ... A"'a3En...al T2bTa•cEabc (5.24)
together with the fields Qa and Qai.
The superpotential below the An scale is
W = a12 12 2 + ... + C-3,n-2X-3,n-2 + 23 aQb2 c3Eabc + +
pn-2,1QaQb,n-2QclEabC + m a + ... + 1 a,n +
n -a2 Eabcma m2 m3  XI415 ... XI_,21_•, 1-I'"I-PfA -
yam rXI, 2 3... X1 , _ C2 ... In-'' + A2n), (5.25)
where y is a Lagrange multiplier and we have explicitly included the coupling constants in
the tree-level superpotential. In terms of SU(n) invariants, some of the terms in the above
superpotential are just mass terms for (n - 1) flavors of SU(3), which drive SU(3) into the
confining phase. In the presence of these perturbations, nonperturbative SU(3) dynamics
will generate a superpotential. Similar results are found in Ref. [88]. We stress again that
in the underlying theory these interactions are Yukawa couplings and not mass terms.
To analyze the low-energy theory, we introduce an additional flavor of SU(n) with mass
p. We do this because the SU(n) quantum modified constraint or equivalently anomaly
matching shows that SU(3) must be broken below the scale An in the original theory. With
an additional flavor, the origin of moduli space is permitted and SU(3) can remain unbroken.
This permits us to derive the confining superpotential with two massless SU(3) flavors.
Although the correct theory is only recovered in the limit p -+ oo, we will analyze the theory
in the regime p < An and hope one can extrapolate the conclusion that supersymmetry is
broken [65].
The superpotential with the additional massive SU(n) flavor is:
W = a1 2 X 12 + ... + ~n3 n-3,n-2X3 , 2 +
I23 a Qb2c3Eabc + . . + 1 n-2'1 a b,n-2 clE abc +
11m al + ... + n-1,n n-1Qa,n-1 + m +
1  (PfA m~ m m~ ,d Xi 6 . . .XI, _iEabcdE... +
A2n-1 11 12 13 14 "
yab c rn d ... I ...1,nYabm 2XI3 ,.. .XIn_ ln CabcdE"'' "+BXII2 . .X+,_.IE +
BYabycd.abcd + BBPfA), (5.26)
where the variables are as defined in Eq. 5.24 with an extra SU(n) flavor and
B = Tal"Ta2bTa3cFa44A"*56 ... AA"-la"abc ~r...a n
B = FaP, ... FanIE. I...r E,
ya 4 = Tala FC2 4Aa"3a4 ... .Aa"-2"iaC...a
yab . Eabc c. (5.27)
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The extra SU(n) flavor is denoted by F" 4 and FPn, and An is the dynamical scale of the
four-flavor SU(n) theory. Here we have not bothered to establish the correct coefficients in
the last term in parentheses, since they are irrelevant in the forthcoming analysis.
To arrive at the true low-energy theory, one would integrate out n - 3 flavors, at which
point a superpotential is generated involving A3 for the four flavor theory. Upon integrating
out the two remaining heavy flavors, one would generate a complicated superpotential,
involving both the Yukawa couplings and the dynamical scales An and A3. It is however
technically difficult to explicitly perform this procedure because of the nonlinear terms
induced by the baryon operators in the tree-level superpotential.
If we instead constrain the form of the low-energy superpotential with symmetries and
limits, we find that the analysis remains quite complicated, because many terms are per-
mitted by the symmetries and physical limits. We deduce the allowed terms by introducing
a parameter A3 which transforms under anomalous global symmetries associated with the
rotation of each field carrying SU(3) gauge charge in the initial microscopic theory. Al-
ternatively, we can define A3 for the two flavor theory, where all heavy flavors have been
integrated out. The parameters h9-ndet(A")/A2n-1 and A7 have the same charge under all
anomalous symmetries so we can describe the low energy dynamics in terms of either one.
We also see that if we consider A3 as a fundamental finite parameter of the initial theory,
singularities in the Yukawa couplings Ail are permitted when we express the result in terms
of the low-energy A3 , since the appropriate ratio is finite. In essence, the Yukawa couplings
become mass terms in the SU(n) confined theory, and appear in the matching of A3 across
mass thresholds.
Examples of terms permitted by all symmetries and limits are:
A•- 3 (X J)(n - 4)/2PfA M4 1
-1 Ai)2I yaY a4'
A 4 (oij)22"-4  Xn (Xj)(n- 6)/ 2PfA 1
A n- 1 (AiI)4n • (Ya a4 )(ya2na)'
where •ij's are the coefficients of the baryon operators QQiQj, and Ai' of the TFIQi
terms in the tree-level superpotential, but the index structure is not specified. These terms
mix the effects of the strong dynamics with the tree-level superpotential, which is purely
a consequence of integrating out heavy fields. This does not violate the conjecture of
Refs. [60, 89], which states that the couplings of the light fields are not mixed into the
dynamically generated superpotential.
Because of the complicated superpotential, the analysis of the full theory is difficult.
We will therefore consider a simpler version of the theory, in which the baryon couplings,
0'7, are zero. This simplified superpotential does not lift all flat directions classically, which
might lead to runaway directions in the quantum theory. One can show that these remaining
classical flat directions can be parameterized by the baryon operators bij. However, in the
SU(n) confined theory, these fields are not flat, since the terms proportional to mij, which
are Yukawa couplings in the classical theory, are mass terms in the confined theory. In this
case, there is a potential for the baryon fields which drives them towards the origin, and
the baryon flat directions are lifted in the quantum theory. This is similar in spirit to what
was found in Ref. [84]. In that example however, a quadratic constraint becomes a linear
constraint so the flat direction is removed; here we simply see that the SU(n) confined
superpotential is such that the baryon fields are not flat. However there is a caveat to this
analysis which we discuss shortly.
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In this limit it is simple to integrate out the heavy flavors and arrive at the low-energy
theory. The resulting superpotential is
WM Al yX(_ ma 4 vI...In-+ 2 Xln_liEII...In
AW = 'Unmm i1X 23 3I .. X1 ,l2 I__1 "-' + BX1 ,12 ... X",_
+BYa 4  + BBPfA) +pm + Xa 2+... + -3 Xn-3,n-2
A7
+ (4y)( b (y (5.28)
(Y4a)(m b) - (ya 4 aYb)
This superpotential clearly breaks supersymmetry since m4 appears only in the term zm4.
Since the scales of the SU(n) theory with and without extra flavor are related by iA2n-1 -
An , this presumably implies that supersymmetry breaking is characterized by A2n - 1 in the
original theory.
Thus we just showed that if the SU(n) gauge group is confining, supersymmetry is
broken. Had supersymmetry not been broken, this would have been a good assumption,
since all operators involving fields transforming under the SU(n) are driven to the origin
by the classical potential. Because supersymmetry is broken, it is conceivable that the
true vacuum is in the Higgs, rather than the confining phase. Nonetheless, we still expect
supersymmetry to be broken since there are no classically flat directions in the theory. In
this case however, the b operators are not lifted by the superpotential. Once the effect
of supersymmetry breaking and the Kgihler potential are included, the b fields presumably
have a nontrivial potential. We have not analyzed whether or not this can give rise to
runaway directions, should the Higgs phase prove to be the true vacuum.
Having argued that supersymmetry is probably broken for 132 = 0, we hope that by
including the remaining couplings, while lifting the flat directions, does not introduce a
supersymmetric minimum. We expect that the arguments presented above indicate that
supersymmetry is broken in the full SU(n) x SU(3) x U(1) theories.
5.4 SU(n) x SU(4) x U(1) models and their generalizations
While many of the first models for breaking supersymmetry had instanton or gaugino gen-
erated terms which kept fields away from the origin [59, 83], recent work has argued that
models in other phases can also break supersymmetry. In Ref. [61], it was argued that
supersymmetry can be broken due to confinement. A nontrivial modification of the Kihler
potential near the origin removes the supersymmetry preserving minimum. Alternatively,
models with a quantum modified moduli space can also break supersymmetry [84] be-
cause the supersymmetry preserving origin is removed by the quantum modified constraint.
Models in the conformal or free magnetic phase can also break supersymmetry. In the
models which have been studied to now, these models broke supersymmetry through an
O'Raifeartaigh mechanism in the dual theory [70] or strong dynamics in the electric the-
ory. A class of models described below is distinguished by the fact that the dynamics
can be understood only in the dual description where dynamical effects are responsible for
supersymmetry breaking.
In the previous sections, a new class of models was studied which were based on a
product group in which supersymmetry is broken dynamically. There it was argued that
supersymmetry breaking could be understood as a collusion between separate dynamical
effects from the two nonabelian gauge groups. In the first example, the 4-3-1 model based
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on the gauge group SU(4) x SU(3) x U(1), the exact superpotential could be found and
the model was an O'Raifeartaigh model with both groups contributing to the final form of
the superpotential. In all cases, supersymmetry breaking could be understood by taking a
limit in which the gauge coupling of a confining gauge group is the biggest coupling. In this
limit, Yukawa couplings which were necessary to lift flat directions turn into mass terms.
Many flavors can be integrated out and the gauge dynamics of the second nonabelian gauge
factor generated a superpotential which drives fields from the origin leading to the breaking
of supersymmetry.
In the particular models considered in the previous section, other mechanisms of su-
persymmetry breaking could appear as well in the limit that one of the gauge couplings
dominated. For example, in the particular case of the 4-3-1 model supersymmetry breaking
occurs in the strong A 3 limit through confinement, analogous to the mechanism of Ref. [61].
On the other hand, if some of the tree level terms are removed, supersymmetry breaking ap-
pears due to a quantum modified constraint [84]. Because of these additional descriptions,
it was not clear that the quantum modified constraint was not essential to supersymmetry
breaking.
In this section, we show that analogous models in which each of the two groups is in
one of a confining, free magnetic, or conformal phase (in the limit that we neglect the other
coupling) also break supersymmetry, through a conspiracy of dynamical effects from the
two gauge groups. Naively, it would appear that such models should allow fields to go to
the origin. However, because of the tree-level superpotential and dynamics of one group,
the other group can generate a dynamical superpotential in the infrared which forbids the
origin and yields supersymmetry breaking.
It is interesting that models in which the theory must be analyzed at low energy in
the dual phase can break supersymmetry. It is not essential for the number of flavors
to be so small that a dynamical superpotential, a quantum modified constraint, or even
confinement occurs in the electric theory. This suggests the possibility of a much larger
class of supersymmetry breaking models because of the much less restrictive condition on
the size of the initial particle content.
The two models we present in this section are obvious generalizations of the models con-
sidered in the previous section. Analogously to the n-3-1 models, supersymmetry breaking
can be understood as a result of Yukawa couplings and strong dynamics which make flavors
of the second gauge group heavy. In the resulting theory, the origin is forbidden because of
a dynamical superpotential from the second gauge group. The mechanism is in some sense
independent of the number of flavors in the initial theory. We present two classes of models
to illustrate this. In the first class of models, in which one of the gauge groups is confining,
supersymmetry breaking occurs through a conspiracy of gauge effects. We then consider a
model which must be analyzed in the dual phase. The supersymmetry breaking dynamics
for this model is remarkably similar to that of the confining theory, as we will show below.
5.4.1 n-4-1
The fields of the first model can be obtained by decomposing SU(n + 4) model with an
antisymmetric tensor [59] into its SU(n) x SU(4) x U(1) subgroup. The field content is
- A(B,1)8s+a(1,) 
-2n + T(O,)4-n
n•- F+( ,1)-4+Qi(19n, (5.29)
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where i, I = 1,..., n. We take the tree-level superpotential to be
Wtree = AF1F 2 + AF 3F4 + ... + AFn-2Fn-1
+aQ2Q 3 + aQ 4Q5 +... + aOn-Q 0 1 + TF1 1 + ... + TFnQn. (5.30)
A detailed analysis along the lines presented in Section 5.2 shows that this superpotential
lifts all flat directions. The relative shift of the indices in the AFF and aQQ terms is
important. Without this shift not all flat directions are lifted. This superpotential preserves
an R-symmetry which is anomalous only under the U(1) gauge group.
We analyze this theory in the limit where An > A4 . The SU(n) field content is an
antisymmetric tensor, four fundamentals and n antifundamentals which give confining gauge
dynamics. Below An, the effective degrees of freedom are the SU(n) invariants [70]
X j = A"'P-FIFpOj
B = Fa 1 ... FanncE1 ...a
(B/)a = Tlaaza ... Aan-nfC,""...
(B3)a = CbcdTa'lb T2cTa 3 dAC14 ... Aa• -1o "E". ...o,
Ma = TaaFal, (5.31)
plus the SU(n) singlets a and Qi.
The superpotential is the sum of the tree-level terms from Eq. (5.30) and the confining
superpotential [70].
W = X12+...+Xn-2,n-1 + a23 +...+ an-1 +
MlQ 1 +.. .+ MQ+ nA2n--(B 3aM'XI 3 ... XIn EIn
+BMMcM XI4 I . .XInIInX . . I "flabcd + BB 3a), (5.32)
where small Latin letters denote SU(4) indices.
Note that in the confined theory, some of the Yukawa couplings have become mass terms.
To deduce the infrared theory, we integrate out all massive fields. It is technically difficult
to integrate out the fields using the full superpotential from Eq. 5.32. For simplicity we
set the couplings of all aQQ terms to zero. We will argue based on symmetries that the
models with the additional baryon operators included still break supersymmetry. It should
be noted that the flat directions now present classically are lifted in the quantum theory
[84], which is presumably a valid supersymmetry breaking model as well.
Because we have integrated out n massive flavors, the SU(4) theory at low energy
has an antisymmetric tensor and only one flavor. This theory dynamically generates a
superpotential. The low-energy superpotential is therefore
1 [ 12
Wef = X12 ...+Xn-2,n-1 + n- • m +  Pfam (5.33)
where Pfa = aabacdEabcd, m = Ba B3a, and A4 is the dynamical scale of the effective one flavor
SU(4) theory. The equations of motion have set most terms to zero in the An dependent
term. The B equation of motion would set m = 0. However, this is inconsistent with the
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11[p f term in the superpotential, which drives m from the origin in a theory with no
flat directions. Therefore, we conclude that the equations of motion are contradictory, and
supersymmetry is dynamically broken.
We have argued that supersymmetry is broken in the theory with y '3 = 0, where y7' is
the coefficient of the aQQ operators in the tree-level superpotential. It is clear that even
with nonzero -y7, supersymmetry is still broken. From symmetries, it can be shown that
the neglected terms can correct the superpotential by a power series in
A = A2n+l'(Pfa) (XiL) 2 m½(ri)(mi)- 2 ,  (5.34)
where mil is the coefficient of the TFIQi operators. For small y, these terms could only
give a sufficiently large contribution to cancel a nonzero F-term at field values larger than
An. In this case, the theory should have been analyzed in the Higgs phase, which is clearly
inconsistent with supersymmetry since there were no flat directions.
As an aside, we note that in the version of the theory without the aQQ terms in the
superpotential (and hence without the corrections of Eq. 5.34), there is an additional source
of supersymmetry breaking. The terms X 12 + ... + Xn-2,n-1 in the superpotential lead to
supersymmetry breaking due to confinement, as described in Ref. [61]. Here we emphasize
the first argument for supersymmetry breaking, which generalizes beyond confining models,
as we describe below.
5.4.2 n-5-1
Next, we consider theories based on the gauge group SU(n) x SU(5) x U(1) (n even) obtained
by reducing the gauge group of the SU(n + 5) theory with an antisymmetric tensor and
n + 1 antifundamentals. The mechanism of supersymmetry breaking will turn out to be
very similar to the previous models, despite the very different gauge dynamics.
The field content is
B -- A(B, 1)10 + a(1,EB)-2n + T(O,O)5-n
(n+1)- -> Fi([,1)_ 5 +Q(1,F)n, (5.35)
where i, I = 1,..., n + 1. The tree-level superpotential is
Wtree = AFIF2 + ... + AFn- 1F, + aQ 2 Q3 + ... + aQnQ1 +
TFQIi + ... + TFFn+IQn+1. (5.36)
Again a detailed analysis verifies the absence of flat directions.
The SU(5) gauge group has an antisymmetric tensor and n flavors while the SU(n)
has an antisymmetric tensor and five flavors. The SU(5) group is in the conformal regime
while the SU(n) group is in the free magnetic phase. Although it seems more obvious to
dualize the SU(n) which is in the free magnetic phase it is simpler to dualize the gauge
group SU(5), as it has an odd number of colors. This duality will increase the number of
SU(n) flavors by n - 3 which takes the theory out of the free magnetic phase.
The dual description of SU(5) with an antisymmetric tensor and n flavors is an SU(n -
3) x Sp(2n - 8) gauge theory[70] with the field content given in Table 5.1.
The SU(n-3)xSp(2n-8) gauge group in Table 5.1 is the dual of the SU(5) gauge group,
while the SU(n) x U(1) is the remaining original gauge group unchanged by the duality
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A
F
x
p
M
H
B1
SU(n- 3) Sp(2n - 8) SU(n) U(1) SU(n + 1)0 SU(n + 1)p
1 1 H 10 1 1
1 1 0 -5 1 O
O O 1 0 1 1
O 1 1 5n 1 19 1 1 0 1 1 (5.37)
0 1 F -5 1 1
1 0 1 0 0 1
1 1 E0 5 El 1
1 1 1 0 0 1
1 1 0 5(1- n) 1 1
Table 5.1: The field content of the SU(n) x SU(5) x U(1) theory after dualizing the SU(5)
gauge group.
transformation. The SU(n + 1)Q x SU(n + 1)p global symmetries are the non-abelian global
symmetries of the original SU(n) x SU(5) x U(1) theory.
The superpotential consists of the terms corresponding to the tree-level superpotential
of Eq. 5.36 and the terms arising from the duality transformation. It is given by
W = AFIF2+...+AFn-1F•-n+H23+...+Hnl + M1 +...+
Mn+1 Fn+1 + Mqlx + H12 + Blpq + da 2 . (5.38)
As in the SU(n) x SU(4) x U(1) models, some of the tree-level Yukawa terms are mapped
into mass terms in the dual description. To simplify the theory we again set the coefficients
of the AFF operators to zero, though in this case it is not difficult to leave them in. With
this simplification, one can easily integrate out the massive flavors of SU(n) since the FI
equations of motion set all M's to zero. There is just one SU(n) flavor remaining and thus
there is a dynamically generated term in the superpotential from the SU(n) dynamics. The
effective low-energy superpotential is
W = H23 + H45 +... + Hn + H12 + jx 2 + p + -4/ (5.39)(Mfc(n-4)/2Pf A)1/2
where M = B1 q, X = Aqq and Pf A = An"2, while ýn is the effective SU(n) scale. This
superpotential looks very much like the one in Eq. 5.33, with M playing the role of m and
p the role of B. The equations of motion are again contradictory. We again conclude that
supersymmetry is broken.
The above analysis neglected the Sp(2n - 8) group that appears from dualizing the
SU(5) group. This group is however Higgsed by the VEV's of the I fields as a result of the
H equations of motion and the terms linear in H in the superpotential. Although instanton
terms can be generated in the broken Sp(2n - 8) group, these will not involve the fields
M1, , PfA or p and therefore do not affect the proof of dynamical supersymmetry breaking
given above. The Sp(2n - 8) dynamics seems to be irrelevant to the analysis of the model.
The dynamics of the general SU(n) x SU(m) x U(1) models (n, m > 5) obtained in the
same way is very similar to that of the SU(n) x SU(5) x U(1) model, if one dualizes the SU(n)
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corresponding to odd n. We expect that a similarly constructed tree-level superpotential
lifts all flat directions. One can then show that the resulting low-energy superpotential is
in one-to-one correspondence to the superpotential of Eq. 5.39, with the remaining gauge
group being SU(m - 3) x Sp(2m - 8) x SU(m) x U(1) (m is even), which is obtained by
dualizing the original SU(n) group. Since the superpotential is exactly of the same form
as the one in Eq. 5.39 we conclude that the general SU(n) x SU(m) x U(1) models break
supersymmetry as well.
The similarities between the SU(n) x SU(4) x U(1) and SU(n) x SU(5) x U(1) models
is intriguing. In both models, the dynamics of the SU(n) group leads to additional flavors
of the second gauge group, in one case due to confinement, and in the other case, due to the
dual description. In both cases, some of the tree level terms are mapped into mass terms
due to dynamical effects in the SU(n) gauge group. After integrating out these massive
flavors the other gauge group has only a single flavor remaining besides the antisymmetric
tensor and produces a dynamically generated superpotential. This dynamical superpotential
together with a piece of the superpotential from the strong dynamics of the first group breaks
supersymmetry. Thus supersymmetry breaking in these theories involves a subtle interplay
between the gauge dynamics of both groups and the tree-level superpotential.
That these theories (and presumably the general SU(n) x SU(m) x U(1) models as
well) break supersymmetry suggests the existence of still more models of dynamical su-
persymmetry breaking. The flavor content of these models can be much larger than one
would naively have anticipated by the requirement of a dynamical superpotential, because
Yukawa couplings or other interactions in the presence of strong dynamics can change the
phase of the theory in the infrared. The low-energy description might then have sufficiently
few flavors to break supersymmetry dynamically.
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Chapter 6
Summary
We have described several topics in non-Standard Model physics, in which analysis is based
on non-perturbative techniques. Hopefully, more non-perturbative methods will be found in
the future, which will allow to study possible extensions of the Standard Model in greater
detail. In Chapter 2, we explored the implication of electroweak measurements for the
Strongly-Coupled Standard Model. From our analysis of the SCSM exploiting recent elec-
troweak data, we concluded that the currently allowed parameter space is so small as to
strongly argue against the model. There is no reason to expect vector dominance to hold
at a level of 3%. Nor can we understand how the W' could mix with the photon only 1/40
as much as the W mixes; yet we have found that this would have to be the case even if
the coupling of the W' to the left-handed fermions is allowed to be as small as 1/4 the W
coupling (itself already small for a strongly-coupled theory).
We investigated the phenomenology of realistic technicolor models that incorporate the
GIM mechanism in Chapter 3. The PGBs of the TC-GIM models are not formed by
the technifermions, unlike in old technicolor theories or more realistic walking technicolor
scenarios. Anomaly-free models require additional fermions at low-energy scales, below the
scale of ETC interactions. These extra fermions form PGBs, which are the lightest new
states in the TC-GIM models. We have described and studied several possible realizations
of the light-fermions sectors. The spectrum of the PGBs is very rich. In all cases, among
the PGBs there are leptoquarks, color octet particles and color and charge neutral states.
Despite the fact that couplings to fermions are relatively small, all PGBs are short-lived
particles, with lifetimes small enough not to escape detection.
Hadron colliders are most suitable for studies of leptoquarks. Color octet particles
are much more difficult to observe due to too large QCD background, even though they
are produced more copiously than leptoquarks. By studying the processes pp -+ 00 and
pp --+ TT, the LHC experiments can discover octet particles lighter than 375 GeV and
leptoquarks lighter than 1160 GeV. Currently, the best limits are placed by experiments at
Tevatron, which exclude leptoquarks lighter than 130 GeV.
Electron colliders are capable of studying both leptoquarks and PO production. However,
electron colliders do not have large enough energy to contribute significantly to leptoquark
searches. In TC-GIM, cross sections for single production of leptoquarks are too small to
yield observable rates. This limits the discovery reach of e+e - colliders to half of the CM
energy. Po is the only neutral particle that can be produced with large enough rates, which
result from the anomalous couplings of P 0. The rate for the process e+e- -- Poy depends
on the strength of the anomalous coupling, so the rate is sensitive to fs-1. At present, LEP
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excludes fs-1 smaller than 38 GeV, but after analyzing all the data collected so far it can
probe this scale up to 80 GeV. Significant improvement can be achieved at NLC, which can
test fs-1 up to 390 GeV.
We have shown in Chapter 4 that it is possible to identify all theories which belong to a
certain class of confining theories. A salient feature of these s-confining theories is that the
massless degrees of freedom are given by the independent gauge invariant chiral operators.
They describe the theory everywhere on the moduli space including the origin. Another
important characteristic is that there is a non-vanishing superpotential for the confined
degrees of freedom. We have given two necessary conditions for a theory to be s-confining.
Using these conditions and the requirement of 't Hooft anomaly matching we determined
all s-confining theories with a single gauge group. We listed several new examples of s-
confining theories with SU(N) gauge groups. The SU(N) theory with B + 0 + 3(0 + D) is
s-confining for any N, while other new examples s-confine only for particular N. There are
no new examples of s-confinement with Sp(N) gauge group. S-confinement in SO(N) groups
requires the presence of at least one spinorial representation, which restricts N < 14. It
turns out that most of the SO(N) theories which satisfy our index condition are s-confining.
In Chapter 5, we have explored a new class of theories based on a product group, in
which neither gauge group generates a dynamical superpotential in the absence of perturba-
tions. Nonetheless by exploring the exact superpotential, we could explicitly demonstrate
that supersymmetry is broken in the SU(4) x SU(3) x U(1) model. We also found interest-
ing phenomena in the exact superpotential, which were discussed in Section 5.2.2. For the
SU(n) x SU(3) x U(1) models, we have found that the exact superpotential is quite com-
plicated. However, in theories with P•3 = 0, we could demonstrate supersymmetry breaking
with the addition of an extra flavor of SU(n). In this theory, we also found a large number
of classically flat directions which are lifted in the quantum mechanical theory. This is
due to the fact that when SU(n) confines, some of the Yukawa couplings in the tree-level
superpotential turn into mass terms. This drives the SU(3) group into the confining region
and also lifts some of the classical flat directions. We showed how the same mechanism
leads to supersymmetry breaking in the SU(n) x SU(4) x U(1) and SU(n) x SU(5) x U(1)
models. These models had to be analyzed using the duality transformations.
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